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Criteria for Identifying and Evaluating
the Presence of Chiasmus
John W. Welch
Abstract: This article defines fifteen criteria one can use to
measure the sll'ength or weakness of a proposed chiastic paltern in a
given text. The need for rigor in such studies depends primarily on
how the results of the proposed structural ana1yses will be used.
Ultimately, analysts may nOI know with certainlY whether an
author created inverted parallel Slructures intentionally or not; but
by exam ining a text from various angles. one may assess the likelihood that an author consciously employed chiasmus to achieve
specific literary purposes.

In recent decades, numerous passages in the Bible and elsewhere have been analyzed by commentators who find those texts
to be chiastic. 1 Some of the suggested inverted structures are convincing and illuminating; others seem quite marginal. Some texts
are strongly and precisely chiastic. while in other cases it may only
be poss ible to speak of a general presence of balance or framing.
From these studies it is apparent that all possible chiasms were not
created equal and that in order to be clear in discussing chiasmus
it is necessary for commentators to recognize that "degrees of
chiasticity" exist from one text to the next.

A convenient listing of several hundred books and anicles recognizing
and employing chiasmus as a tool of literary criticism is found in lohn W.
Welch, "Chiasmus Bibliography" (Provo. UT: FARMS, 1987).
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Some attempts have been made in the past to defin e chias·
mus. 2 Lund, for example. proposes seven "laws" of chiastic
structures: (I) the center is always the turning point, (2) a change
in the trend of thought or antithetical idea is often introduced at
the center, (3) identical ideas are often distributed in the extremes
and at the cenler of the system and nowhere else in the system, (4)
ideas will shift in many cases from the center of one system to the
extremes of a corresponding system, (5) certain terms definitely
tend to gravitate toward particular positions in a given system, (6)
larger units are frequently introduced by frame-passages. and (7)
chiastic and alternating lines frequently occur within a single unit.
Obviously. Lund 's "laws" are more descriptive than they are
definitive; they describe features that are common to many chiastic passages, but they start from the assumption that the passages
are recognizably chiastic. Furthermore, Lund' s "laws" are riddled with subjective words like "often," "frequently," and
"many ," leaving unfinished the task of identifying the factors
that are characteristic of strongly chiastic texts or that describe the
point at which it is appropriate to denominate a passage as chiastic. Accordingly, this paper proposes a set of criteria a person may
use to evaluate the degree to which chiasmus is present in a given
passage.
The need for criteria to identify chiasms was addressed in the
book Chiasmus in Antiquity. There I explained how the identification of chiastic passages involves both objective and subjective
criteria. Objectively, the reader must be able to identify significant,
balanced repetitions in an inverted parallel order with a focus or
shift at the center.
If any aspect of chiastic analysis is to produce rigorous
and verifiable results, the inverted parallel orders, which
2 See Nils Lund, Chiasmus in the New Testament (Chapel Hill: Unive rsity of North Carolina. 1942),40-4 1; see further the introduction in John W.
Welch, Chiasmus in Antiquity (Hildesheim: Gerstenberg, 1981), and John W.
Welch, "A Study Relating Chiasmus in the Book of Monnon to Chiasmus in the
Old Testament, Ugaritic Epics, Homer. and Selected Greek and Latin Authors"
(master's thesis. Brigham Young University, 1970), 6-17, proposing definitions that would allow critics to disti nguish between simple, compound. and
comple~ chiasmus; see also O. J. Clark. "Criteria for Identifying Chiasm," Linguistic!! Biblica 35 (1975): 63-72.
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create the chiasms upon wh ich that analysis is based,
must be evidenced in the text itself and not imposed
upon the text by Procrustean design or artifice of the
reader.3
Defining literary units and determining their beginning and end,
however, often involve subjective judgment, as does deciding
which terms form significant matches in the two portions. Passages
may vary in the strength of their chiastic structure, for chias mus
lends itself to a variety of applications and arrangements. Analysts
must be cautious, for "where the inversion is less than perfect, ...
the analysis becomes much more complex and, depending to a
large extent on what is to be proved thereby, may become controversia l. "4
It is hoped that further thinking about criteria for identifying
the presence of chiasmus will assist scholarly analysis and exegesis
of sc ripture in several ways. First, it should promote meaningful
discussion about texts. A burden of persuasion rests on any person describing a passage as chiastic. It is not sufficient merely to
affix the label "chiastic." Applying this term to a given passage
must be justifiable; it should be possible for a listener to discern
whether a commentator has used the term properl y or improperly,
aptly or inaptly. Factors discussed below give a framework upon
which such a judgment may be made. Second, this effort to identify criteria should assist in evaluating the degree of a proposed
chiasm. Whether one passage is more or less chiastic than another
can be judged most securely on the basis of specific criteria. The
fo llow ing fifteen factors form a basis on which the degree of chiasticity in a given passage may be assessed. Third, known criteria
shou ld assist in appraising and appreciating the noteworthy characteristics of a text. Although evaluating any work of art is to
some degree subjective, it is usually possible to describe, for
example, what allows one to judge a Rembrandt better than a Van
Holt. Likewise, whether a composition is chiastically praiseworthy,
elegant. intricate, meaningful . or significant must not be merely a
matter of one observer's predilection but something that should

3
4

Welch. Chitumus in Antiquity, 13.
Ibid .. 14.
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be communicable through careful observation and articu late
description.
It is clear that texts can manifest varying degrees of c hiasticity.
Some passages are short, and their reverse parallel order is obvious
and noncontroversial. For example. Isaiah 9:21
reads:
"(a) Manasseh, (b) Ephraim; and (b') Ephraim, (a') Manasseh;
they together shall be against Judah." Genesis 1:27 reads:
"(a) God created man (b) in his own image; (b') in the image of
God (a' ) created he him." The order of the Hebrew words in
Genesis 9:6 is: "(a) Whoso sheddeth (b) the blood (e) of a man,
(c ') by man (b t ) his blood (a') shall be shed." The inverted
order of the words in these passages can be observed and verified
objectively and concretely. In other instances, chiasmus can also
be concretely created out of linguistic features, as in poetic strophes that have chiastically varying numbers of syllables, or where
words appear in an order such that their cases (nominativeaccusative accusative-nominative) or genders (masculine-feminine
feminine-masculine) occur in an inverted sequence. In such cases,
it may be debated what significance (if any) these arrangements
may have, and whether they were intentionally created or are
merely accidental, but it is usually not hard to agree that the
arrangement exists.
The degree of certainty about the presence of chiasmus in a
text usually varies in inverse proportion to the total length of the
text. In other words, the more spread out the proposed chiasm, the
less certain the fact of its chiasticity becomes, except in remarkable circumstances. Hence. the more extended the proposed chiasm, the greater will be the need for multiple corroborati ng factors
before the passage can be meaningfully described as chiastic. Not
every occurrence of repetition, balance, inclusion, or symmetry
will amount to something that should be called chiastic; otherwise
one might purport to find chiasmus in a telephone directory.

Criteria
Several factors need to be addressed before one can establish
the presence of chiasmus in a given text. The more of these criteria that are significantly present in a particular case, the higher will
be its degree of chiasticity. For an illustration of the application of
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these criteria to a specific text, readers may wish to consult the
paper entitled "Chiasmus in Alma 36" and a shortened version of
that paper in Rediscovering the Book of Mormon. 5
1. Objectivity. To what degree is the proposed pattern clearly
evident in the text? If the process of identifying chiasmus is to
produce verifiable results, the inverted parallel orders must be
objectively evident. If a proposed chiasm consists of elements that
are objectively observable in the text, rather than depending on
distant parallels or clever linkages that require imaginative commentary to explain, it is more likely that the chiastic character of
the text is strong and less likely that the reader has imposed an
arrangement upon the text which he or she alone has brought to
it. The more evident an arrangement, the greater the degree of
chiasticity. Alma 36 manifests a very high degree of objectivity,
for it features 26 key words or phrases that are identical or nearly
identical in both the first and second halves. At one point in Alma
36:20 the comparison between two elements is explicitly drawn.
2. Purpose. Is there an identifiable literary reason why the
author might have employed chiasmus in this text? Chiasmus is
useful for several purposes, such as concentrating attention on the
main point of a passage by placing it at the central turning point,
drawing meaningful contrasts, aiding in memorization, or emphasizing the feeling of closure upon the conclusion of a lengthy
repetition . Chiastic structures can enhance the sense of a passage
in ways that extend beyond the molecular meaning of individual
words and phrases. It is more plausible to assert that chiasmus
exists in a passage when an author appears to have intentionally
put it there for a stylistic purpose. The likelihood of such intent
on the part of the author should be assessed as it relates to the
ideas and characteristics of the text itself. Thus, in Leviticus
24: t 3-23, the style of chiasmus lends itself formally to the substantive content of talionic justice. Likewise, in Alma 36, no better
literary device can be imagined to convey the sense of conversion- the complete reversal of spiritual attitudes and behaviorthan does chiasmus; its turning point is purposefully focused on
5

John W. Welch, "Chiasmus in Alma 36" (Provo, tIT: FARMS, 1989),
and John W. Welch. "A Masterpiece: Alma 36," in Rediscovering the Book of
Mormon, ed. John L. Sorenson and Melvin J. Thome (Salt Lake City: Deseret
Book and FARMS, 1991), 129- 30.
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the sacred name of "Jesus Christ, a Son of God," which appears
twice at the center of the structure.
3. Boundaries. A chiasm is stronger if it operates across a literary unit as a whole and not only upon fragments or sections
which overlap or cut across significant organizational lines intrinsic to the text. These bounded units may be short,6 or they may
comprise a full psalm or longer pericope.7 That is, in determining
whether a passage in the Psalms is chiastic, one should consider
the parts of the psalm as a whole. To the extent that the proposed
structure crosses over natural barriers, unnaturally chops sentences
in half, or falls short of discernible boundaries in the text as a
whole, the more dubious the suggested chiasm becomes. A strong
example of clear boundaries is found in Helaman 6:7-13. a
remarkable chiasm that encompasses the entire report for the 64th
year of the reign of judges.
4. Competition with Other Forms. Chiasmus is more do minant in a passage when it is the only structuring device employed
there. Chiasmus becomes less significant to the extent that a competing literary device or explanation of the arrangement of the
words or thoughts more readily accounts for an apparently chiastic placement of elements. For example. "Hickory. Dickory,
Dock" cannot be considered strongly chiastic because it is primarily a limerick.
5. Length. The longer the proposed chiasm, the higher its
degree of chiasticity. In other words, a chiasm composed of six
words introduced in one order and then repeated in the opposite
order is more extensively chiastic than a structure composed of
three repeated words. Having a large number of proposed elements, however. is not alone very significant. for all the elements
must bear their own weight. An extended chiasm is probably not
much stronger than its weakest links.
6. Density. How many words are there between the d ominam
elements? The more compact the proposed structure, or the fewer
irrelevancies between its elements, the higher the degree of chi as6

As in many of the Proverbs and the cryptic sayings of Jesus: for exam-

ple. Proverbs 1:25: 2:2, 4: 3:10; \0:4; 13:24; 23: 15-16: Matthew 10:39:
19:30; 23:12.
7
Nils Lund. "Chiasmus in the Psalms:' American Journal of St!mi/ic
Lallgllagu and U/t!ra/urt!s 49 (1933): 281 -3 12.
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ticity. Tightness in the text is indicative of greater craftsmanship,
rigor, focus, intention, and clarity. In assessing the density of a
passage, all significant words and phrases appearing in the system
must be considered. What is disregarded or omitted is often just as
important as what is included. Thus, if a proposed chiasm involves
only a few terms spread out over a long text, it has a low density.
Thus, for example, proposed chiasms covering the entire books of
1 Nephi, Mosiah, or certain biblical books are Jess dense than the
tight pattern found in Helaman 6: 10 or Genesis 7:21-23.
7. Dominance. A convincing analysis must account for and
embrace the dominant nouns, verbs, and distinctive phrases in the
text. Conversely, a weak construction relies upon relatively insubstantial or common words and ideas in the text. Accordingly,
powerful chiastic structures revolve around major incidents,
unique phrases, or focal words, as distinguished from insignificant
or dispensable parts of speech. The more sign ificant the elements
in relation to the message of the text, the greater the degree of
chiasticity. In the case of Alma 36, virtually all of the words that
figure into the chiastic pattern are dominant words in the account;
they completely convey the essence of Alma's story.
8. Mavericks. A chiasm loses potency when key elements in
the system appear extraneously outside the proposed structure.
The analyst is open to the charge of selectively picking and
choosing among the occurrences of this element if some of its
occurrences in the lext are arbitrarily ignored. What is omitted
from an analysis is often just as indicative as what is included
when one turns to evaluating the creative success and conceptual
value of a proposed chiasm. S Again, to use Alma 36 by way of
illuslration, only three words appear in this chapter outside of their
respective section s in the chiastic structure.
9. Reduplication. If the same word or element appears over
and over within the system, the likelihood is greater that some
other kind of repetition (including random repetition) is predominant in the passage instead of chiasmus. Reduplication is not
a problem in Alma 36--this chapter contains 201 words that
8
Along this same line. Yehuda Radday has developed statistical formulas
for measuring the extent to which the order of words in a passage deviate from
the ideal chiastic order. See his essay "Chiasmus in Hebrew Narrative," in
Welch. Chiasmus in Anliquity. 50-115.

8
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appear only once or twice; 58 words appear three, four, or five
times; and only 42 words appear more than five times, usually in

balanced sections or in close proximity to each other.
10. Centrality. The crux of a chiasm is generally its central
turning point.9 Without a well ~defined centerpiece or distinct
crossing effect, there is little reason for seeing chiasmus. Inverting
is the essence of chiasmus, so the clearer the reversal at the center
point. the stronger the chiasticity of the passage. The lalianic
formula stands squarely at the physical and conceptual center of
Leviticus 24:13-23. Similarly, nothing could be more central to
the dramatic message of Alma 36 than its well-defined centerpiece
in verses 17- 19, whose key terms are
Harrowed up
I remembered

Jesus Christ, a son of God
Jesus Christ, thou son of God
I remembered
Harrowed up no more.
II . Balance. How balanced is the proposed chiasm? Ideally,
the elements on both sides of the proposed focal point should be
nearly equal, in terms of number of words, lines, or elements. It
reduces clarity and focus when the two halves of a purportedly
chiastic passage are nOl balanced. Models of balance appear in
King Benjamin's speech, where the chiasm in Mosiah 3: 18- 19
stands almost exactly at the center of the speech. In Alma 36, 52
percent of the words appear before the turning point, and 48 percent appear afterwards.
12. Climax. A strong chiasm will emphasize the central element of the passage as its focal climax. Where the concept at the
center is not weighty enough to support the concentrated attention

9 Nils Lund. Chiasmus in fht! Nt!w Tt!slament. 41. asserts this as the first
and foremost law of chiasmus: "The centre is always the turning point. At the
centre there is often a change in the trend of thought and an antithetic idea is
introduced," In meetings of the Hebrew Poetry Group of the Society of Biblical
Literature in the 1980$. others have also suggested that the extremes may be as
important as, if not more significant, than the center of a chiasm, I find u.md
persuasive on this point, but even he ranked the extremes second only to the
center in importance,
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of the reader and to bear the author's paramount intention, the
chiastic force of the passage is less than the case in which the idea
at the center is an important one.
13. Return . A chiasm is more complete where its beginning
and end combine to create a strong sense of return and completion. Second in importance to the central crossing effect in a
lengthy chiasm is the way the chiasm begins and ends. The overall
structure becomes more apparent when the boundaries are clearly
defined and where the passage begins and ends similarly. Thus the
journey into Alma's conversion explains how it is that he knows
that one will be blessed and delivered by keeping the commandments of God, and accordingly one can see why Alma's words
(Alma 36:1) can be equated with God's words (Alma 36:30) as
the story returns in the end to its point of departure.
14. Compatibility. The chiasticity of a passage is greater when
it works comfortably and consistently together with the overall
style of the author. Chiasm is more likely to be meaningfully present if its author used chiasmus or related forms of parallelism on
other occasions as well. If a proposed chiastic word order is an
isolated phenomenon in the writings of an author, there is a
greater chance that the occurrence in question was simply accidental. Accordingly, the fact that Alma makes remarkable use of
chiasmus in Alma 41:13-15 enhances even further the degree of
chiasticity in Alma 36.
15. Aesthetics. Finally, there is room for subjective appreciation. Computers alone cannot identify chiasmus. Since human
readers must judge an author's artistic success, further factors
become relevant in assessing a passage's degree of chiasticity,
such as the author's fluency with the form; consistency in sustaining the structure, balance, and hannony; pliability at the turning point (which yet does not draw undue attention to itself); and
meaningful applications of the form that do not resort to subtleties
so obscure as to be esoteric or awkward .

Rigor
How rigorous should one be in determining whether the foregoing criteria have been satisfied in a given text? The factors
mentioned above indicate the types of questions that need to be

10
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asked in identifying and evaluating a proposed complex chiasm.
In assessing the results one obtains by asking and answering these
questions, a text critic will need to apply qualitative and quantita·
tive standards.
How hjgh a degree of chiasticity should be demanded before
one can comfortably describe a passage as chiastic depends primarily on how the results of the analysis are to be used. If the
interpreter only wishes to identify a general sense of orderliness or
balance about the text, a fairly low level of chiasticity will support
such an observation. If, however, the researcher intends to use the
analysis for more specific purposes (for example, to interpret the
precise meaning of a given word by contrasting it with a counterpart in the chiastic structure, or to compare the style of one author
with that of another), the analysis must be more rigorous. The
bolder the implications to be drawn, the greater the support the
analysis needs.

The Intentional Fallacy
An issue closely related to the question of chiasticity is intentionality. Although one should not fall into the trap of the
"intentional fallacy" (that just because a pattern is discernible in
a text the author must have intentionally put it there), neither
should one assume the opposite extreme, that no chiasms were
intentionally created. What factors determine whether an author
can be adjudged to have consciously (or subconsciously) created
the asserted pattern? How intentional does chiasmus have to be?
Can these complex patterns (occasionally proposed as embracing
entire books of scripture) occur by accident?
It seems reasonable to believe that occurrences of simple chiasmus (like simple instances of alliteration, rhyme, or other obvious literary effects) are consciously created in many cases. But
such inversions can also occur out of habit or convention. subliminally. subconsciously, and even inadvertently. Certainly many
such simple effects occur in literature written by authors who do
not know the tec hnical term for the phenomenon.
When more complex chiastic arrangements are involved, it
becomes increasingly difficult to know whether the author was
aware he was creating or using the form. Nevertheless, the fore-
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going criteria can assist in establishing a presumption of intent.
Moreover, we need not demand a showing of premeditation in
order to conclude that the effect was "intentional." The following
points seem relevant in discussing intentionality:
I. Degree of chiasliciry. The higher the degree of chiasticity,
the greater the likelihood that the chiastic structure was created
intentionally. Factors such as length, purpose, and compatibility
are particularly probative or persuasive when considering intentionality. Thus on some occasions the degree and precision of
chiastic repetition will be high enough in the works of a given
author or in a particular body of literature that it becomes highly
likely that the author was aware of its creation. For example, it is
plausible to believe that Homer and the Homeric bards were aware
of the structure involved when Odysseus in the underworld asked
the shade of his mother Anticleia seven things about how she died
and how things were at his home in Ithaca, and then how she
responded by addressing each of these seven in exactly the reverse
order. lO The length of this inverted text is exceptional; the apparent purpose of the repetition is to aid in oral recitation; indeed, it
is common in epic literature for commands to be given in one
order and for them to be carried out in the opposite order. In
other words, the discernible degree of intentionality may relate to
the degree of chiasticity discussed above. The stronger the degree
of chiasticity in a passage, the greater the likelihood that the
author was aware of it and intended it.
By analyzing proposed chiasms thoroughly and from a number of angles, one can assess the likelihood that an author consciously employed chiasmus in a given case to achieve a specific
purpose. Nevertheless, one can rarely speak with absolute certitude
in this area, since few writers ever produce commentaries on their
own works. Moreover, there will probably be some circularity in
one's analysis here, for some of the factors used to determine the
degree of chiasticity presume some degree of intentionality (e.g. ,
purpose), yet those factors will then be relied upon in answering
the question of whether the structure was intentionally created.

10

Odyssey XI. 170-203, discussed in Welch. "Chiasmus in Greek and

Latin Literature," in Welch, Chiasmus in Antiquity, 253-54.
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Thus intentionality cannot be proved directly in terms of degree
of chiasticity alone.
2. The idea of intentionality. In asking whether complex chiastic patterns can occur by "accident," one may be asking the
wrong question or working with an erroneous model of "artistic
consciousness," for the question of artistic intent is not an
either/or proposition. An author may have intended a passagemore or less-to be chiastic. One must tum, therefore, to a
broader model of the artistic process to discern in part how complex literary results can be created "intentionally," yet without
blueprints. charts, or handbooks. Consider, for example, the
improvisation of New Orleans Dixieland musicians. They ad lib,
usually 8 or 16 measures at a time. While their music is spontane·
ous and "unconscious" (they are not reading music and have not
sat down to figure out in advance what they are going to play),
their complex rhythms, melodies, and chord progressions are nev·
ertheless discernibly regular, structured, and organized. One
would not call their music "accidental." Nor would one call it
strictly "intentional." It fits, however, into a pattern, style, or con·
vention that has become so natural with the jazz musician that the
music just comes out that way. An old banjo player, when asked
around 1850 if he could read music, innocently replied: "Can I
read notes? .. . There are no notes to a banjo. You just play it."11
In a literary context, some poets and authors working within a
literary tradition may likewise create complex artistic effects with·
out being conscious of every facet of their compositions. Many
people, notably children, regularly employ complex rules of syn·
tax and language without "knowing" what they are doing.
T. S. Elliot was once asked by a ladies' literary group in Oxford
to explain what one of his poems meant. As many poets would
have responded, he replied that he had no idea what the poem
meant, explaining that it did not mean anything except in the
minds of his listeners and readers. Yet his poetry is by no means
meaningless, formless, or random.
In much the same way, while the degree of chiasticity in some
chiasms may be strong enough to claim that they were expressly

II Pete Seeger, How 10 Play Ihe Five.Slring Banjo, 3rd ed. (Beacon, NY:
Seeger, 1962). back cover.
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designed and implemented, one must expect that other chiastic
patterns discovered by textual exegetes were not methodically
crafted by the author to conform mechanically to some rigorously
prescribed template. That does not, however, mean that the form
was "unintentional" or "accidental"- the question of intentionality is not a black-and-white matter. Instead, it may be possible
that some chiasms emerged out of the broader expressiveness of
an author. Like the notes that sound good to the jazz musician
who is deeply conditioned in certain cultural patterns, the words
felt right coming out that way, given the conventions and structure
of the author's language and literary culture. As rhythm and
blues are at home with certain musicians, parallelism and chiasm
were more a part of some languages and literatures than of others.
as careful listening and reading will reveal.
3. The eye of the beholder. Finally. it is possible in some
cases to conclude that a proposed chiasm exists exclusively in the
eye of the beholder. If no claim of author intent can be mounted
in a given text, this should be acknowledged, but should not preclude a careful observer from still appreciating the way in which
an underlying orderliness or pattern happens to enhance the elegance and artistic achievement of the composition. If this is all
that can be said of a particular textual phenomenon, however, it
will change the way in which the literary analysis of the passage
should be presented, what the analysis can claim for itself, and
what conclusions or implications it will support.
In conclusion, I hope that the foregoing discussion will
stimulate further thought and careful literary analysis of texts.
Most aesthetic forms of literature and art do not lend themselves
easily to formulaic definition or complete description, and the
chiastic form is no exception. Thus it is not imagined that these
proposed criteria will convert the study of chiasmus into a science.
Nevertheless, it is surely possible for those who are interested in
identifying and discussing scriptural instances of chiasmus to be
clearer about their subject. Many proposed chiasms are impressive
and interesting; others appear to be contrived or unremarkable.
Textual analysts should be able to examine such instances of chiasmus and select among those that are better or worse, and then
articulate reasons why they think some are better constructed or
manifest a higher degree of intentionality than others. In my
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experience. chiastic passages manifest varying degrees of chiasticily. The criteria set forth in this paper are the main factors J
consider in appraising the strength of one proposed example of
chiasmus vis-a-vis another. Having advanced these criteria informally for comment in 1989, I now circulate these ideas more
widely for further refinement and possible use.

Poetic Diction and Parallel Word Pairs
in the Book of Mormon
Kevin L. Barney
Abstract: Hebrew poetry is based on various patterns of parallelism. Parallel lines are in tum created by the use of parallel
words, that is, pairs of words bearing generally synonymous or
antithetic meanings. Since the 19305, scholars have come to realize
that many of these "word pairs" were used repeatedly in a formulaic
fashion as the basic building blocks of different parallel lines. 1be
Book of Monnon reflects numerous parallel structures, including
synonymous parallelism. antithetic parallelism, and chiasmus. As
word pairs are a function of parallelism, the presence of such parallel structures in the Book of Monnon suggests the possible presence of word pairs within those structures. This article catalogs the
use of forty word pairs that occur in parallel collocations both in
the Book of Mormon and in Hebrew poetry.

Background
Since the mid-eighteenth century, the operative principle of
Hebraic poetry has been understood to be the phenomenon
known as "parallelism" (parallelismus membrorum).l The most
famous definition of parallelism is that of Robert Lowth:
This is the contribution for which Bishop Robert Lowth is best
remembered; see his De Sacra Poesi Hebraeorum Praelectiones Academicae
(O:J\ford. 1753). An English translation first appeared in 1787 by George
Gregory as Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews (London, 1787).
Although Lowth was the first to articulate the phenomenon of parallelism for the
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The correspondence of one verse or line with
another, I call parallelism, when a proposition is delivered, and a second is subjoined to it, or drawn under it,
equivalent, or contrasted with it in sense, or similar to it
in the fann of grammatical construction, these I call
parallel lines; and the words or phrases answering one
to another in the corresponding lines, parallel terms. 2
So, in Psalm 2:1, for example, which reads " Why do the heathen
rage, and the people imagine a vain thing?" the words and the
people imagine a vain thing echo the words why do the heathen
rage. This parallelism can be seen more clearly by dividing the
verse into lines. as follows:
Why do the heathen rage,

and the people imagine a vain thing?
In this couplet, heathen and people are "parallel terms" as
described by Lowth, as are the verb rage and the phrase imagine a
vain thing. Lowth' s discovery of parallelism was a profound
insight into the nature of Hebraic poetry, which was but little
improved upon over the next century and a half as scholars concentrated their efforts on identifying various sUbtypes of parallel
lines and trying to identify metrical patterns in the poetry.3
In the 1930s, two discoveries were to lead to a significant
refinement of our understanding of parallelism and return the
benefit of the western scholarly world, others, such as Azariah de Rossi. Ibn
Ezra. and Menahem ben Saruch had commented on parallel forms before Lowth.
See Hans Kosmala, "Form and Structure in Ancient Hebrew Poetry (A New
Approach)," Vefus Testamentum 1413 (1964): 425; Robert Gordis, P~ts. Prophels and Sages: £lSDyS in Biblical Imerpretalion (Bloomington: Indiana University Press. 1971), 63; and James Barr, Comparative Philology and the Text oj
the Old Testament (Oxford: Clarendon, 1968), 62.
2 Robert Lowth, Isaiah, A New Translation with a Preliminary Dissertation and NOles, Critical, Philological and E:cpfaTUJlOry (London: Nichols, 1778),
ix. Note that this classic formulation does not adequately describe th e modem
understanding of parallelism, on which see James L. Kugel. The Idea oj Biblical
P~try: Parallelism and liS HislOry (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1981).

I-58.
3

For an excellent review of the literature of the period. see David Noel
Freedman's Prolegomenon to the 1972 edition of George B. Gray. The FOmls oj
Hebrew Poetry (19 15; reprint New York: Ktav, 1972).
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attention of scholars to the importance of parallel terms. The first
of these was the discovery of the Ras Shamra tablets in 1929.
These tablets contain myths and legends dating to the second
millennium B.C., written in Ugaritic, a Canaanite dialect with close
affinities to biblical Hebrew. As scholars began to study these texts
carefully, they observed that the parallelism of the Ugaritic poetry
was often based on parallel terms that also existed in Hebrew
poetry. For instance, compare Psalm 50:20:
Thou sittest and speakest against thy brother;
thou slanderest thine own mother's son.
with this couplet from a Ugaritic poem:
And 10, (as) a brother of Sea Baal is given
As a retribution for the destroyed sons of my
mother. 4
Scholars began to compile lists of pairs of words that repeat in
parallel constructions in both Hebrew and Ugaritic literature.5
4 See Umberto Cassuto, '1lle Seven Wives of King Keret," Bulletin of
the American Schools of Oriental Research 119 (1950): 18. 'The text is fro m
Cyrus H. Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook, Analecla Orientalia 38 (1965): 49 VI:IOII (hereafter W). The enumeration of Andree Herdner, Corpus des Tablelles en
Cunei/ormes Alpho.biliqut s (Paris: imprimerie Nationale, 1963) is 6 VI:l0-1 I
(hereafter CTA). 'The translation is from Cyrus H. Gordon, Ugarilic Literature
(Rome: Ponlificium Institutum Biblieum, 1949), 48. 'The Hebrew 'ach/lben 'em
also occurs in Genesis 27:29, 43:29; Deuteronomy 13:6; Judges 8:19; and Psalm
69:8; the Ugaritic ach/lbn um may also be fou nd in UT,49 VI:I4-IS and KrI:8-9
(CT"', 6 VI:I4-15 and 14 1:S-9).
H. L Ginsberg and Benjamin Maisler, "Semitized Humans in Syria and
Palestine," Journal of the Pales/ine Oriefl/al Society 14 (1934): 248 n. 15; H. L.
Ginsberg. ''The Victory of the Land-God over the Sea God," Journal of the
Pales/int! Oriental Socit!ty 15 (1935): 327, and "Rebellion and Death of Ba'lu,"
Orielltalia 5 (1936): 171 -72; Umberto CassulO, "Parallel Words in Hebrew and
Ugaritic" (in Hebrew), ushont!nu 15 (1 947): 97-\02, translated by Israel
Abrahams in Biblical and Orien/al Studit!s 11: Biblt! and Allcit!fI/ Orit!ntal TUls
(Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1975), 60-68: and Umberto Cassuto, Tht! Goddess
Analh (in Hebrew) (Jerusalem: The Bialik Institute, 195), translated by Israel
Abrahams (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1971), 19-41; Moshe Held, "More Parallel
Word Pairs in the Bible and in the Ugaritic Documents" (in Hebrew), ushone1lu
18 (1953): 144-60: Robert G. Boling. "Synonymous Parallelism in the
Psalms:' Journal of Semitic Studies 5 ( 1960): 221-25: Stanley Gevirtz, ''The

,
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Mitchell Dahood devoted considerable effort to identifying such
word pairs and published an extensive catalog setting forth the
results of his research. 6 Scholars have also begun to focus on (I)
word pairs that are common to Hebrew and other cognate languages, such as Akkadian. Aramaic, and Phoenician,? and (2)
Ugaritic Parallel to Jeremiah 8:23," iounwi of NMI' Easll!f1I Studies 20 (1961):
41-46, and Stanley Gevirtz, Patterns in the Eo.rly Poetry of Israel (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1963); Wilfred G. E. Watson, "Fixed Pairs in
Ugaritic and Isaiah," Velus Testamentum 22 (1972): 46Q.-68, "Reversed WordPairs in Ugaritic Poetry," Ugarit-Forschungen 13 (1981): 189-92, and "Ugadl
and the Old Testament: Further Parallels," Drienlolio 45 (1976): 434-42: and
Yitshak A vishur, Stylistic Studies of Word-Pairs in Biblical and Ancient Semitic
Languages (Kevelaer: Butzon & Bercker, 1984).
Mitchell Dahood, "Ugaritic-Hebrew Parallel Pairs," in Ras Shamra Par6
allels (hereafler RSP I), ed. Loren R. Fisher, AMlecta Orientalia 49 (Rome:
Pontificium Institutum Biblicum, 1972), continued in Ras Shamra Parallels /I
(hereafter RSP /fJ, ed. Loren R. Fisher, AMiecla Orientalia 50 (Rome:
Pontificiurn InstitulUm Biblicum, 1975), and in Ras Shamra Parallels I/J
(hereafter RSP Ill), ed. S. Rummel, Analecta OrienUllio. 51 (Rome: Pontificium
InstitUlUm Biblicum, 1981). See also Mitchell Dahood. Psalms I (Garden City,
NY: Doubleday, 1966); Psalms /I (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1968); Psalms
III (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1970), 445-56; and "Additional Pairs of
Parallel Words in the Psalter," in Wort, Lied und Goltespruch: Festschrift /iir
Joseph Ziegler, ed. Josef Schreiner (WUrzburg: Behter Verlag, Katholischcs
Bibelwerk, 1972),35-40. For reviews of Dahood's work, see Peter C. Craigie,
"A Note on 'Fixed Pairs' in Ugaritic and Early Hebrew Poetry," Journal of Theological Studies 22 (1971): 140-43, and "The Problem of Parallel Word-Pairs in
Ugaritic and Hebrew Poetry," Semilics 5 (1977): 48-58; Samuel E.
Loewenstamm, "Ugarit and the Bible, I," Biblica 56 (1975): 103-19. and
"Ugarit and the Bible, II," Biblica 59 (1978): 100--22; and Johannes C. de Moor
and P. van der LUg!, 'The Spectre of Pan-Ugaritism," Bibliotheca Orienlalis 31
(1974): 3-26. It was intended that all of Dahood's work in this area was to be
collated in one comprehensive volume, taking into account the suggestions of
other scholars (see Rummel's introduction to RSP /fl. xiii): with Dahood's
untimely passing in 1982, it is now uncertain whether such a volume will be
produced.
7
A project has been undertaken in Jerusalem to provide complete lists of
all word pairs in Hebrew, Ugaritic, Akkadian, and Aramaic. Although our knowledge of word pairs thaI are common to both Hebrew and Ugaritic is fairly well
developed, the study of word pairs in Hebrew itself and in other Northwest
Semitic languages remains in its infancy. The project is briefly described in
W. R. Watters, Formukl Criticism and the Poetry of the Old Teslamenl. Beiheft
zur Zeilschrift /iir die alttestamentliche Wissenschafl 138 (1976): 27. and
Wilfred G. E. Watson. Cklssical Hebrew Poetry: A Guide to lIS Teclmiques,
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word pairs that exist in Hebrew without known parallels in cognate
languages. 8
Why do some word pairs repeat in Semitic poetry ? A possible
answer was suggested by the second discovery of interest from the
1930s, for it was then that Milman Parry and his student Albert
Lord were able to demonstrate that the repeating epithets, phrases,
and lines in the Homeric epics were formulas that aided in the
rapid composition of the poetry.9 To illustrate, consider the Iliad
III. 67-75:
Now though, if you wish me to fight it out and do
battle
make the rest of the Trojans sit down, and all the
Achaians,
and set me in the middle with Menelaos the warlike
to fight together for the sake of Helen and all her
possessions.
That one of us who wins and is proved stronger, let him

Journal/or I~ Study of the Old Testament, Supplement Series 26 (1984): 12930. For Phoenician word pairs. see Yitshak Avishur. "Word-Pairs Common to
Phoenician and Biblical Hebrew," Ugarit-Forschungen 7 (1975): 13-47.
8 Watters. Formula Criticism (which is limited to an analysis of Isaiah,
Job. Lamentations. and Ruth): Perry B. Yoder, "A-B Pairs and Oral Composition
in Hebrew Poetry." Vetus Tes/amentum 21 (1971): 470-89: Yitshak Avishur.
"Pairs of Synonymous Words in the Construct State (and in Appositional
Hendiadys) in Biblical Hebrew." Semitics 2 (1971-72): 17-81; Peter C. Craigie,
"Parallel Word-Pairs in Ille Song of Deborah (Judges 5)," Journal 0/ t~ Evan gelical Theological Society 20 (March 1977): 15-22: Waller Brueggemann, "A
Neglected Sapiental Word-Pair." z.eitschrift for die altltstamentliche Wissenscha/t 89 (1977): 234-58. and "Of the Same flesh and Bone (Gn 2,25a)." Catholic Biblical Quarterly 32 (1970): 532-42; Michael L. Barre, '"The Formulaic Pair
Twb (W)hsd in the Psalter." Zeitschrift for die altteslamentliche Wissenscha/t
98/1 (1986): 100--105: N. Tidwell. "A Road and a Way: A Contribution to the
Study of Word-Pairs," Semitics 7 (1980): 50-80; and Watson. Classical Hebrew
Poetry. 128-44, and Traditional Techniques in Classical Hebrew Verse, JoumoJ
for the Study 0/ the Old Testament. Supplement Series 170 (1994): 262-312.
9
Milman Parry's work has been broughl together and edited by his son,
Adam Parry, as T~ Mok.ing 0/ Homeric Verse: The Colle(:ted Papers 0/ Milmon
Parry (Oxford: Clarendon, 1971). The best single source on oral poetic composilion is Albert B. Lord, The Singer o/Tales (1954; reprint. New York: Atheneum.
1978).
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take the possessions fairly and the woman, and lead her
homeward.
But the rest of YOll, having cut your oaths of faith and
friendship
dwell. you in Troy where the soil is rich, while those
others return home
to horse-pasluring Argos, and Achaia the land of fair
women. 10
Although the italicized words are not strictly necessary to the
minimum meaning of the passage, they are metrically necessary to
fill out the requirements of the meter in which the poetry was

composed (dactylic hexameter). These words are found in other
passages in Homer in the same position in the poetic line and
serving the same function. The poet had at his disposal a large
stock of such words or phrases, which made possible the rapid oral
composition of the poetry.
Comparativists have applied Parry's and Lord's work both to
medieval epic l ! and Semitic poetry.!2 Hebrew poetry is not based
on meter in the same sense as Homeric epic. but rather on patterns
10 The translation is from Richmond Lanimore, trans .• Th~ Iliad of Hom~r
(Chicago: University of Chicago, 1951), 37, as is the essence of the accompanying explanation.
11 Lord. Singu of Taks, 198-221: Frances P. Magoun. Jr., "Oral Formulaic Character of Anglo-Saxon Narrative Poetry," Speculum 28 (1953): 446-67;
and Robert P. Creed, 'The Making of an Anglo-Saxon Poem." English Uterature
and History 26 (1959): 445-54. and '''The Singer Looks at His Sources," Comparative Uurature 14 (1962): 44-52.
12 For the idea of repeating word pairs as formulas. sec, for example,
Gevirtz, Paflern.s, 3; William Whallon, Formula, Character and Context: Studies
in Homuic, Old English and Old Testament Poetry (Washington , DC: Center for
Hellenic Studies, 1969). 151: and Yoder, "A-B Pairs and Orol Composition:'
480-89. Robert C. Culley. OroJ Formulaic LaIIgl/age in the Biblical Psalms
(Toronto: University of Toronto, 1967), who relied heavily on Parry and Lord,
argued that formulaic phrases tronscendod word pairs in importance. Repeating
phrases do exist in Semitic poetry (see also Antoon Schoors, "Literary Phrases,"
RSP I, 3-70, and R. E. Whitaker, "Ugaritic Formulae," in RSP lIf, 207-19) and .
because they are phrases, on the surface they might appear to be the phenomenon more c losely related to Homeric formulas. A proper understanding of the
fijl/ction of both Homeric formulas and word pairs. however. has led most scholars to conclude that word pairs are aClUally the more direct analog to Homeric
formulas.
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of parallelism. Nevertheless, the essential idea of formulaic repetition remains instructive.13 As Lowth perceived, parallel lines are
created by the use of subunits (words and phrases) that are themselves parallel. In the ancient Near East a traditional stock of parallel word pairs appears to have existed, which the poet could use
as the foundation for different parallel lines. Rather than composing every couplet completely from scratch, by beginning with
an appropriate word pair the poet would already have at hand the
skeletal structure for a parallel expression; it would then be much
easier to flesh out the basic idea into full parallel lines. For
instance, note how the same word pair, earthl/world eerets//tebe{),
forms the foundation for different parallel lines in the following
examples:
The earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof;
the world. and they that dwell therein. (Psalm 24:1)
for the pillars of the earth are the Lord's,
and he hath set the world upon them. (1 Samuel 2:8)
Who hath given him a charge over the earth?
or who hath disposed the whole world? (Job 34: 13)
Their line is gone out through all the earth,
and their words to the end of the world. (Psalm 19:4)
Let all the earth fear the Lord :

let all the inhabitants of the world stand in awe of
him. (Psalm 33:8)
13 Field studies among peoples who compose poetry based on parallel
cola tend to support the formulaic nature of word pairs in composition. See
R. Austerlitz, "Ob-Ugric Metrics," in Folklore Fellows Communications
(Helsinki: Suomaklainen Tledeakatemia, 1958), 174: M. B. Emeneau, 'The
Songs of the Todas," Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 77
(1937): 543-60, "Oral Poets of South India- the Todas," Amen'can Journal of
Folklore 71 (1958): 312-24, and "Style and Meaning in an Oral Literature,"
Language 42 (1966): 323--45: P. Aalto, "Word-Pairs in Tokharian and Other
Languages," Linguistics 5 (1964): 61 -78; Yoder, "A-B Pairs and Oral
Composition," 481 -84: Yakov Malkiel, "Studies in Irreversible Binomials,"
Lingua 8 (1959): 113-60; and R. A. Sayce, ''The Style of Montaigne: Word-Pairs
and Word-Groups," Seymour B. Chatman. ed., Literary Slyle: A Symposium
(London: Oxford University Press, 1971),383-405.
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A the lightnings lightened
B the world;
B the earth
A trembled and shook. (Psalm 77: 18) 14
Although each of these passages is unique and conveys its own
message, we can easily see how the poet began his composition 15

in each case with the synonymous pair of words earth and world,
which had a traditional association together in ancient Hebrew
poetry.
Scholars have used this new understanding of the formulaic
nature of repeating word pairs in textual criticism, exegesis, lexicography, and other aspects of critical analysis. 16 For instance,

Gevirtz 17 observed that in 2 Samuel 1:22.
From the blood of the slain (chatalim),
from the fat of the mighty (gibborim),
slain does not really fit the context, and the pair is found nowhere
else in the Old Testament . On the other hand, the word pair valiantllmighty (chayiVlgibbor) does occur frequently,18 valiant fits
the context better, and chayil (valiant) is orthographically close to
chalal (slain). Therefore, Gevirtz suggests that the passage originally read:

From the blood of the valiant (chayiLim),
from the fat of the mighty (gibborim) .

14 See also 1 Chronicles 16:30; Psalms 89:11. 96:13. 97:4. 98:9; Proverbs 8:26: Isaiah 18:3.24:4.26:9,26:18; Jeremiah 10;12, 25:26, 51:15: Lamenlations 4: 12; and Nahum 1:5.
15 It does not necessarily follow from the analogy to Homeric formulas
Ih:lL poetry reflecting repeating word pairs was orally composed. Word rairs
could as readily have served as aids to literate composition. On this topic. see
Watters. Formula Criticism. 48-59. and Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry. 66-

86.
16 For an illustration of relevance to Book of Mormon studies, see Bruce
M. Pritchell, Jr .. "Lehi's Theology of the Fall in Its Preexilic/Exilic Context:'
loumal ()f Book ()f Mormon Studies 3f2 (Fall 1994): 59--60.
17 Gel/irlz, Pal/ems. 88-90.
18 For example, Isaiah 5:22, Jeremiah 48:14, and Nahum 2:3.
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This verse may have been corrupted by scribal assimilation to
verse 19, where slain (chalaf) occurs in the same verse with the
word mighty (gibborim), but in parallel with the word fallen
(naphlu).19

Book of Mormon Application
If the Book of Mormon had as a part of its origin the writings

of a Hebrew-speaking people from preexilic Jerusalem, we might
expect to find examples of word pairs within its pages. 20 For
although the Book of Mormon is predominantly a prose work,21
19 For illustrations of situations where an appreciation of the parallelism
has foreclosed conjectural emendation, see Dahood, RSP J, 78-79.
20 For some time I have felt that an analysis as to whether word pairs exist
in the Book of Mormon would provide an interesting test of the Book of Mormon's authenticity. See Insights, FARMS Newsletter (November 1981): 4. In
1990, I articulated the scholarly discovery of word pairs and suggested their
importance for the Book of Mormon in "Understanding Old Testament Poetry,"
Ensign (June 1990): 50-54. TIle word pairs I had privately noted at that time
came principally from the song of Nephi in the second half of 2 Nephi 4, which
has a high concentration of parallel structures. More recently, in searching for
word pairs in the Book of Mormon, I have used two complementary methods.
First. I have reviewed portions of a few of the available scholarly lists of word
pairs (occasionally converting the scholars' modern translations of words back
into KJV usage by means of Strong's Exhaustive Concordance of Ihe Bible
[Nashville: Regal, n.d.]) and then checked the Book of Mormon text for parallel
collocations of those word pairs. Second, I have reversed that process; that is, I
have identified pairs of words that are collocated in parallcl constructions in the
Book of Mormon text and checked both word pair lists and the Old Testament
text for possible matches. Both methods are exceptionally tedious and require
the exercise of considerable judgment (particularly concerning line division and
what constitutes a parallel collocation). Therefore, the catalog of Book of Mormon word pairs accompanying this article should not be understood as exhaustive, but rather as introductory and illustrative. I assume that other scholars will
be able to 00d to this list. The development of computer data bases cOnlaining
the tcxt of the Book of Mormon and the Old Testament has made the identification of word pairs somewhat easier than it used to be. Watters, Formula Criti·
cism. 14~9, gives an interesting description of his (precomputer) methodology for identifying word pairs in the Old Testament; suffice it to say that hi s
method involved ample use of both index cards and research assistants.
21 The ger,eric distinction between poetry and prose is not always clear in
Hebrew literature; it is a commonplace that Hebrew poetry tends to the prosaic.
just as Hebrew prose tends to the poetic. So it is with the Book of Mormon. For a
lucid discussion of this issue, sce Kugel, The Idea of Biblical Poetry, 59-95, who
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it does contain passages that may be classified as poetry,22 as well
as numero us isolated instances of parallelism of various types. 23
The Book of Mormon also contains many instances of chiasmus
(a form of inverted parallelism),24 and although chiasmus often is
formed by the repetition of the same word or phrase in a paralle l
collocation,25 chiastic structures also make use of word pairs for
this purpose (as the quotation of Psalm 77: 18 above demon -

strates). The presence of parallel structures in the Book of
Mormon thus offers us an opportunity to examine whether the
diction embedded in those structures is consistent with what we
have learned about traditional word pairs in ancient Near Eastern
literature.
argues that the very categories of poetry and prose are illusory when applied to
Hebrew literalUre. For a more traditional treatment, see Watson, Classical
H~br~w p~(ry, 44-62.
22 Richard Dilworth Rust and Donald W. Pany, "Book of Mormon Literature," in Daniel H. Ludlow, ed., Encyc/op~dia of Mormonism (New York: Mac·
millan, 1992), 1: 18 1-85; Richard Dilworth Rust, "Book of Mormon Poetry,"
New Ero (March 1983): 46-50: Paul Cracroft, ·'A Clear Poetic Voice," Ensign
(January 1994): 28-31: Angela Crowell, "Hebrew Poetry in the Book of
Mannon:' Zarah~mla R~cord 32-33 (1986): 2-9; 34 (1986): 7-12; Donald W.
Parry, "Hebrew Literary Patterns in the Book of Mormon." Ensign (October
1989): 58-61 : and Steven P. Sondrup. 'The Psalm of Nephi: A Lyric Reading,"
BYU Studja 2113 (1981): 357-72.
23 Most notably. see Donald W. Parry, Th~ Book. of Mormon Tat R~for.
malf~d according 10 Parafl~lislic Patl~ms (PrOYo: FARMS, 1992).
24 John Welch's discovery of chiasmus in the Book of Mannon is available in various formats: for example. see his "Chi asmus in the Book of
Mormon." BYU Sluditts lOll (1%9): 69-84: "A SlUdy Relating Chiasmus in the
Book of Mormon to Chiasmus in the Old Testament, Ugaritic Epics. Homer, and
Selected Greek and Latin Authors." M.A. thesis, Brigham Young University,
1970; ··Chiasmus in the Book of Mannon," in John W. Welch, cd" Chinsmus in
Antiquity; Structures. Analyses. Exegesis ( Hildesheim: Gerstenberg, 1981 ).
198-210: and his "Criteria for Identifying and Evaluating the Presence of Chi·
asmus,'· in this issue, pages 1-14. See also his "Chiasmus Bib liography"
(Provo. UT: FARMS, 1987).
25 On the significance of same word repetition, see Moshe Held. ·The
YQTI...-QlL(Q11,-YQlL) Sequence: of Identical Verbs in Biblical Hebrew and in
Ugarilic." in Meir Ben-Horin. Bernard D. Weinryb, and Solomon Zeitli n, Studies
wuJ Essays in flonor of Abraham A. Neuman (Leidcn: Brill, 1962). 28 1-90;
James Muilenburg, ·'A Study in Hebrew Rhetoric: Repetition and Style:·
Supplements 10 Velus Testamentum 1 (I953): 99- 111; and Dahood, RSP 1, 79-

80.
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At the conclusion of this article there follows a catalog of
some forty word pairs that exist in parallel collocations in the
Book of Mormon. The catalog is arranged alphabetically by the
first word in the pair, and each pair is numbered for convenience
of reference. In each case, Book of Mormon occurrences26 are
given flTst, then Hebrew 27 occurrences of the same word pair are
given, following the KJV translation. In both the Book of
Mormon and the Hebrew examples the line division is my own,28
but I have occasionally followed Parry, Book of Mormon Text
Reformatted. in the case of Book of Mormon passages, and The
Oxford Annotated Bible- Revised Standard Version 29 in the case
of Old Testament passages. Where applicable, Ugaritic or other
examples follow; except where otherwise noted. the translation is
derived from Gordon, Ugaritic Literature. In some instances. a
brief comment follows. General bibliographical information is
included in the footnotes.
Three possible explanations for the existence of word pairs in
the Book of Mormon are offered, none of which in any single
instance is necessarily exclusive of the other two in other
instances. The first possible explanation is mere coincidence.
Word pairs by their nature tend to be rough 30 synonyms or antonyms; therefore. word pairs are the type of words that might naturally be found together and may occasionally recur in parallel
26 I have excluded Book of Mormon occurrences that are quotations from
the KJV Bible.
27 Hebrew transliterations have generally been simplified for ease of
comparison. Although number and verb stems are reflected. most prefixes and
suflixes are not.
28 In dividing text into lines. I do not mean to suggest that the text under
consideration is necessarily poetic. or that my line division is the only possible
or even the best line division, I have used line division simply 10 assist the
reader in visualizing parallel structures.
29 Tire Oxford Annotated Bible- Revised Stmulard Version (New Yort.:
Odord, 1962).
30 I use the word rough because word pairs are often not. striclly speaking.
synonyms or antonyms. While the words Jacob and /srcu/ are synonyms. for
example. the words gold and silver are not: yet gold and silver, though not precisely the same thing. are sufficiently representative of the same cla.S! of things
(precious metals) that a couplet based on lhe word pair go/d//silvtr is easily recognized as being synonymous. Such terms are sometimes referred to as " near·
synonyms,"

26
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lines simply by chance. 31 The more frequent the number of
recurrences of a specific word pair, however, the less likely that the
31 Some scholars, notably Peter C. Craigie. "A Note on 'Fixed Pairs,' "
'''The Problem of Parallel Word-Pairs," and "Parallel Word Pairs in Ugaritic
Poetry: A Critical Evaluation of Their Relevance for Psalm 29," UgOrilFQrschungen 11 (1979): 135-40, and Adele Berlin, "Parallel Word Pairs: A
Linguistic Explanation," Ugaril-Forschungl!n 15 (1983): 7-16, reject the
traditional scholarship on word pairs and take the revisionist position that word
pairs never served a compositional function at all in creating parallel lines. In
this view, repeating word pairs nevcr formed. but rather in every case resulted
from, parallel lines, and they exist simply because of restricted paralleling
possibilities in a language with a limited root vocabulary. The fact that some
word pairs exist in several different Semitic languages does not indicate a common compositional tradition, according to this view, but rather is merely a
reflection of the universals of human thinking. Berlin believes that repeating
word pairs can be accounted for by general psycholinguistic principles such as
those invoked in relation to the psychotherapeutic exercise of free word association. In this, Berlin is following M. O'Connor, Hebrew Vuse Slruclure (Winona
Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1980), 96-109. O'Connor identifies seven general
linguistic principles that tend to determine word sequence in dyads (O'Connor's
term for pairs of words that can be associated in some way). The most important
of these principles he defines as Panini 's Law, to the effect that when other
things are equal, the shorter of the two words will come first (a rule which
admittedly is of limited applicability to Hebrew, a language with comparatively
little variation in word length). The other six principles similarly reflect issues
of euphoni()us sound. Berlin goes beyond O'Connor, describing linguistic
principles which she believes account for the pairing of words, not jusl their
sequence. As most word pairs are not formulaic, and even those that became
traditional must have had an origin somewhere (and possibly multiple Origins in
different literatures), the linguistic principles articulated by O'Connor and Berlin
provide a valuable addition to our understanding of word pairs in any event. But
while O'Connor cautiously acknowledges Hebrew formularity ("As it is, we can
see that the dyads of Hebrew verse an: of the same class of phenomena as
formulas in other poetries. They differ in involving much less syntactic
complexity and fixity," in Hebrew Verse Siruciure, 105), Berlin denies it out of
hand ("II is nol word pairs lhat creale parallelism. 11 is parallelism that aClivates
word pairs," in "Paranel Word Pairs," 16, italics in original). David T. Tsumura.
in "A 'Hyponymous' Word Pair: 'arts and Ihm(t} in Hebrew and Ugaritic," Biblica
69n (1988): 258. restates Berlin's conclusion as follows: ''Thus word pairs can
be the result of parallelism but not vice versa," Tsumura's restalement seems to
me to represent accurately Berlin's intended meaning.
I believe that Berlin's rejection of all word-pair formularity is an error deriving fundamentally from an overreaction to three occasional problems present in
some of the earlier traditional scholarly literature. The first problem. and by far
the most significant. is the rigidity implicit in the early use of the expression
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association of the two words in the pair is mere coincidence; and
the more extensive the phenomenon generally in a literature, the
less likely that chance is the cause. In my view, coincidence is an
inadequate explanation for all of the examples set forth in the
appended catalog .
.fued pairs and the widely repeated metaphor of a poetic dictionary (actually a
useful metaphor, if properly understood). Contrary to the assumptions of some
early scholars, word pairs may occur in a reversed sequence (particularly in
Hebrew), and anyone "A" word is not limited to a single correlative "B" word.
Nevertheless, as O'Connor correctly perceived, such flexibility is not inconsistent with formularity . The second problem is the occasional overpressing of the
Parry/LQrd analogy in making claims concerning the orality of individual
poems, and the third involves the demonstrable excesses of Dahood's catalogs
in the Ras Shamra Parallels series. Although these issues are properly subject to
clarification and correction, they do not, in my opinion, provide a sufficient
basis for the wholesale abandonment of traditional scholarship on word pairs.
Admilledly, to some extent this is a chicken-and-egg type of question (that is, do
word pairs sometimes form the foundation of parallel lines, or do word pairs
always merely result from parallel lines?). But that formularity was present in
Hebrew poetry is strongly suggested by the observation of Menahem Haran in
"The Grndcd Numerical Sequence and the Phenomenon of 'Automatism' in
Biblical Poetry." Supplements to Vetus Testamelltum 22 (1972): 238-67, that in
numerous instances only one of the words in the pair (it could be either the first
or the second word) actually fits the context, the other being carried along as an
automatic adornment for purposes of versification. I also believe that the
CraigielBerlin line of revisionism has been influenced by the predominance to
date of studies comparing word pairs in different literatures as compared to t he
relative paucity of studies focusing on the Hebrew canon. As Wilfred G. E.
Watson properly observes in 'The Hebrew Word-Pair ~sp//qbtJ," Zeitschrift for
die altlestamentliche Wissenschaft 96 (1984): 434: "lastly, and in general, the
evidence presented here illustrates the importance of studying word-pairs which
are in the mainstream of ancient Hebrew poetic tradition. It is not enough to
examine only those common 10 Ugarilic, Phoenician and so forth. Both
approaches are valuable--the one complementing the other- but the comparative field has been worked without enough awareness that an as yet unspecified
proportion of word-pairs is unique within classical Hebrew." There are many
word pairs that cxist only in Hebrew. yet recur so frequently and in such a fashion
that a denial of their formularity would be absurd (the pair Jacobi/israel comes to
mind, which recurs dozens of times in Hebrew, but of course does not recur in any
othcr literature).
A complete discussion of these issues is beyond the scope of this article,
but I have nevertheless undertaken this fairly lengthy excursus here because_ if
Berlin were correct and there were no formularity to Hebrew word pairs. then, in a
sense. at least. all repeating word pairs would be coincidental.
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The second possible explanation is that the word pairs in the
Book of Mormon are indeed authentic Semitic word pairs, but that
they were derived indirectly by being coopted from the English of
the KJV. This could have happened either intentionally or subconsciously. An intentional fe-creation of authentic word pairs
would require Joseph to have recognized word-pair patterns in the
Old Testament and to have reused them intentionally in composing the Book of Mormon. Although a perusal of the appended
catalog might lead one to think that the existence of repeating
word pairs in the Old Testament is obvious, like so many great
discoveries the existence of such word pairs is obvious only in
hindsight. As scholars did not recognize the phenomenon of
repeating word pairs until more than 100 years following the
publication of the Book of Mormon, it seems unlikely that Joseph
consciously perceived word pairs in the KJV Old Testament and
then used them in his composition of the Book of Mannon.
A more likely possibility is that Joseph subconsciously
re-created the word-pair phenomenon in the Book of Mormon
based on his familiarity with the English of the KJV. To the extent
that this explanation may be correct, it would be truly remarkable.
It must be remembered that the word pairs in the appended catalog are in parallel collocations; that is, they are in different lines in
a parallel structure, bearing relationships to their surrounding
words sufficient to show that they are meant to stand in a parallel
relation to each other. Therefore, in most cases, it would not be
possible simply to copy the word pairs from the KJV text; rather
Joseph would have had to re-create the word-pair phenomenon by
extracting the pair from its original context and setting it in new
surroundings. This, of course, is essentially what the Hebrew
prophets themselves did in composing their poetry in the first
place, but the Hebrew prophets were a part of the ancient Near
Eastern poetic tradition that knew of these lexical pairs and used
them in composition, whereas Joseph was not. If this were the correct explanation, and Semitic word pairs could be re-created by a
person in a time, language, and place far removed from the original tradition, then it would surely be a matter worthy of discussion
in the secular literature on ancient Near Eastern word pairs.
The third explanation is that the Book of Mormon is what it
claims to be- an ancient text with roots in seventh-century S .c.
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Jerusalem. Word pairs exist in the Book of Mormon because Lehi
and his family were direct participants in the oral and literary traditions of that time and place, traditions which, to some extent at
least, they passed on to their descendants. As the Book of
Mormon text is extant only in translation and at least one other
viable explanation is available for the existence of word pairs in
the Book of Mormon, the presence of word pairs in the Book of
Mormon cannot be said to be an absolute authentication of that
book's antiquity. Although the presence of repeating word pairs
by itself does not prove antiquity in an absolute sense, their presence within parallel structures is consistent with the view that the
Book of Mormon text is ancient and further augments the persuasive power of such structures as evidence for the antiquity of the
Book of Mormon.
If we accept the authenticity of the Book of Mormon and the
presence of Semitic word pairs in the text, then various critical
applications of word pairs may enhance our understanding of the
Book of Mormon text. As the Book of Mormon text exists only in
translation, the usefulness of word pairs as a control for purposes
of textual criticism of the Book of Mormon text itself will perhaps
be limited. Because the Book of Mormon text eltists only in
translation, however, word pairs may serve as a valuable leltical
control on the range of meaning associated with the words in the
pair. For instance, the eltpression fierce anger in Alma 9: 12 (see
#1 in the appended catalog) could be a translation of any number
of different words, but when understood as a part of the attested
word pair anger//jierce anger it likely corresponds to the range of
meaning present in the Hebrew charon >aph. 32 A few examples of
the possible lexical and exegetical utility of word pairs in understanding the teltt of the Book of Mormon are noted in the various
comments included in the catalog at the conclusion of this article.
32 Although I personally favor the theory that "refonned Egyptian"
(Mormon 9:32) originated as Hebrew language transliterated into Egyptian
script. thut theory is not essential to the lexical usefulness of word pairs. If the
original language of the Book of Mormon were simply Egyptian, I would suggest that the Egyptian word used in the original teJtt would have been selected in
an effort to correspond to the range of meaning present in the Hebrew language
and tradition. Egyptian would have been a second language to Lehi and his family. whose first language was undoubtedly Hebrew.
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The presence of word pairs in the Book of Mormon also suggests numerous avenues for further research; I will suggest three
such possibilities here. The first is the presence of word pairs in
"juxtaposition" (a general term referring to words that are adjacent to each other, usually either by virtue of syndetic parataxis or
a construct relationship, either in the same line of a poetic distich
or in prose) in the Book of Mormon . Many scholars believe that
the traditional association of word pairs in parallel collocations
was also reflected by the common use of such pairs of words in
juxtaposition as well. For instance. the verbs bear (yalad) and
conceive (harah) are said to be in a parallel "co ll ocation"
(designated symbolically by separating the words with a double
virgule, as yalad//harah) when they appear in separate lines in a
parallel relation to one another, as in Job 3:3:
Let the day perish wherein I was born,
and the night in which it was said, There is a man
child conceived.
Those verbs, however, are said to be in juxtaposition when they are
adjacent to one another, as in the following examples:
And she conceived again, and bare a son. (Genesis
29:34)
thou shalt conceive, and bear a son. (Judges 13:3,5)
An understanding of the formulaic relationship between words in
juxtaposition may be significant for our understanding of the
Book of Mormon text. Consider, for example, I Nephi 12: 16,
which reads as follows:
Behold, the fountain of filthy water which thy father
saw;
yea, even the river of which he spake;
and the depths thereof are the depths of hell.
The English expression depths of hell occurs only once in the
KJV Bible, in an obscure passage in Proverbs 9:18:
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But he knoweth not that the dead are there;
and that her guests are in the depths oj hell ('imqey
she'o/).
It may be, based on this parallel, that hell in I Nephi 12:16 is a
direct reference to Sheo!. Another possibility, however, is based on
the Ugaritic parallel pair nerherwar/d/ldeprhs (ansllrhmt), as in the
following example from UT, 'nt III:21-22 [eTA, 3 III:21-22J:

A The murmur of the heavens
B to the netherworld (ans)
B Of the deeps (thml)
A to the stars. 33
The Ugaritic arts is cognate with the Hebrew :'erers, which is
normally translated "earth" or "land" in the KJV. The Hebrew
'erets is clearly used to refer to Sheol in some Old Testament pas·
sages (such as Job 10:21-22, translated there as "land" in the
KJV); in other passages that word is used together with tehamath
(depths), the Hebrew cognate to the Ugaritic rhmr, and the parallel
to Ugaritic usage may justify us in understanding :1erets as a refer·
ence to Sheol, as in the following examples:
Thou, which hast shewed me great and sore troubles,
shalt quicken me again,
and from the depths aJ the eanh (tehamath ha'arets)
[render "depths of the netherworld"]
shalt bring me up again. 34 (Psalm 71:20)
Prai se the Lord from the earth ('erets) [render "the
netherworld"],
ye dragons, and all deeps (tehamath). (Psalm 148:7)
The two terms are in a parallel collocation in Psalm 148:7, but in
juxtaposition (more precisely, a construct relationship) in Psalm
71 :20; in fact, this is the same construct relationship found in
I Nephi 12:16. Although speculative, it is possible that the expres·
33 The Irllnstation is Dahood's; for additional references, see Dahood, RSP
/, 127, and Psalms /, 106.
34 I have altered the word order of the KJV slightly to follow more closely
the Hebrew text.
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sian depths of hell in the Book of Mormon corresponds to the
Hebrew tehomoth ha)arets, as in Psalm 71:20, following the Ugaritie llsage. 35

A second possible area for inquiry is the phenomenon of distant parallelism; that is, the placing of word pairs in collocations
more distant than adjacent cola. 36 For instance, compare 2 Nephi
4:30:

o Lord, I will praise thee forever;
yea, my soul will rejoice in thee,
my God, and the rock of my salvation
with 2 Nephi 4:35:
therefore I will lift up my voice unto thee;
yea, 1 will cry unto thee,
my God, the rock of my righteousness.

The last line of each verse reads "my God[, andI the rock of my
X," where in each case rock is in the construct state and X, which
equals either salvation or righteousness, is in the absolute state.
The words God and rock are an attested word pair, as are the
words saLvation and righteousness. 37 Therefore, this would seem
to be a significant collocation of the saLvation//righteousness word
pair, even though the lines are five verses apart.
Finally, the presence of word pairs in Mesoamerican languages is a topic that should be further investigated. Allen 1.
35 Note that ~rets does not mean "netherworld" in every instance in
which it appears with tehomoth in Hebrew, because tehomoth is "hyponymous"
(as opposed to synonymous) to 'erets, meaning that 'erets is inclusive of
tehomo/h. See Tsumura, "A 'Hyponymous' Word Pair;' 25S-69. Whether the
semantic field of 'erets should be narrowed from "eanh" to "netherworld" in connection with tehomolh must be determined from context. This matter is of further
relevance to the Book of Mormon, because "depths of the earth" occurs in 2
Nephi 26:5; 3 Nephi 9:6, S; and 2S:20, and in at least some of these passages
(particularly 2 Nephi 26:5) the context would seem to support an understanding
of "earth" as "netherworld."
36 See Boling, "Synonymous Parallelism," 122; Dahood, RSP /, SO-81.
and RSP III, 6; and Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 134--35. This phenomenon is sometimes referred to as inclusio.
37 For God//rock, see Watters, Fonnuln Criticism, 166; for salvalioni/righteousness, see Wallers, Formula Criticism, 17S.
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Christenson has shown that chiasmus exists in Mayan texts,38 and
where parallel structures are present, the possibility of word pairs
also exists. W. M. Norman has shown that repeating word pairs do
exist in the parallel structure of Quiche ceremonial speech,39 as in
the case of the pair (reel/vine:
It echoes in the forbidden TREE
It echoes in the forbidden VINE
Further examples include pathl/road, bring/fraise, walil/fortress,
etc. These ceremonial speeches were delivered by "guides"
(k'amal b~eh, literally "bringer of the road"), who learned their
craft by apprenticing with other guides. Part of a guide's preparation was the memorization of the "stock lexical pairs" used in the
couplet structure of the ceremonial rhetoric . Because the Book of
Mormon purports to be New World literature, this would seem to
be a worthwhile lead for qualified Book of Mormon scholars to
pursue.

A Preliminary Catalog of Book of Mormon
Word Pairs4 0
1. angerl/fierce anger

Book of Mormon
A I will visit them
B in my anger,
B yea, in my fierce anger
A will I visit them. (Mosiah 12:1)
38 Allen J. Christenson, "Chiasmus in Mayan Texts," Ensign 18 (October
1988): 28-31, and 'The Use of Chiasmus by the Ancient Quiche-Maya," Latin
American Literatures }ourntJ{ 4 (Fall 1988): 125-50.
39 W. M. Norman. "Grammatical Parallelism in Quiche Ritual Language,"
Berkeley Linguistics Society 6 (1980): 378-99. This anicle is discussed in
Wilfred G. E. Watson, "Problems and Solutions in Hebrew Verse: A Survey of
Recent Work," Vetus Tes/amen/um 4313 (1993): 382.
40 Because of space limitations, I have quoted no more than three
examples for anyone category. Additional illustrations are cited in the
footnotes.
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except ye repent I will visit this people in mine anger;
yea, and I will not tum my fierce anger away. (Alma
8:29)

A yea, he will visit you
B in his anger,
S and in his fierce anger
A he will not tum away. (Alma 9:12)

Hebrew ('aph/lcharon ['aph])
Notwithstanding the Lord turned not from the
fierceness of his great wrath (charon 'aph),
wherewith his anger ('aph) was kindled against Judah
(2 Kings 23:26)
Then shall he speak unto them in his wrath ('aph),
and vex them in his sore displeasure (choron).
(Psalm 2:5)
before the fierce anger (charon 'aph) of the Lord
come upon you,
before the day of the Lord's anger Caph) come
upon you. (Zephaniah 2:2)

Comment
This is an illustration of an "augmented" word pair (symbolically, AlIAB), which differs from same-word repetition by the
addition of a modifier to the repeated element.41 Other illustrations would be desertllholy desert [KJV: wildernessllwilderness of
Kadesh](Psalm 29:8), sea/freed sea [KJV: sea/IRed sea](Ex.odus
15:4), and cedars//cedars oj Lebanon (Psalm 29:5). The Hebrew
>aph literally refers to the nose, but usually is used to denote
anger (which shows itself in the flaring of nostrils and hard

41

Watson. Clll$s;cal Hebrew Poelry. 132.
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breathing).42 The noun charon most literally means "burning,"
but by extension "anger" or "wrath." The construct expression
charon )aph translated "fierce anger" in Zephaniah 2:2 literally
means something like "fury of nostrils" or "fierceness of
anger," and is always used of God's anger, as is the case in the
Book of Mormon passages.43

2. blessedllcursed
Book of Mormon
fOT if iniquity shall abound cursed shall be the land for
their sakes,
but unto the righteous it shall be blessed forever.
(2 Nephi 1:7)
And how blessed are they who have labored diligently
in his vineyard;
and how cursed are they who shall be cast out into
their own place! (Jacob 6:3)

Hebrew (baruk/Parur)
cursed (ilrur) be every one that curseth thee,
and blessed (baruk) be he that blesseth thee. (Genesis
27:29)
Blessed (baruk) is he that blesseth thee,
and cursed ()arur) is he that curseth thee. (Numbers
24:9)

42 All lexical comments. unless otherwise noted, are derived from either
Francis Brown. S. R. Driver. and Charles Briggs, Hebrew and English uxicon
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1906: reprint, Peabody. Mass.: Hendrickson, 1979). or
William Gesenius. Lexicon Manuaie Hebraicwn et Cllaldaicwn in Ve/eris
Testamenti Libros, trans. Samuel P. Tregelles as Gesenius' Hebrew-Cllaldee
Lexicon to the Old Tes/ament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1949).
43 Avishur, "Pairs of Synonymous Words," 43, and Avishur, Stylistic
Swdies, 167,204.321,347.714.
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A Cursed ('arur) be
B the day wherein I was born:
B let not the day wherein my mother bare me
A be blessed (baruk). (Jeremiah 20:14)

Comment
Although I have focused here on the Hebrew passive participles barukll'arur, this parallelism occurs with other verb forms as
well, both in the Book of Mormon:
yea, he did curse it against them unto their destruction,
and he did bless it unto our fathers unto their
obtaining power over it. (I Nephi 17:35)
and in the Old Testament, substituting qalal for )arur:

There is a generation that curseth (yiqalle{) their father.
and doth not bless (yibarek) their mother. (Proverbs
30: I I [imperfect piel forms])
This pair is also commonly found with nominal cognates, most
notably in connection with the blessing (berakah) set on Mount
Gerizim and the cursing (qelalah) set on Mount Ehal (see
Deuteronomy 11 :29),44

3. bloodl/burnt offerings
Book of Mormon
A And ye shall offer up unto me no more
B the shedding of blood;
B yea, your sacrifices and your burnt offerings
A shall be done away (3 Nephi 9: 19)

Hebrew (damll'oloth)
I am full of the burnt offerings ('olath) of rams,
and the fat of fed beasts;
44

Avishur, Stylistic Studies, 258, 260,
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and I delight not in the blood (dam) of bullocks.
or of lambs, or of he goats. (Isaiah I; II)
to offer burnt offerings ('oloth) thereon,
and to sprinkle blood (dam) thereon. (Ezekiel 43: 18)

4. cityl/land
Book of Mormon
And there were many highways cast up,
and many roads made,
which led from city to city,
and from land to land.
and from place to place. (3 Nephi 6:8)
Limhi and his people returned to the city of Nephi,
and began to dwell in the land again in peace.
(Mosiah 21:1)
the Lamanites did come down against the city
Desolation;
and there was an exceedingly sore battle fought in
the land Desolation. (Mormon 4: 19)45

Hebrew (lr//)erets)
I will destroy all the wicked of the land ()erets);
that I may cut off all wicked doers from the city ('ir)
of the Lord. (Psalm 101 :8)
Behold, waters rise up out of the north,
and shall be an overflowing flood,
and shall overflow the land ('erets), and all that is
therein;

45 See

also Mosiah

23:25;

Alma

56:14

and

62:7.
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the city ('ir), and them that dwell therein (Jeremiah
47:2)
and carried it into a land ("erets) of traffick;
he set it in a city ('ir) of merchants. (Ezekiel 17:4)46

Comment
Many of the occurrences of this word pair are in fairly prosaic
settings, both in the Book of Mormon and in Hebrew . Yet the
relationship between the words city and land in the Book of
Mormon can be seen particularly in the equation "AJIB of [toponym]," in which the words city and land are used alternatively in
the construct state with the same place name in the absolute
state, as in "city/lland of Helam" (Mosiah 23:25), "Iandllcity of
Manti" (Alma 56: 14) and "citylfland [of] Desolation" (Mormon
4:19)47

s. dayllnight

Book of Mormon
A And notwithstanding they being led,
B the Lord their God.
S their Redeemer,
A going before them,
leading them by day
and giving light unto them by night'8 (I Nephi
17 :30)
Pray unto him continually by day,
and give thanks unto his holy name by night.
(2 Nephi 9:52)
46 See also 2 Kings 11:20.25:3; Ezekiel 7:23 and 9:9.
47 Avishur, Stylistic Studies. 278; see also John A. Tvedtnes, "Cities and
Lands in the Book of Mormon," in this issue, pages 147~50.
48 On the formalion of a tricolon by the juxtaposition of a chiasm with
synonymous parallelism. see lohn T. Willis, "The Juxtapostion of Synonymous
and Chiastic Parallelism in Tricola in Old Testament Hebrew Psalm Poetry,"
VelUs Testamentum 29 (1979): 465-80.
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A and he did thank and praise the Lord
B all the day long;
B and when the night came,
A they did not cease to praise the Lord. (Ether 6:9)49

Hebrew (yomlllaylah)
Let the day (yom) perish wherein I was born,
and the night (Iaylah) in which it was said, There is a
man child conceived. (Job 3:3)
Day (yom) unto day (yom) uttereth speech,
and night (laylah) unto night (laylah) sheweth
knowledge. (Psalm 19:2)

a cloud and smoke by day (yom),
and the shining of a flaming fire by night (Jaylah)
(Isaiah 4:5)50

Other
A By night, the moonlight will shine for you,
B By day, the bright (?) sunlight will shine for you,
B The house will be built for you by day,
A It will be raised high for you by night. 51

Comment
Numerous scholars have commented on the exodus theme in
the Book of Mormon. 52 Both 1 Nephi 17:30 and Isaiah 4:5
appear to be allusions to Exodus 13:21:

49 See also 2 Nephi 4:23, 33:3; and Enos 1:4.
50 Additional examples include Genesis 1:5, 16; 31 :40; Psalms 91 :5,
121:6; and leremiah 36:30.
51 From the building-inscription of Gudea, prince of Lagash (ca. 2100
B.C.), quoted in K. A. Kitchen, The Bible in Its World: The Bible and Archaeology Today (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1979),97.
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And the Lord went before them by day in a pillar of
a cloud,
to lead them the way;
and by night in a pillar of fire,
to give them light;
to go by day and night. 53

6. deodlldust
Book of Mormon
like as one crying from the dead. yea,
even as one speaking out of the dust? (Moroni

10:27)

Hebrew (repha'irnll'aphar)
Thy dead men shall live, together with my dead body
shall they arise.
Awake and sing, ye that dwell in dust ('aphar):
for thy dew is as the dew of herbs,
and the earth shall cast out the dead (repha 1m).
(Isaiah 26: 19)

52 George S. Tale, 'The Typology of the Exodus Pattern in the Book of
Mormon," in Neal E. Lambert, ed., Literature of Belief" Sacred Scripture and
Religious Experiences (Provo: Religious Studies Center, Brigham Young University. 1981). 245-62; Terrence L. Szink, ''To a Land of Promise (I Nephi 1618)," in Kent P. Jackson. ed., SlUdies ill ScriplUre: Volume Seven. I Nephi to
Alma 29 (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1987), 60-72; S. Kent Brown, 'The
Exodus Pattern in the Book of Mormon," BYU Studies 30 (Summer 1990): 11226; Bruce J. Boehm, "Wanderers in the Promised Land: A Study of the E:..odus
Motif in the Book of Mormon and the Holy Bible," )oumal of Book of Mormon
Studies 3 (Spring 1994): 187-203; and Mark J. Johnson, "The Exodus of Lehi
Revisited," Journal of Book of MormOIl Studies 3 (Fall 1994): 123-26.
53 Avishur, Stylistic Studies. I, 81, 94, 221, 261, 269, 331, 464-65 ,
493; Watters. Formula Criticism, 168 and 197.
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Comment
The Hebrew rephalm, though always translated "dead" or
"deceased" in the King James Version. properly refers to the
shades or ghosts (manes) living in Sheol who, though devoid of
blood and therefore weak, continue to possess powers of mind
(such as memory). The parallelism of Isaiah 26: 19 suggests that
the word dead in Moroni 10:27 may answer to the Hebrew
repha1m; this is interesting in light of the representation of the
"dead" of Moroni 10:27 as crying out and speaking from the
dust. which is consistent with a proper understanding of repha 1m.

7. deliverlldestroy
Book of Mormon
the Lord is able to deliver us,
even as our fathers,
and to destroy Laban,
even as the Egyptians. (1 Nephi 4:3)
If ye have the power of God deliver yourselves from

these bands,
and then we will believe that the Lord will destroy this
people (Alma 14:24)
and enter into a covenant to destroy them,
and to deliver those who were guilty of murder
(3 Nephi 6:29)

Hebrew (nathan//charam)
And when the Lord thy God shall deliver (nathan)
them before thee;
thou shalt smite them, and utterly destroy (charam)
them (Deuteronomy 7:2)54

54 See also Numbers 21 :2.
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(nathanllhamam)
But the Lord thy God shall deliver (nathan) them unto
thee.
and shall destroy (hamam) them with a mighty
destruction (Deuteronomy 7:23)

(nathanlllhbadj
And he shall deliver (nathan) their kings into thine
hand,
and thou shalt destroy ('ibbad) their name from
under heaven (Deuteronomy 7:24)

Comment
The three occurrences of this word pair in Deuteronomy 7 are

an illustration of a "fixed + variant" word pair (symbolically,
AlIBI> 8 2, B 3).55 The first or "A" word in the pair is the more
common verb, while the second or "S" word in the pair involves
a series of less common verbs. Thus. the word deliver in the Book
of Mormon examples can safely be said to correspond in meaning
to the verb nathan, but the corresponding verb translated
"destroy" is uncertain.

8. earthlldarkness
Book of Mormon
there is no work of darkness
save it shall be made manifest in the light;
and there is nothing which is sealed upon the earth
save it shaH be loosed. (2 Nephi 30: 17)
yea. it shall be brought 'Jut of the earth.
and it shall shine forth out of darkness (Mormon
8:16)56

55 Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 134.
56 See also I Nephi 12:5: Alma 37:25: and Helaman 5:42.
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Hebrew ()erets//Choshek)
And the earth ('erets) was without form, and void;
and darkness (choshek) was upon the face of the
deep. (Genesis 1:2)
and they shall look unto the earth ('erets);
and behold trouble and darkness (choshek) (Isaiah
8:22)
that maketh the morning darkness (choshek),
and treadeth upon the high places of the earth
(,erets) (Amos 4:13)57

Comment
The parallelism of Genesis 1:2 suggests that the connection
between the words earth and darkness may derive from an understanding of the primordia1 earth as a place of darkness and chaos.

9. earth//mountains
Book of Mormon
and I saw the earth and the rocks, that they rent;
and I saw mountains tumbling into pieces (I Nephi
12:4)
A And the earth was carried up
B upon the city of Moronihah,
B that in the place of the city
A there became a great mountain. (3 Nephi 8: 10)
for in his name could they remove mountains;
and in his name could they cause the earth to shake
(Mormon 8:24)58

57 See also Psalm 82:5.
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Hebrew ('erets//harim)
Therefore will not we fear, though the earth ('erets) be
removed.
and though the mountains (harim) be carried into the
midst of the sea (Psalm 46:2)
who prepareth rain for the earth ('erets),
who maketh grass to grow upon the mountains
(harim) (Psalm 147:8)

and comprehended the dust of the earth ('erets) in a

measure,
and weighed the mountains (harim) in scales (Isaiah
40: 12)59

10. eyesllheart
Book of Mormon
in the presence of the pure in heart, and the broken
heart,
and under the glance of the piercing eye of the
Almighty God. (Jacob 2: 10)
A Now the eyes of the people
B were blinded;

B therefore they hardened
A their hearts against the words of Abinadi (Mosiah
II :29)
A But behold, if a man shall come among you and
shall say:
58 See also I Nephi 19:11 and 2 Nephi
59 See also Deuteronomy 32:22; Psalm
See Dahood. Psalms II, 184, 323; Dahood.
Dahood, RSP " 173; Watson, "Fix;ed Pairs,"
16 !.

26:5.
SI):2; Isaiah 18:6: and Jonah 2:6.
Psalms 1II, 39, 346, 348, 446;
468; Watters, Formula Criticism,
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B Do this, and there is no iniquity; do that and ye
shall not suffer;
C yea, he will say: Walk after the pride of your own
hearts;
C yea, walk after the pride of your eyes,
B and do whatsoever your heart desirethA and if a man shall come among you and say this
(Helaman 13:27)60

Hebrew ('eynayirn//lebab)
Because thou hast done well in executing that which is
right in mine eyes (Ceynayim),
and hast done unto the house of Ahab according to
all that was in mine heart (lebab) (2 Kings 10:30)
Why doth thine heart (lebab) carry thee away?
and what do thy eyes (Ceynayim) wink at (Job 15:12)
The statutes of the Lord are right, rejoicing the heart
(lebab):
the commandment of the Lord is pure, enlightening
the eyes (Ceynayim). (Psalm 19:8)61

Other'"
Let the eye of the gakkul vat be our eye,
lei the heart of the gakkul vat be our heart.

60 Note that this verse involves a double collocation: there is both the
chiastic parallel between lines C and C', and there is also the synonymous parallel between lines C' and B'.
61 See also Psalms 36:1, 38:10, 73:7, 131:1: Proverbs 4:21, 23:26,
23:33; Ecclesiastes 2: 10, 11 :9: Isaiah 6: 10; and Lamentations 5: 17.
62 These are two of a number of examples culled from ancient Near Eastern
texts, quoted with citations in Wilfred G. E. Watson, 'The Unnoticed Word-Pair
'eye(s)/lhearl,''' Zeitschriftfor die aIllestamentliche Wisstnschaft 101 (1989):
398-408, and 'The Word-Pair 'eye(s)llheart' Once More," Studi epigrajici e
linguistici suI Vicino Oriente antico 9 (1992): 27-31.
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To any of this (treasure) do not "lift your eyes
(inka),"
do not "raise your heart (libbaka)" to perpetrate
fraud. 63

11. favorllblessing

Book of Mormon
did have great favors shown unto them
and great blessings poured out upon their heads
(3 Nephi 10: 18)

Hebrew (ratson//berakah)

o Naphtali. satisfied with favour (raIson),
and full with the blessing (berakah) of the Lord
(Deuteronomy 33:23)

12. Godllman
Book of Mormon
for the judgments of God are always just,
but the judgments of man are not always just.
(Mosiah 29:12)

Hebrew ()elohirnlliIdam)
In God (,elohim) have I put my trust:
I will not be afraid what man ('adam) can do unto
me. (Psalm 56:11)

63

Watters, Formula Criticism, 185 and 196.
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13. goodl/evil

Book of Mormon
for there is nothing which is good save it comes from
the Lord:
and that which is evil cometh from the devil. (Omni
1:25)
The one raised to happiness according to his desires of
happiness.
or good according to his desires of good;
and the other to evil according to his desires of evil
(Alma 41:5)
They that have done good shall have everlasting life;
and they that have done evil shall have everlasting
damnation. (Helaman 12:26)64

Hebrew (tob//ra')[adjectives or substantives]
Do they not err that devise evil (ra')?
but mercy and truth shall be to them that devise good
(tob). (Proverbs 14:22)
Like as I have brought all this great evil (ra'ah) upon
this people,
so will I bring upon them all the good (tobah) that I
have promised them. (Jeremiah 32:42)65

(heytibllra'a ')[verbs1
A they are wise
B to do evil (lehara'),
64 See also Jacob 6:7: Mosiah 5:2; Alma 5:40-41; Helaman 14:31;
Moroni 7:12 and \0:30.
65 See also I Samuel 24:17; Job 2:\0; Psalms 34;14, 37:27; Proverbs
13:21; and Ezekiel 36:31.
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B but 10 do good (leheytjb)
A they have no knowledge. (Jeremiah 4:22)66

Comment
Note that the Book of Mormon seems to preserve verbal
occurrences of this word pair (Mosiah 5:2; Helaman 12:26 and
14:3 1) in addition to adjectival/substantive occurrences.67

14. hearkenllgive ear
Book of Mormon
A Wherefore. hearken.
B 0 my people,

B which are of the house ofisrael,
A and give ear unto my words (2 Nephi 25 :4)
and blessed are those who hearken unto my precepts,
and lend an ear unto my counsel (2 Nephi 28:30)

Hebrew (shema '1!ha Jazan)
If thou wilt diligently hearken (shema C ) to the voice of
the Lord thy God.
and wilt do that which is right in his sight,
and will give ear (hahzan) to his commandments,

and keep all his statutes (Exodus 15 :26)
but the Lord would not hearken (shema') to your
voice,
nor give ear (hahzan) unto you. (Deuteronomy
104 5)

66 See also Jeremiah 10:5. 13:23; and :zephaniah I: 12.
67 Avishur. SO'lislie Sludi~s. 93. 122.281; Wallers. Fomtu/a Crilicism.
18 9.
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Who among you will give ear (ha'azan) to this?
who will hearken (shema C) and hear for the time to
come? (Isaiah 42:23)68

Ugaritic
Hear (shmC), 0 Krt ofT'!
Listen and be alert of ear (udn)! (UT, 127:42 [eTA,
16 VI:42])

Comment
In U garitic, this word pair occurs with the noun ear that is
cognate with the verb to give ear. This word pair also occurs in the
Old Testament with the Hebrew nominal cognate 'ozen (ear), as in
the following examples:
A Hear (shema C) diligently

B my speech,
B and my declaration
A with your ears ('azenim). (Job 13: 17)
incline thine ear ('ozen) unto me,
and hear (shema C) my speech. (Psalm 17:6)69

15. hearken/lbear

Book of Mormon
Hearken unto us,
and hear ye our precept (2 Nephi 28:5)

68 See also Isaiah 28:23 and Hosea 5:1. In numerous passages the KJV has
translated ha~aza" less literally with the word hear; therefore. hearun/lhear is
sometimes a translation of this same word pair. See, for example, Genesis 4:23:
Numbers 23:18: Job 33:1 and 34:16.
69 Avishur, Stylistic Studies. 101, 285, 288. 665-66; Dahood, RSP I.
360-61; Gevirtz. Pal/ems, 27: Watters, Formula Criticism, 155.
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Wherefore. my brethren, hear me,
and hearken to the word of the Lord (Jacob 2:27)

Hearken, 0 ye house of Israel,
and hear the words of me,70 a prophet of the Lord.
(Jacob 5:2)71

Hebrew (hiqshib//shema C )
Hear (shema') now my reasoning.
and hearken (hiqshib) to the pleadings of my lips.
(Job 13:6)
To whom shall I speak, and give warning. that they may
hear (shema C)?
behold, their ear is uncircumcised. and they cannot
hearken (hiqshib) (Jeremiah 6:10)

Hear (shema'). all ye people;
hearken (hiqshib), 0 earth. and all that therein is
(Micah 1:2)72

Comment
As the verb shema c may be translated "hearken" and the verb
ha 'azan is sometimes rendered "hear" in the KJV, translational
uncertainty exists between this word pair and hearken//give ear.
Since, however, the separate word pair shema Cjlhiqshib also commonly occurs, I have listed hearken/lhear as a separate word pair
here. 73
70 In Hebrew, possession is shown by the addilion of a pronominal suffix
onto a noun in the construct state. Thus, an expression such as debaray, which
we would ordinarily translate "my words:' quite literally means "words of me."
See John A. Tvedtnes, "Hebraisms in the Book of Mormon: A Preliminary Survey:' BYU Sludies 1111 (1970): 50-60.
71 See also 3 Nephi 30:1.
72 See also Hosea 5: 1.
73 Avishur. Slylislic Studits.285-86. 648: Watters. Formula Crilicism.
172 .
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16. heart//soul

Book of Mormon
for his soul did rejoice,
and his whole heart was filled (I Nephi 1:15)
Yea, my heart sorroweth because of my flesh;
my soul grieveth because of mine iniquities. (2 Nephi
4: 17)

Behold, my soul abhorreth sin,
and my heart delighteth in righteousness (2 Nephi
9:49)74

Hebrew (lebabllnephesh)
How long shall I take counsel in my soul (nephesh),
having sorrow in my heart (lebab) daily? (Psalm
13:2)"

(Iebabllme'im)
my bowels (me'im) are troubled;
mine heart (lebab) is turned within me (Lamentations
1:20)76

(lebabllkabed)
Therefore my heart (lebab) is glad,
and my glory (kabodi) [repaint as kebedi and read
"my liver"] rejoiceth (Psalm 16:9)

74 See also 1 Nephi 17:47; 2 Nephi 1:21; 4:15-16, 26-28, 30; 25:13;
Alma 31:31; and Helaman 7:6.
75 See also Psalms 24:4 and 84:2, and Proverbs 2:10 and 24:12.
76 See also Psalm 22:14 and Jeremiah 4:19.
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My heart (lebab) is fixed, 0 God,
my heart (lebab) is fixed;
I will sing and give praise.
Awake up. my glory (kabodi) [repoint as kebedi and
read "my liver");
awake psaltery and harp:
I myself will awake early. (Psalm 57:7-8)

o God. my heart (lebab) is fixed ;
I will sing and give praise.
even with my glory (kabodj) [repoint as kebedi and
read "my liver"]. (Psalm 108:1)

Ugaritic
Pgt weeps in her heart (Jb)
She sheds tears in the liver (kbtl) (UT, J Aqht:34-35
[eTA, 191:34-35])
~I

laughs in the heart (lb)
Yea chuckles in the liver (kbd). (UT, 75 1:13 (eTA, 12
I: 13])

Her liver (kbd) swells with laughter.
Her heart (lb) fills up with joy,
Anath's liver (kbd) exults.77 (UT.
3 II :25-26])

ent [1 :25-26 [eTA,

Akkadian"
May your heart (libbaka) be blest
Your mind [or "soul"] (kabattaka) be happy

77 The translation is H. L. Ginsberg's; see J. B. Pritchard, ed .. Aoncienr
Near &slern Texu, 3rd ed. (Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1969). 136.
78 These and other Akkadian illustrations are quoted with citations in
Avishur. Slylistic Studies, 563.
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my angry mind (kabatti) did not relent toward him
my furious heart (libbi) did not quiet down
Disturbed was my mind (heart) ([liJbbi)
filled was my soul (napishtim)

Aramaic79
if you say in your soul (nbsh)
and think in your mind [or "heart"](lbb)

Comment
The Book of Mormon occurrences of this word pair may all
relate to the Hebrew lebabllnephesh. It is possible. however. that at
least some of the Book of Mannon occurrences relate either to the
lebabllmelm (heart/lbowels) word pair or the lebabllkabed
(heart/lLiver) word pair. Like the heart, the bowels and the liver are
intemal organs used metaphorically for the seat of feeling;
accordingly, these words may be translated with the English word
"soul."80 The emendation of kabed "liver" for kabod "glory"
was suggested long ag08l and makes sense because (I) a Ugaritic
parallel pair. shmch/Igl (rejoicellexuLl [KJV: g/adilrejoicelhD. is
present in Psalm 16:9, which reinforces the possibility of Ugaritic
usage here;82 (2) in Genesis 49:6, the word kabodi (translated in
that passage in the KJV as "mine honour") was translated as "my
liver" (Ia hepata mou) in the Septuagint,83 and (3) the Revised
Standard Version in fact reads "my soul" in the three passages

79

Quoted with citation in Avishur, Stylistic Studies, 569.

80 For example, Watters, Fonnula Criticism, 210, describes lbllmym as
"hcartllsoul."
81 Tregelles, Hebrew-Chaidee Lexicon, 382.
82 Dahood. RSP l. 245·46.
83 Dahood, in "A New Translation of Ge. 49,6a," Bib/ica 36 (1955): 229,
would render this verse as follows:
Into their counsel let not my soul enter,
let not my liver be seen in their assembly.
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for which this emendation is suggested above. and that translation
fits the context of those passages far better than "g!ory."S4
A perusal of both the Book of Monnon and other occurrences
of this word pair will reveal that it is associated with deep feeling,
but the pair itself is neutral; that is, it may be used with equal
facility to express either great joy or great despair.8S

17. hearl/understand

Book of Mormon
you should hearken unto me,
and open your ears that ye may hear,
and your hearts that ye may understand (Mosiah 2:9)
And the multitude did hear and do bear record;
and their hearts were open
and they did understand in their hearts the words
which he prayed . (3 Nephi 19:33)

84 I made this argument (following Dahood) in "Undemanding Old Testament Poetry," 54 n. 10. I later was pleasantly surprised to learn that Paul Y.
Hoskisson, "Textual Evidences for the Book of Mormon," in The Book of
Mormon: First Nephi, the /)octrillQl Foundation, ed. Monte S. Nyman and
Charles D. Tate, 1r. (Provo: Brigham Young University Religious Studies Center. 1988). 283-96, had previously made a persuasive argument in connection
with the expression "their souls did expand" in Alma 5:9 that "soul" would be a
propc:r translation of kabed ··liver" in the Book of Mormon.
85 Avishur, Stylistic Studies. 12. 16, 218. 222. 279. 290. 540. 562-63.
568-69. 577-78. 670; Bamey. "Understanding Old Testament Poetry." 54;
Canuto, The Goddess Anath. 120; Dahood, "A New Translation"; Dahood.
Psalms I, 90; Dahood. Psalms II, 54; Dahood, Psalms III, 451; Dahood. RSP I,
245-46; John Gray, The Legacy of Canaan: The Ras Shamro Texts and Their
Relevance /0 the Old Testament, 2nd ed. (Lei den: Brill, 1965), 282; Held. "More
Parallel Word Pairs," 160 n. 174; Hoskisson. ''Textual Evidences," 286; Charles
F. Pfeiffer, Ras Shamra QIId the Bible (Grnnd Rapids: Baker Book House, 1962),
59-60; Joaquin Sanmartin, review of Stammesspruch und Geschichu: Die
Ang(J~n der Stammessprnche von Gen 49, Dtn 33 WId Jdc 5 iilH.r die polWschen
und kultischen ~tibule im damaligen "Israel," by Hans-Jurgen Zobel, Biblica
50 (1969): 572: Ernest Vogl, "Vetus Testamentum antiquissimis textibus 'Ras
Shamm· iIluslralum." Vubum Domini 17 ( 1937): 156; Watters. FormukJ
Criticism. 210.
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Hebrew (shema'llbin)
Lo, these are parts of his ways: but how little a portion
is heard (nishma') of him?
but the thunder of his power who can understand
(yithbonan)? (Job 26:14)
lest they see with their eyes,
and hear (shema ') with their ears,
and understand (bin) with their heart (Isaiah 6: I 0)
Have ye not known? have ye not heard (shema')?
hath it not been told you from the beginning?
have ye not understood (habin) from the foundations
of the earth? (Isaiah 40:21)86

Ugaritic
Hear (sm'), 0 Aliyn Baal!
Perceive (bn), 0 Rider of Clouds! (UT, 51 V: 121-22
[eTA, 4 V:121 -22])87

18. heavensllearth
Book of Mormon
He ruleth high in the heavens, for it is his throne,
and this earth is his footstool. (1 Nephi 17:39)
86 For this same pair with nominal cognates, see Job 34:16; Proverbs
1:5,4:1; and Isaiah 33:19.
87 Avishur, Stylistic Studies, 8,12,42. 670; Boling, "Synonymous Parallelism," 224; Dahood, RSP I, 36 1; Dahood. '"The Phoenician Contribution to
Biblical Wisdom Literature," in The Role of the Phoenicians in the Interaction of
Mediterranuan Civilitation, ed. W. A. Ward (Beirut: American University of
Beirut, 1968), 123-52; Ginsberg, "Rebellion and Death." 172; Svi Rin, Acts of
the Gods: The Ugaritic Epic Poetry (Jerusalem: Israel Society for Biblical
Research, 1968). 165; Cullen I. K. Story, ''The Book of Proverbs and Northwest
Semitic Literature," Journal of Biblical Uterature 64 (1945): 328; Watson,
"Filled Pairs," 463; Watters. Formula Criticism, 160.
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Behold the glory of the King of all the earth;
and also the King of heaven shall very soon shine
forth (Alma 5:50)
And at my command the heavens are opened and are

shut;
and at my word the earth shall shake (Ether 4:9)88

Hebrew

(shamayiml/~rels)

The heaven (shamayim) shall reveal his iniquity ;
and the earth ("'erets) shall rise up against him. (Job
20:27)
Who leacheth us more than the beasts of the earth
('e rets),
and maketh us wiser than the fowls of heaven
(shamayim)? (Job 35:11)

Knowest thou the ordinances of heaven (shamayim)?
canst thou set the do minion thereof in the earth
('erets)? (Job 38:33)89

Ugaritic
She gathers water and washes
With dew of heaven (shmm)
Fat of earth (arts)
Rain of the Rider of Clouds.90 (UT, ttl 11:39 and
IV:87[CTA , 3 II:39 and IV:87])

88 See also 1 Nephi 1:14; 2 Nephi 29:7; Alma 7:9: and Helaman 8:24.
89 This word pair is ubiquitous in Hebrew.
90 Intriguingly, Judges 5:4 preserves the three-word ex tension earthll
heaveflsllclouds:
the earth trembled_
and the heaveflsdroppcd,

the clouds also dropped water.
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A lip to earth (arts)
A lip to heaven (shmm) (UT, 52:61--62 and 67
II:2[CTA. 23:61-62 and 5 II:2])91

19. highwayllroad
Book of Mormon
And there were many highways cast up.
and many roads made (3 Nephi 6:8)
And the highways were broken up,
and the level roads were spoiled,
and many smooth places became rough. (3 Nephi
8:13)

Hebrew (mesillahllderek)
The highway (mesillah) of the upright is to depart from
evil:
he that keepeth his way (derek) preserveth his soul.
(Proverbs 16: 17)
Prepare ye the way (derek) of the Lord.
make straight in the desert a highway (mesilLah) for
our God. (Isaiah 40:3)
Go through, go through the gates;
prepare ye the way (derek) of the people;
cast up, cast up the highway (mesillah) (Isaiah
62: 10)92

91 Boling, "Synonymous Parallelism," 239-40; Dahood, Psalms II, 190,
358; Dahood, Psalms lll, 19, 22, 346, 446; Dahood, RSP J, 126-27 and 356;
Gray, Th e Legacy of COMon. 289; Gevim, Patterns, 36; H. Ringgren, "Einige
Bemerkungen zum LXX11l Psalm," Vetus Testamentum 3 (1953): 267; Watters,
"Formula Criticism," 155 and 199.
92 Other examples include Isaiah 35:8 and Jeremiah 31 :21.
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Comment
The Hebrew word derek is never translated with the English
word road in the KJV, even though that is its most basic meaning .
The English words highway and road do not occur in the same
verse anywhere in the KJV, yet highway/lroad is an accurate
translation of mesillah//derek, which occurs in the English of the
KJV as highway//way. This circumstance tends to suggest that the
source of this word pair in the Book of Mormon was not the English of the KJV.93

20. Jacobl/Israel
Book of Mormon
And they shall assist my people, the remnant of Jacob,
and also as many of the house of Israel as shall come
(3 Nephi 21 :23)

Hebrew (Ya'aqob/lYisra1!l)
He hath not beheld iniquity in Jacob (Ya'aqob),
neither hath he seen perverseness in Israel (Yisra"el),
(N umbers 23 :21)
Surely there is no enchantment against Jacob
(Ya 'aqob),
neither is there any divination against Israel
(YisraJel), (Numbers 23:23)
How goodly are thy tents. 0 Jacob (Ya'aqob),
and thy tabernacles. 0 Israel (Yisra"el)! (Numbers
24:5)94

93 Tidwell, "A Road and a Way,"
94 This word pair is ubiquitous in Hebrew: see Barney, "Understanding Old
Testament Poetry," 53-54: Watters, Formula Criticism, 64 and 162.
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21. kneesJlearth
Book of Mormon
the king did bow down before the Lord, upon his
knees;
yea, even he did prostrate himself upon the earth
(Alma 22: 17)

Hebrew (bircayiml/)erets)
And Joseph brought them out from between his knees
(bircayim),
and he bowed himself with his face to the earth
eerets). (Genesis 48:12)
and he cast himself down upon the earth ('erets),
and put his face between his knees (bircayim).
(I Kings 18:42)

22. lead/ldestroy
Book of Mormon
according to his word he did destroy them;
and according to his word he did lead them (I Nephi
17:31)
A And he leadeth away
B the righteous into precious lands,
B and the wicked
A he destroyeth (1 Nephi 17:38)
seeking to destroy the church,
and to lead astray the people of the Lord (Mosiah
27: 10)
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Hebrew ('ashar//ba/a ')
o my people, they which lead (bshar) thee cause thee

to err.
and destroy (bala') the way of thy paths. (Isaiah
3: 12)

23. IIghUldarkness

Book of Mormon
Yea. they were encircled about with everlasting
darkness and destruction;
but behold, he has brought them into his everlasting

light (Alma 26:15)
there was no darkness in all that night.
but it was as light as though it was mid-day . (3 Nephi

I: 19)

Hebrew (Jor//choshek)
Where is the way where light ('or) dwelleth?

and as for darkness (choshek), where is the place
thereof? (Job 38: 19)
If I say, Surely the darkness (choshek) shall cover me;
even the night shall be light ('or) about me. (Psalm
139: II )
then shall thy light ('or) rise in obscurity,
and thy darkness (choshek) be as the noonday (Isaiah

58: lOP'

95 See also Genesis 1:5; Job 3:4. 12:22. 30:26: Isaiah 45:7. 50: 10; and
Lamentations 3:2. Sec Ayishut. Stylistic Studj~s. 117 and 283: Wauers. Formula
Criticism . 28 and 189.
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24. LordI/God

Book of Mormon
and did offer sacrifice and burnt offerings unto the
Lord;
and they gave thanks unto the God of Israel.

(I Nephi 5:9)
Behold, the Lord esteemeth all flesh in one;
he that is righteous is favored of God. (I Nephi
17:35)
Yea, and the people did observe to keep the
commandments of the Lord;
and they were strict in observing the ordinances of
God (Alma 30:3)96

Hebrew (YHWH//'elohim)
For I have kept the ways of the Lord (YHWH),
and have not wickedly departed from my God
Celohim). (Psalm 18:21)
As for God (Jelohim), his way is perfect
the word of the Lord (YHWH) is tried (Psalm 18:30)
For who is God Celohim) save the Lord (YHWH)?
or who is a rock save our God C'elohim)? (Psalm
18:31]9'

96 See also I Nephi 1:1 , 18:16; 2 Nephi 26:7; Mosiah 7:26; Alma 16:21,
37:36-37; and Ether 3:12.
97 This word pair is ubiquitous in Hebrew. See Avishur, Stylistic Studies,
21-22.26.45,238-39,254,636; Watters, Formula Criticism, 156
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25. mountain/Iv alley

Book of Mormon
A and there shall be many mountains laid low.
B like unto a valley,
B and there shall be many places which are now
called valleys
A which shall become moumains, whose height is great.
(Heloman 14:23)

Hebrew

(harllgay~

And I will lay thy flesh upon the mountains (harim),
and fill the valleys (ge'ayoth) with thy height.
(Ezek;el 32:5)98

(harllbiq'uh)
They go up by the mountains (harim);
they go down by the valleys (beqaeath)
unto the place which thou hast founded for them.
(Psalm 104:8)

(hllrllshephelah)
and in the cities of the mountains (har),
and in the cities of the valley (shephelah) (Jeremiah
32:44)

(hllrlhmeq)
And the mountains (harim) shall be molten under him,
and the valleys ('omaqim) shall be cleft (Micah 1:4)

98 See also Isaiah 40:4.
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Comment
Like the word pair deliverlldestroy, this is a fix.ed + variant
word pair; the common word har (mountain) is paired with a vari·
ety of more obscure, more poetic words, all having the essential
meamng of "valley."

26. nationsl/earth
Book of Mormon
and shall be lifted up in the pride of their hearts above
all nations,
and above all the people of the whole earth (3 Nephi
16: 10)

Hebrew (goyim//'erets)
And he will lift up an ensign to the nations (goyim)
from far,
and will hiss unto them from the end of the earth
('erets) (Isaiah 5:26)
it stirreth up the dead for thee,
even all the chief ones of the eanh ('erets);
it hath rai sed up from their thrones
all the kings of the nations (goyim). (Isaiah 14:9)

This is the purpose that is purposed upon the whole
earth ('erers):
and this is the hand that is stretched out upon all the
nations (goyim). (Isaiah 14:26)99

99 Additional examples include 1 Chronicles 16:31: Psalms 67:2, 82:8;
Isaiah 11:12, 52:10: Jeremiah 10:10, 25:31. 50:23, 50;46. 51 :7. 51:41;
Ezekiel 32:18: and Habakkuk 3:6. See Avishur, Stylistic Studies. 278.
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27. old menl/young men
Book of Mormon
and I also caused that all my old men that could bear
arms,
and also all my young men that were able to bear
arms (Mosiah 10:9)

Hebrew (zeqenimllbachurim)
Both young men (bachurim), and maidens;
old men (zeqenim), and children (Psalm 148:12)
The glory of young men (bachurim) is their strength:
and the beauty of old men (zeqenim) is the gray
head. (Proverbs 20:29)
your old men (zeqenim) shall dream dreams,
your young men (bachurim) shall see visions (Joel
2:28)100

28. peopie/llorael

Book of Mormon
yea, they shall be numbered among the house of Israel;
and they shall be a blessed people upon the promised
land forever (I Nephi 14:2)
And at that day shall the remnant of our seed know that
they are of the house of Israel.
and that they are the covenant people of the Lord
(1 Nephi 15:14)

100 Avishur, Stylistic Studies, 283.
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A Wherefore, hearken,
B 0 my people,
B which are of the house of Israel,
A and give ear unto my words (2 Nephi 25:4)

Hebrew ('amllYisraJel)
Dh that my people ('am) had hearkened unto me,
and Israel (YisraJel) had walked in my ways! (Psalm
81:13)
Blessed be the Lord God of Israel (Yisra'el) from
everlasting to everlasting:
and let all the people ('am) say, Amen. (Psalm
106:48)
but Israel (Yisra'el) doth not know,
my people (Cam) doth not consider. (Isaiah 1:3)101

29. placel!land
Book of Mormon
And there were many highways cast up,
and many roads made,
which led from city to city,
and from land to land,
and from place to place. (3 Nephi 6:8)

Hebrew (maqomll'erets)
Am I now come up without the Lord against this place
(maqom) to destroy it?
The Lord said to me, Go up against this land ('erets),
and destroy it. (2 Kings 18:25)
101 This word pair is common in Hebrew. See Watters. Fonnula Criticism,
155.
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But he shall die in the place (maqom) whither they
ha ve led him captive,
and shall see this land ('erets) no more. (Jeremiah

22: 12)
I will judge thee in the place (maqom) where thou wast
created,
in the land ('erets) of thy nativity. (Ezekiel

21 :30)102

Comment
The association of land ("ereES) with both city (lr) and place
(maqom) explains the three-word extension city//[andJlplace of
3 Nephi 6:8.

30. pridel/wisdom

Book of Mormon
See that ye are not lifted up unto pride;
yea, see that ye do not boast in your own wisdom
(Alma 38:11)

Hebrew (zadon//chakmah)
When pride (zadon) cometh. then cometh shame:
but with the lowly is wisdom (chakmah). (Proverbs
11:2)
Only by pride (zadon) cometh contention:
but with the well advised is wisdom (chakmah).

(Proverbs 13:10)

102 See also Jeremiah 7:7.
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31. righteousllwicked
Book of Mormon
I had spoken hard things against the wicked, according
to the truth;
and the righteous have I justified (I Nephi 16:2)
And he raiseth up a righteous nation,
and destroyeth the nations of the wicked.
A And he leadeth away
B the righteous into precious lands,
B and the wicked
A he destroyeth (I Nephi 17:37-38)

Hebrew (tsaddiq//resha'im)
The Lord will not suffer the soul of the righteous
(tsaddiq) to famish:
but he casteth away the substance of the wicked
(resha'1m). (Proverbs 10:3)
The mouth of a righteous man (tsaddiq) is a well of
life:
but violence covereth the mouth of the wicked
(resha'1m). (Proverbs 10:11)
The fear of the wicked (rasha'), it shall come upon
him:
but the desire of the righteous (tsaddiqim) shall be
granted.
A As the whirlwind passetb,
B so is the wicked (rasha') no more:
B but the righteous (tsaddiq)
A is an everlasting foundation . (Proverbs 10:24-25)103

103 This word pair is ubiquitous in Proverbs; see funher 10:16, 28, 30, 32;
11:8,10,21, 23. 31; 12:5,7.10,12,26: 13:5,9,25; 14:19, 32; 15:6,28-29;
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32. seal/earth
Book of Mormon
from the isles of the sea,
and from the four parts of the earth (2 Nephi 10:8)

And they were spared and were not sunk and buried up
in the earth;
and they were not drowned in the depths of the
sea 104 (3 Nephi 10:13)

Hebrew (yam/PeTets)
The measure thereof is longer than the earth ('erets),
and broader than the sea (yam) . (Job 11 :9)

Or speak to the earth ('erets), and it shall teach thee:
and the fishes of the sea (yam) shall declare unto
thee. (Job 12:8)
who art the confidence of all the ends of the earth
( 'erets),

and of them that are afar off upon the sea (yam)
(Psalm 65:5)105

Ugaritic
A They set a lip against the netherworld (arts),
B a lip against the heavens
18:5; 21:12, 18; 24:15, 24; 25:26; 28:1, 12,28; 29:2, 7, and 16. See also Job
10:15; Psalms 7:9, II; 11:5; 34:21; 37:21-22; 58:10; 75:10; 125:3; 129:4:
Isaiah 5:23; Jeremiah 12:1 ; Ezekiel 13:22; 18:20, 24; and 33:12. See Avishur.
Stylistic Studies. 68--69. 117-18.275.294. 322.
104 As "depths of the sea" is a construct formulation, "earth" could also
parallel "depths" in this passage; see the discussion of 'eretslltehemoth in the
main body of this article.
105 See also Psalm 72:8; Amos 5:8 and 9:6.
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C And entered into their mouth
B The birds of the heavens
A and the fish of the sea (ym) (UT, 52:62--63 [eTA,
23:62-63])106

33. seenllheard

Book of Mormon
Ye have seen an angel, and he spake unto you;

yea, ye have heard his voice from time to time
(I Nephi 17:45)
for I truly had seen angels, and they had ministered
unto me.
And also, I had heard the voice of the Lord speaking
unto me in very word (Jacob 7:5)
there are none of them that have seen so great things as
ye have seen;
neither have they heard so great things as ye have
heard. (3 Nephi 19:36)107

Hebrew (rallh//shema C )
I have surely seen (ra)ah) the affliction of my people
which are in Egypt,
and have heard (shema C ) their cry by reason of their
taskmasters (Exodus 3:7)

we have heard (shema C ) his voice out of the midst of
the fire:

106 The translation is Dahood's (see RSP 1.123), as is the suggestion of a
chiastic reading of these lines. See Dahood. Pralm.~ 111. 446; Dahood, RSP I,
122- 23.
107 See also Jacob 2:31 and 3 Nephi 15:24.
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we have seen (ra )ah) this day that God doth talk with
man. and he liveth . (Deuteronomy 5:24)
Lo, mine eye hath seen (ra)ah) all this,
mine ear hath heard (shema C ) and understood it.

(Job 13:1)\08

34. sinllrighteousness
Book of Mormon
Behold. my soul abhorreth sin,
and my heart delighteth in righteousness (2 Nephi
9:49)

Hebrew (chatta'th//tsedaqah)
Righteousness (tsedaqah) exaiteth a nation:
but sin (chatta th) is a reproach to any people.
(Proverbs 14:34)
A because thou hast not given him warning.
B he shall die in his sin (challoth),
B and his righteousness (tsedaqah) which he hath

done
A shall not be remembered (Ezekiel 3:20)
All his righteousness (tsedaqah) that he hath done shall
not be mentioned:
in his trespass that he hath trespassed,
and in his sin (chattath) that he hath sinned (Ezekiel
18:24)

108 See also 2 Kings 20:5; Isaiah 38:5, 64:4, 66:8 and 19. See Avishur,
Stylistic Studies, 87 263, 286; Watters, Formula Criticism, 160.
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35. tell [publishJlldeclare
Book of Mormon
A for behold, I have things to tell you concerning
B that which is to come.
e And the things which I shall tell you
D are made known unto me by an angel from
God.
E And he said unto me: Awake;
F and I awoke, and behold he stood before

me.
E And he said unto me: Awake,
D and hear the words
e which I shall tell thee;
B for behold, I am come
A to declare unto you the glad tidings of great joy.
(Mosiah 3:1-3)
For they did publish peace;
they did publish good tidings of good;
and they did declare unto the people
that the Lord reigneth. (Mosiah 27:37)

Hebrew (nagad//hishmi'a)
Behold, the fanner things are come to pass,
and new things do I declare (nagad):
before they spring forth
I tell (hishmi'a) you of them. (Isaiah 42:9)
Tell ye (nagad), and bring them near:
yea, let them take counsel together:
who hath declared (hishmi'a) this from ancient time?
who hath told (nagad) it from that time? (Isaiah
45:21)
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Declare (nagad) this in the house of Jacob,

and publish (hishmi'a) it in Judah (Jeremiah 5:20)109

Comment
This pair is not only collocated in the chiastic structure of
Mosiah 3: 1-3. it is also collocated in the parallelism at the end of
that chiasm, which may be rewritten as follows:
Awake, and hear the words which I shall fell thee;
for behold, I am come to declare unto you the glad
tidings of great joy.
Interestingly. a similar double collocation occurs in the alternating

pattern of Isaiah 45:21.
The verb rendered "tell" in Isaiah and "publish" in Jeremiah is the hiphiJ or causative form of the verb shema'. In the qal
or simple active stem this verb means "to hear," but in the hiphil
it means "to tell" (that is, to cause one to hear). It is interesting
that in one passage Joseph uses the translation "tell," and in a
related passage (compare the expression "glad tidings of great
joy" from Mosiah 3:3 with "good tidings of good" from Mosiah
27:37) he renders the verb with the alternate translation
"publish."11O

36. thousandsllten thousands
Book of Mormon
A Yea, will ye sit in idleness
B while ye are surrounded with thousands of those,
B yea, and tens of tlwusands.
A who do also sit in idleness (Alma 60:22)
A insomuch that there were thousands
B who did join themselves unto the church
C and were baptized unto repentance.
109 See also Isaiah 48:20; Jeremiah 4:5, 46:14, and 50:2.
110 Avishur, Stylistic Studies, 147,272,293,307.
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D And so great was the prosperity of the church,
and so many the blessings which were poured
out upon the people,
E that even the high priests
E and the teachers were themselves astonished
beyond measure.
D And it came to pass that the work of the Lord
did prosper
C unto the baptizing
B and uniting to the church of God, many souls,
A yea, even fens of thousands. (Helaman 3:24-26)

Hebrew ('alaphimllrebaboth)
How should one chase a thousand ()eJeph),
and two put ten thousand (rebabah) to flight
(Deuteronomy 32:30)
A thousand ()eieph) shall fall at thy side,
and ten thousand (rebabah) at thy right hand (Psalm
91 :7)
Will the Lord be pleased with thousands eaiaphim) of
rams,
or with ten thousands (rebaboth) of rivers of oil?
(Micah 6:7)111

Aramaic
thousand thousands Celeph )aJphim) ministered unto
him,
and len thousand times ten thousand (ribbo ribwan)
stood before him (Daniel 7:10)

Ugaritic
Behold chzz-troops by the thousand (alp)
And kmyr-troops by the myriad (rbt; literally, "len

111 See also Deuteronomy 33:17; I Samuel 18:7,21:11, and 29:5.
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thousand") (UT, Krt:92-93 and 180-8I[CTA, 14
II:92-93 and IV:180-81))
He casts silver by thousands (aJpm) (of shekels)
Gold he casts by myriads (rbtl) (UT. 51 1:28-29
[CTA, 4 1:28-29))

By the thousand (alp) acres
Yea myriad (rbt) hectacres (UT, 51 V:86. 118-19
and VIII:24-25[CTA, V:86, 118-19 and VIII:2425))112

Comment
As a number generally does not have a true synonym, a common practice in Hebrew poetry was to increase the number in the
first line by some fixed factor in the second line to form the parallelism. The most common such pattern may be symbolically
represented as AiIA+t. as in Micah 5:5:
then shall we raise against him seven shepherds,
and eight principal men.

The word pair thousands/lten thousands may be understood either
as number parallelism of the pattern AJIlOA, or simply as a normal
lexical pair.
Watters, following Gevirtz. made the following observation:
In the eulogy of Saul and David (l Samuel 18:7), the
following praise is given the commanders, Saul and
David:
Saul has smitten his thousands,
and David his ten thousands.
This lyric has been customarily understood as a criticism of Saul's ability as a soldier. By a proper understanding of the use of the word pair "thousandlten
112 See also UT, 77 :20-21 and "n, VI:4-5. 17-18 (CTA , 24:20-21 and
VI1 :4-5. 11-18).
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thousand," ... however, Gevirtz is able to show that the
increase in the numerical sequence (here "111 0") IS
but a common method of filling out the parallelism of
the line for the ancients. The fixed pair of numerical
increase occurs in both Ugaritic and Hebrew poetry.
The verse rings not of insult, but of lavish praise for
both commanders. 113

37. treel/waters
Book of Mormon
which led to the fountain of living waters,
or to the tree of life;
which waters
are a representation of the love of God;
and I also beheld that the tree of life
was a representation of the love of God. (I Nephi
11:25)

Come unto me and ye shall partake
of the fruit of the tree of life;
yea. ye shall eat and drink
of the bread and the 'waters of life freely (Alma 5:34)
113 Watters, Formula Criticism. 25-26. following Gevirtz, Patterns, 1524. But ef. Samuel E. Loewenstamm, "Remarks on Stylistic Patterns in Biblical
and Ugaritic Literatures," Leshonenu 32 (1967--68): 33-35, who argues that the
ten thousand can stand in contradistinction to the thousand in Hebrew. although
it does not in Ugaritic. In the Book of Mormon examples quoted above. as well
as occurrences in juxtaposition at Alma 3:26, 3 Nephi 3:22 and 4:21, the two
terms do not stand in contradistinction. See Avishur, Stylistic Studies. 10. 15,
18. 24. 185, 302, 326, 44(); CassUlo, The Goddess Anath, 27; Umberto Cassulo,
"'Biblical Literature and Canaanite Literature (Conclusion)" (in Hebrew), Tarbiz
14 (1942): 4; Dahood, Psalms fl, 143, 332; Dahood, Psalms Ill, 333, 446;
Dahood, RSP I, 114; Gevirtz, Pauems, 15-24; Gordon, UT, 145; Haran, 'The
Graded Numerical Sequence," 238-67; John H. Patton, Canaanire Parallels in the
Book of Psalms (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1944), 34; W. M. W. Roth,
Numerical Sayings in the Old Testament: A Fonn-Critical Study, Vetlf.l" Testamentum Supplement 13 (1965); Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 144--49; Watters,
Formula Criticism, 25, 166, 204.
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Hebrew

(~/s//mayim)

and shall fell every good tree (eels),
and stop all wells of water (mayim) (2 Kings 3: 19 and
25)
and all the trees ('atsim) of Eden, the choice and best
of Lebanon,
a1l that drink water (mayim) , shall be comforted in
the nether parts of the earth. (Ezekiel 31: 16) 114

38. visionslldreams
Book of Mormon
A And now I, Nephi, do not make a full account
B of the things which my father hath written,
C for he hath written many things
D which he saw in visions
o and in dreams;
C and he also hath written many things
B which he prophesied and spake unto his children,
A of which I shall not make a full account. (1 Nephi
I; 16)
Behold, I have dreamed a dream;
or, in other words, I have seen a vision . (I Nephi 8:2)

Hebrew (chizzayon//Cha[om)
Then thou scarest me with dreams (chalomoth),
and terrifiest me through visions (mechezeyyonolh)

(Job 7; 14)

114 Avishur, Sl),fislic SlUdies. 26 and 220: Gevirtz, ''On Canaanile
Rheloric-The Evidence of the Amama Letters from Tyre," Orien/alia 42 (197]):
165-67.
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He shall flyaway as a dream (chalom), and shall not be
found:
yea, he shall be chased away as a vision (chizzayon)
of the night. (Job 20:8)
and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy,
your old men shall dream dreams (chalomoth),
your young men shall see visions (chezeyonoth) (Joel
2:28)

Aramaic l15
and appears in the dream (chylm1 of night
and appears in the vision (chy[zw]n1 of day
and out of all bad dreams (chlmyn)
and out of [hated] visions (chyzwnyn)

Comment
I Nephi 8:2 has a cognate accusative, "dreamed a dream,"
which is reminiscent of the cognate accusative in Joel 2:28, "shall
dream dreams," where the noun chalomoth (dreams) is the object
of the cognate verb chalam (dream).
It seems likely to me that a more literal translation of I Nephi
8:2 would be as follows:
Behold, I have dreamed a dream,
and I have seen a vision,
the two lines being joined by a simple waw conjunction. As the
small plates of Nephi were not edited in antiquity by Mormon or
Moroni, the words "or, in other words" would appear to be a
translator's gloss, explaining to the modem English reading audience that the thought of the second line is in essence a restatement
of the first. an explanation that would have been unnecessary in

115 Quoted with citations in Avishur, Stylistic Studies, 475.
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the original language among a people accustomed to the use of
parallelism, I 16

39. walkllobserve

Book of Mormon
And it came to pass that king Mosiah did walk in the
ways of the Lord,
and did observe his judgments and his statutes,
and did keep his commandments in all things
whatsoever he commanded him. (Mosiah 6:6)

and he did walk uprightly before God;
and he did observe to do good continually,
to keep the commandments of the Lord his God (Alma

63:2)
and they do walk circumspectly before God.
and they do observe to keep his commandments and
his statutes
and his judgments according to the law of Moses.
(Helaman 15:5)117

116 For a similar uanslalor 's g105s. see the last sentence of the headnote
preceding I Nephi I: I: "This is according 10 the account of Nephi; or in other
words, I. Nephi. wrote this record," where Joseph appears to have restated the
literal words of the conclusion of the headnote, which were writlen in the third
person. inlo a first-person perspective so as to make for a smooth transition
into Nephi's first-person narrative beginning with the words "I. Nephi" in
I Nephi 1:1. The original text (assuming the headnote to have Deen part of the
original text. as the few who have commented on it seem to do) either read "this
is according 10 the account of Nephi" or, possibly. "I. Nephi, wrote Ihis record";
it seems unlikely in the extreme Ihat Nephi actually wrote Ihe literal equivalent
in his language of all of the words "Ihis is according to the account of Nephi; or
in other words, I, Nephi, wrole Ihis record," See Avishuf, Styfislic Sludies. 47475.494; Watters, Formula Crilicism. 192.
117 See also Alma 25:14 and Helaman 3:20.

BARNEY, POETIC DICTION AND PARAUEL WORD PAIRS

Hebrew (halak//shamar)
if thou wilt walk (halak) before me,
as David thy father walked,
and do according to all that I have commanded thee,
and shalt observe (shamar) my statutes and my
judgments (2 Chronicles 7: 17)
and entered into a curse, and into an oath,
to walk (halak) in God's law,
which was given by Moses the servant of God,
and to observe (shamar) and do all the
commandments of the Lord our Lord,
and his judgments and his statutes. (Nehemiah 10:29)
And David my servant shall be king over them;
and they all shall have one shepherd:
they shall also walk (halak) in my judgments,
and observe (shamar) my statutes, and do them.
(Ezekiel 37:24)

40. waylllaw
Book of Mormon
A And ye will not suffer your children that they go
hungry, or naked;
B neither will ye suffer that they transgress the laws
of God,
C and fight and quarrel one with another,
D and serve the devil,
E who is the master of sin,
E or who is the evi I spirit
D which hath been spoken of by our fathers,
C he being an enemy to all righteousness.
B But ye will teach them to walk in the ways of truth
and soberness;
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A ye will teach them to love one another. and to serve
one another. (Mosiah 4:14-15)

And ye have led away much of this people that they
pervert the right way of God.
and keep not the law of Moses which is the right way
(Jacob 7:7)

Hebrew (derekl/torah)
Blessed are the undefiled in the way (derek),
who walk in the law (torah) of the Lord (Psalm
119: 1)

For the commandment is a lamp; and the law (torah) is
light;
and reproofs of instruction are the way (derek) of life
(Proverbs 6:23)
But ye are departed out of the way (derek);
ye have caused many to stumble at the law (torah)
(Malachi 2:8)118

Index of Word Pairs
I. angerllfierce anger
2. blessedllcursed
3. bloodflbumt offerings
4 . cityllland
5. dayllnight
6. deadlldust
7. deliverlldestroy
8. earthl/darkness
9. earthflmountains
10. eyeS/fheart
118 See also Psalm 119:29.
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II . favor/lblessing
12. Oodllman

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25 .
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
3 1.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

good//evil
hearkenllgive ear
hearkenllhear
heartllsoul
hearllunderstand
heavensllearth
highwayllroad
lacobilIsrael
kneesl/earth
leadlldestroy
lightlldarkness
lordi/God
mountainl/valley
nationsllearth
old menllyoung men
people/lIsrael
place/lland
prideJ/wisdom
righteousllwicked
seal/earth

seenllheard
sinl/righteousness
tel II/declare
thousandsl/ten thousands
treeI/waters
visionslldreams
walkllobserve
way/fb.w
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The Latest Straw Man
William J. Hamblin
Abstract: The failure of those who reject the historicity of the
Book of Monnon 10 respond cogently to the increasing body of
evidence and argument supporting historicity is becoming painfully
apparent. Stephen E. Thompson' s recent review of Review of
Books on the Book of Mormon 611 (1994) is one of the most
recent examples of this "straw man" approach.

Although not a contributor to New Approaches to the Book of
Mormon, I Stephen E. Thompson is nonetheless an active parti san
of the view that the Book of Mormon is nineteenth-century fron tier fiction. Thompson's most revealing previous essay is
"Balancing Acts. "2 In it he explicitly denies the virgin birth of
Christ, seriously doubts the resurrection (in what way. then, is Jesus
the Son of God?),3 and rejects not only the historicity of all of
Joseph's ancient scriptures, but also of Joseph's First Vision and
the visitations of Moroni, It shou ld thus come as no surpri se that
Thompson describes New Approaches to the Book of Mormon as
"a piece of generally solid scholarship which contributes to a
8renl Lee Metcalfe, ed, New Approaches to the Book. of Mormon (Salt
Lake City: Signature Books, 1993),
2
An unpublished paper given at the 1993 Sunstone East conference.
manuscript in my possession,
3
See also Thompson's "Messiah in Context," SunS/Qn~ (February
t994): 75-78; and "Searching for the ' Historical Jesus,' "Sunstone (June t994):
58-61. for additional examples of Thompson's rejection of many, if not all, of
the traditional elements of Christ'S divinity,
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better understanding of the nature and origin of this book of
scripture [the Book of Mormon]," which uses "methodological
rigor."4 On the other hand, the FARMS response in Review of
Books on the Book of Mormons is, he a'iserts, "seriously flawed,"
and filled with "dross and bile."6
Nonetheless, Thompson is not universally pleased with the
contents of New Approaches to the Book of Mormon. The articles
selected for Thompson's reproof, however, are quite revealing.
Thompson finds Anthony Hutchinson's view that the Book of
Mormon should be accepted as God-inspired fiction "unsatisfying" because it is based on Hutchinson's "emotional reaction to
the text."7 In this Thompson is in agreement with Louis
Midgley's critique. 8 However, it is unclear from Thompson 's
remarks whether he is unsatisfied with Hutchinson because
Thompson feels that Hutchinson has not made a strong enough
case for the "inspired fiction" theory. or because Thompson
believes the "uninspired fiction" theory is superior (I suspect the
latter).
Melo(lie Charles's article is criticized as "simply inadequate"
because it is not radical enough~it "ignores recent scholarship
... in which it is argued that in the Palestine of Lehi' s day there
was no messianic expectation.'>9 In other words, Charles should
4
Stcphcn E. Thompson, " 'Critical' Book of Mormon Scholarship,"
Dial?ue 27/4 (1994): 197,
Review of Books on Ihe Book of Mormon 611 ( 1994).
6 Thompson, " 'Critical' Book of Mormon Scholarship," 205. I have no
objection to partisan reviews; indeed, they generally are the most interesti ng
and useful. But readers should be aware that Thompson is by no means unbiased
in this matter. Of course neither am I. The difference is that I admit my biases,
while many dissenters either llssert that they have no biases or consciously hide
their real beliefs and agendas,
7 Ibid. , 198.
B Louis Midgley, review of ''The Word of God Is Enough: The Book. of
Mormon as Nineteenth-Century Scripture," by Anthony A. Hutchinson, Review
of Books on the Book of Mormon 6/1 (1994): 2QO.-.2S4.
9
Thompson, '" 'Critical' Book of Mormon Scholarship," 198. Of course.
Thompson's own view that "in the Palestine of Lehi's day there was no
messianic expectation" (1 98) ignores not only a great delll of ancient evidence.
but recent scholarship as well; see, for eXllmple. Joseph Collins. The Scepter and
the Star: Jewish Messianism in Light of the Deod Sea Scrolls (New York:
Doubleday, 1995), who discusses messillnic ideas in the sixth century B.C.. when
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have rejected all Christian beliefs about the promised Messiah-as
Thompson has apparently done-rather than simply those found
in the Book of Mormon. Thus Thompson's fundamental disagreement with New Approaches to the Book of Mormon seems to
be that it simply hasn't gone far enough in its criticism of the
faith of the Latter-day Saints.
On another occasion Thompson criticizes the arguments of
some of the authors of New Approaches to the Book of Mormon,
ignoring the fact that the same arguments were found in the
Review. Thus three of Edward Ashment's arguments are seen by
Thompson as "nonsensical,"IO but Thompson fails to inform us
that Gee criticized Ashment for precisely the same errors, 1I
among many others. Why did Thompson not give credit to the
Review for presenting these valid criticisms?
But despite these quibbles with New Approaches to the Book
of Mormon, Thompson's real purpose in his review is to attack the
position taken in the Review. His most fundamental criticism
focuses on the "tone," which he finds too negative.l 2 An irony
of Thompson's critique is that his own review is certainly no less
negative in tone than the Review. When Thompson calls some of
Ashment's arguments "nonsensical,"i3 or labels Charles's schol·
arship "inadequate,"14 or claims that the Review is "seriously
flawed" and filled with "dross and bile,"15 Thompson is appar·
ently doing serious scholarship. Why is it, then, when the authors
of the Review make harsh judgments about New Approaches to
the Book of Mormon they are apparently engaging in the
"unsupported" use of "insulting or abusive language"?16 I
readily admit that Review of Books on the Book of Mormon is a
forthright and hard· hitting response to what we see as a seriously
Thompson claims "there was no mcssianic expectation." (This book was published after Thompson's review.)
10 Thompson," 'Critical' Book of Mormon Scholarship," 199.
II John Gee, review of New Approaches 10 Ihe Book of Mormon, ed.
Brent Lee Metcalfe, Relliew of Books on 1M Book of Monnon 6/1 (1994): 9294. 106-8.
12 Thompson. " 'Critical' Book of Mormon Scholarship." 200.
13 Ibid .. 199.
14 Ibid .. 198.
15 Ibid., 205.
16 Ibid .. 200.
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flawed attack on a fundamental scripture of the Latter-day Saints.
But its language is certainly no more abusive than Thompson's
own (nor, for that matter, than that of many other partisans of a
nineteenth-century Book of Mormon).17 Unfortunately, there is
no kind way to say that an author has written an incompetent article.
As part of his critique, Thompson claims that the Review" i s
not merely an attempt to evaluate the essays presented in New
Approaches, but an effort to discredit totally the articles and
authors."18 Precisely the same could be said of Thompson's
review of the Review. Can anyone who has read only Thompson's
review tell what the fundamental disputed issues of New
Approaches to the Book of Mormon and the Review were? From
Thompson's review, one would get the impression that the Review
contains only verbal insults, fundamentalist prattle, a mindless
rejection of universally accepted scholarship, and numerous errors
of fact because it is written by people employed by Brigham
Young University (who by the very fact of their employment there
shouldn't be taken seriously as scholars). Really? Are there no
substantial arguments presented in the 578 pages of the Review?
Are the over liDO footnotes simply window dressing? Is there no
ev idence or rational analysis presented that might lead thinking
people to the conclusion that a case can be made for the historicity of the Book of Mormon? In reality, the Review focuses relentlessly on the arguments. 19 The fact that there has been almost no
substantive defense of the arguments found in New Approaches to
the Book of Mormon~the main response has been, in common
with Thompson, to claim that the Review is mean and nasty ~
clearly indicates the bankrupt nature of their enterprise.
Thompson strongly implies that the "abusive language" from
FARMS is simply "unsupported" vituperation. 20 In reality, the
17 See Daniel C. Peterson, "Text and Context," Review of Books 011 the
Book of Mormon 611 (1994): 534--36, for citations,
18 Thompson." 'Critical' Book of Mormon Scholarship," 200,
19 John Wm, Maddox, in "A Listing of Points and Counterpoints,"
forthcoming in the FARMS Review of Books (1996), documents responses
presented in the Review of Books 011 Ihe Book of Mormon 10 arguments found in
New AlJproachex to the Book of Mormon,
2 Ibid" 200--201.
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occasional unpleasant things said about the arguments and authors
of New Approaches are almost always part of a larger argument,
and usually based on issues originally raised by the authors themselves. Thus for example, it has been argued that only critics who
reject the historicity of the Book of Mormon use "critical methods"; those who accept historicity are mere "apologists."21 This
is not simply an isolated ad hominem argument; related critiques
have been repeatedly raised by several dissenters,22 as well as by
Thompson himself in his review. 23 In analyzing the validity of
this argument, it seems relevant to note that nearly all the supposedly unscholarly "apologists" have Ph.D.s, and have published
with a wide array of international academic journals and publishers. Yet Thompson feels that "the relevance of this impressive list
of scholarly output is ... questionable."24 Why? Critics attack the
scholarly capabilities of supporters of the historicity of the Book
of Mormon. The Review pointed out that those capabilities are
widely accepted by non-Mormon scholars throughout the world.
How is this "irrelevant"? If a claim is made that Professor X is
incompetent, then Professor X's list of academic accomplishments
is certainly relevant in determining the validity of the criticism.
When critics question the scholarly ability of the defenders of
historicity, a comparison of credentials and scholarly productivity
is also in order. If critics do not want their own lack of credentials
to be scrutinized they should not have raised this issue. 25

21 Brent Lee Metcalfe, "Apologetic and Critical Assumptions about Book
of Mormon Historicity." Dialogue 26/3 (Fall 1993): 154-84: see my analysis in
William 1. Hamblin, "An Apologist for the Critics: Brent Lee Metcalfe's
Assumptions and Methodologies," Review of Books on the Book of Mormon
611 (1994): 434-523.
22 See ibid., 435 n. 3, for references.
23 Thompson," 'Critical' Book of Mormon Scholarship," 205.
24 Ibid., 201.
25 Thompson goes on to claim that academic credentials in Ncar Eastern
studies do not "qualify one to write on the Book of Mormon" (201). If this is
true. one is forced 10 ask how Thompson's degree in Egyptology somehow qualifies him to write on the Book of Mormon, or on the New Testament and early
Christianity (see n. 3 above). Furthennore, if a Ph.D. and international publications in Ncar Eastern Studies do not "qualify" one to write on the Book of
Mormon. how do the lack of any advanced degree in any subject and the lack of
any publications outside of dissenting Latter-day Saint circles grant
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Of course, such whining about "tone" (which has been the
major, if not only response to the Review by the critics), is simply
a thinly veiled obfuscation attempting to draw attention away from
the real question-what are the fundamental issues, and whose
arguments are superior? Thus criticisms about "tone" are themselves a fallacious ad hominem attack-a focus on the arguer
rather than the argument. They are an atlempt to win in the arena
of public relations and rhetoric what they are apparently unable to
win in the arena of evidence and analysis. Even if we were to grant
that all contributors to the Review are in fact mean and nasty people, that would still beg the question-whose arguments are superior? Interested readers should examine both books and decide
for themselves.
Despite his focus on "tone," Thompson does attempt to raise
a few substantive issues concerning portions of the Review.
Unfortunately, Thompson's criticisms often only serve to demonstnlte that he has frequently either not understood the real argument or is intentionally creating a straw man. Thompson's claim
that "the approach to the Bible adopted by several contributors to
the Review has much in common with that of Protestant fundamentalists who see the Bible as largely inerrant and historical"26
is simply wrong. In reality, no contributor to the Review is a
scriptural inerrantist. This seems to be an attempt to impute guilt
by association-since biblical inerrantists are seen as
"unscholarly" by much of the secu lar academy, Thompson
attempts to equate the reviewers of the Review with inerrantists.
The only example Thompson gives of the supposedly widespread
inerrantist assumptions in the Review is Richard Anderson, whom
Thompson quotes as saying "all four Gospels
. responsibly
quot[el the Savior, whether or not word-perfect."27 How can
Anderson possibly be seen as an inerrantis! when he here admits
that the Gospels might not be quoting the exact words of the
Savior-in other words, that the texts are not inerrant? Despite
Thompson's misunderstanding, belief in the historicity of the
Gospel narratives is not logically the equivalent of belief in their
qualification? t strongly suggest that dissenters drop this silly argument; it is
one they simply cannot win.
26 Thompson," 'Critical' Book of Mormon Scholarship," 201.
27 Ibid.
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inerrancy. While inerrantists must logically accept the historicity
of the Gospels, one can reasonably accept historicity without
insisting on inerrancy-e.g., one can accept the historicity of the
Gallic wars without believing that Caesar's account of those wars is
inerrant.
Elsewhere Thompson asserts that John Gee and Royal
Skousen should be condemned for maintaining that "the whole
field of New Testament textual criticism is filled with practitioners
who employ faulty methodology and whose results are unreliable."28 In fact, neither Gee nor Skousen make any such universalistic claim-indeed. they both cite mainline textual critics to
support their positions. Gee is claiming only that Stan Larson is
gui lty of the "best manuscript" fallacy-and provides several
prominent textual critics to support the view that following the
"best manuscript" is faulty methodology.29 Skousen argued that
in test cases in which the autograph manuscripts ex ist, the standard
assumption of many New Testament textual critics that the
"harder" and "shorter" readings are more original is simply not
supported-again, he provides evidence and analysis for his position.30 Even if the views of Gee and Skousen were minority positions, they are still supported by reputable scholars in textual criticism. It is not the mindless universal dismissal of scholars that
Thompson implies.
Thompson's unjustified criticism of Gee and Skousen furnishes just two examples of his overreliance on the fallacy of
argument from authority. Repeatedly, Thompson denounces the
authors of the Review as dismissing what he perceives as the universal position of the "sc holars."3 ! Can Thompson really be
unaware of the wide range of interpretations and assumptions
found in biblical and other branches of ancient studies?
Thompson seems under the delusion that there is a universally
held scholarly position on controversial issues and seems fixated
on being in agreement with these "scholars." The path to truth is

28 Ibid., 202.

29 Gee, review of New Approaches, 68--70.
30 Royal Skousen, review of New Approachu. in Review of Books on the
Book o{ Mormon 611 (1994): 121-25.
3! Thompson," 'Critical' Book of Mormon Scholarship," 198,201-2.
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thus reduced to discovering this universally held scholarly
tion and following it. On this same subject I elsewhere noted:

POSI-

Within the secularized academic community there
is absolutely no consensus on most of the issues discussed by [David P.] Wright-all they agree on is that
the supernaturalists are wrong. If the secularists cannot
agree among themselves, why should the supernaturalists jettison their interpretations for "clear conclusions
and evidence generated [by the critical method],"
which Wright claims exist, but whose existence he has
by no means conclusively demonstrated. 32
In response to this statement, Thompson wrote:
Instances of disagreement among scholars are
taken [by Hamblin] as an excuse for dismissing the
critical approach to the scriptures entirely, and relying
on an uncritical, dogma-driven exegesis. 33
Of cpurse my statement imp!ies absolutely nothing of the sort,
as any reader of my essay in the Review can see.34 Wright claimed
that we should reject the historicity of the Book of Mormon based
on "clear conclusions and evidence" that seem to contradict
some aspects of the Book of Mormon. I responded that these socalled "clear conclusions" are, in fact. far from clear or unanimous and that a wide range of scholarly opinion has been
expressed on many of the issues under consideration. Neither
Wright nor Thompson has disputed this fact. How in the world can
my position lead Thompson to conclude that I am somehow calling "for dismissing the critical approach to the scriptures entirely,
and relying on an uncritical . dogma-driven exegesis"? All that I
dismiss are the untrue claims that critical methodologies have
produced scholarly unanimity which somehow logically compels
us to reject the historicity of the Book of Mormon. Furthennore, it

32 William J. Hamblin, 'The Final Step," Sunstone 16/5 (July 1993): 12.
33 Thompson. '"Messiah in Context," 78.
34 Hamblin, review of '·Apologetic and Critical Assumptions,"
Metcalfe, 434-523.

by
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is a logical fallacy to argue that scholarly consensus-even if it
existed-should be seen as an infallible guide to the truth.
Thompson accuses the authors of the Review of "frequently"
comm itting certain errors, while providing only one example of
the supposed mistakes. 3.5 Nonetheless, Thompson may have cor·
reetly identified several errors in the Review. There are undoubtedly many others-no scholar is infallible. Thompson himself, for
example, falls into error when he claims that "the gospels circulated without titles (or authors) until the second half of the second
century and that authors were assigned to them beginning about
180, not based on long-standing tradition."36 The claim that "the
gospels circulated without . .. authors" is manifestly false, ignor~
ing the evidence of Papias (c. A.D. 70--140, and writing as early as
A.D. 1 to), who mentions the gospels of both Matthew and Mark
by name. 37 One struggles not to believe that this is a case of
intentional suppression of the evidence of Papias, since it is clear
elsewhere that Thompson is aware of "the text [of Matthew]
referred to by Papia [sic] ."38
Thompson's fmal remarks are richly ironic. While tacitly
admitting that those who accept the historicity of the Book of
Mormon use critical methods in their analyses and arguments,39
Thompson concludes his review with the astounding assertion that
" the work of many FARMS researchers does not qualify as
'critical' because they lack the essential ingredient of [academic]
freedom. "40 Why? Because they are "employed by BYU"indeed, "any [LDS] church e mployee is [notJ truly ' free' when it
comes to matters of LDS scholarshi p."41 Thompson is seriously
arguing that the work published by FARMS "does not qualify as
'crit ical' .. 42 scholarship because some are employed by BYU,
and therefore are not intellectually "free ." What preposterous
nonsense!
35 Thompson," 'Critical' Book of Mormon Scholarship," 200-201, 204.
36 Ibid. , 202.
37 Cited by Eusebiu$, Ecclesimtical History III, 39,15-16.
38 Thompson," 'Critical' Book of Mormon Scholarship," 203.
39 Ibid., 205.
40 Ibid.
41 Ibid.
42 Ib id.
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In point of fact, quite the opposite is true. Before coming to
BYU I worked at two secular universities. At neither of these
schools was I "free" to publish on the Book of Mormon. At one
university I was actually told by an administrator not to talk about
Mormonism. Part of the reason I came to BYU was precisely to
work in an environment of academic freedom so that I could write
and think about Mormonism. Thus, in reality, I am free to state
my views on the Book of Mormon precisely because I am
employed by BYU. There is no other university in the world
where I would enjoy such academic freedom. How, then. is my
"freedom ... considerably circumscribed" by my position at
BYU?4 3 Is it really so impossible to accept the fact that some
scholars have studied the evidence and come to the conclusion
that a plausible case can be made for the historicity of the Book of
Mormon, and that therefore working at BYU represents absolutely
no infringement on their academic freedom. but instead is an
enhancement of that freedom? I work at BYU because] believe; I
do not believe because I work at BYU.
On the other hand, it could just as easily (and nonsensically)
be argued that it is Thompson-who recently finished his Ph .D.
and is currently searching for an academic position in Egyptology-whose intellectual freedom is curtailed by secular universities. If Thompson were to write articles supporting the historicity
of the book of Abraham or the Book of Mormon, he would most
probably be branded an Egyptological crank and black-balled
from academia- it would be unlikely that he would ever get a job
in Egyptology. Thus, using his own ad hominem methods.
Thompson's recent attacks on the historicity of the book of
Abraham, the Book of Monnon, and the divinity of Christ could
be seen as a manifestation that his own "intellectual freedom ...
is considerably circumscribed"44 by the orthodoxies of the secular academy. Is anything really accomplished by these silly rhetorical games? It is unfortunate that Thompson and many other
critics groundlessly refuse to recognize the academic honesty and
sincerity of those who disagree with them.

43
44

Ibid.
Ibid.
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Another rich irony in Thompson's "argument" is that, while
he strongly condemns authors of the Review for mentioning the
lack of academic credentials of most of the contributors to New
Approaches,45 he, on the other hand, feels that pointing out that
many contributors to the Review are employed by a major university is somehow evidence of their failure to use critical methods! If
it is irrelevant that several contributors to New Approaches are in
fact uncredentialed agnostics, how is it supremely relevant that
several contributors to the Review are credentialed believers?
In order to dismiss their arguments Thompson repeatedly misrepresents and miscontextualizes what the authors of the Review
have explicitly and clearly stated . Such "straw man " argumentation may win rhetorical points in certain dissenting Latter-day
Saint circles by allowing dissenters to pretend that scholars who
accept the historicity of the Book of Mormon can be summarily
dismissed as mere "apologists"-after all, they work at BYU of
all places. But it does nothing to clarify the issues or resolve the
debate. Daniel C. Peterson's cogent comments apply to
Thompson as well as to many other critics of the Book of
Mormon:
Do they ... really confront the strongest argume nts of those whose position they would refute? Or
do they ignore the more persuasive arguments in order
to focus on the weaker ones? Do they fairly and
accurately state those arguments? Careful readers will
want to note the use, in the essays under examination,
of logical "straw men" that distort the positions of
those who might offer resistance to these "New
Approaches. "46

45 Ibid .. 200-201 .
46 Peterson, "Text and Context." 553-54.

Narrative Criticism and the Book of Mormon
Edgar C. Snow, Jr.
Abstract: This paper suggests the use of narrative criticism, a
recent literary interpretive tool, as a favorable method of Book of
Monnon interpretation. As an example of narrative imerpretation,
the Samuel the Lamanite narrative in Helaman 13-16 is analyzed
as a discrete narrative portion of the Book of Mormon for the
exploration of the possibilities of a narrative critical approach 10 ilS
text. Instead of focusing on the content of Samuel's exhortations,
lamentations, and prophecies in order to underslruld these passages,
I interpret the surrounding narrative and find it serves as an impressive complement to the doctrinal content of Samuel' s discourse.

While the Book of Mormon from the date of its publication
has been the subject of historical interpretation (does the book
contain ancient history?), until recently, relatively few students of
the Book of Mormon have assessed its literary value. This should
not come as a surprise since the Book of Mormon was presented
to the world by Joseph Smith as an ancient history, I and he was
Although some interpreters have argued to the contrary, the statement
contained in the 1830 edition of the Book of Mormon referring 10 Joseph Smith
as the "author and proprietor" of the Book. of Mormon cannot be viewed as a
statement of Joseph's "initial" intent that the book. be considered his work. of
historical fiction in light of (I) unequivocal statements by Joseph Smith that the
Book of Mormon is a translation of an ancient text (see. e.g., He 1:71). and (2)
the copyright law of New York in 1830 requiring such a statement. See Miriam
A. Smith and John W. Welch, "Joseph Smith: 'Author and Proprietor,' "in
Reexpioring the Book of Mormon . ed. John W. Welch (Salt Lake City: Deseret
Book and FARMS. 1992), 154-57.
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immediately taken to task for such c1aims. 2 However, in recent
years several Book of Monnon students have begun to notice the
literary complexity and richness contained in the Book of
Mormon, aside from its literary value for historical analysis. 3 I
2 For a summary of some early "reviews" so criticizing the Book of
Monnon, see Richard L. Bushman, Joseph Smith and the Beginnings 0/
Mormonism (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1984). 111-13.
3 The following is a select bibliography of contemporary studies of the
Boole of Mormon as literature: Douglas Wilson, "Prospects for the Study of the
Book of Mormon as a Work of American Literature," Dialogue 3 (Spring 1968):
29-41; Robert E. Nichols, "Beowulf and Nephi: A Literary View of the Book of
Monnon," Dialogue 4 (Summer 1969): 40-47; John W. Welch. "Chiasmus in the
Book of Mormon," BYU Studies 1011 (1969): 69-84; Robert K. Thomas, "A
Literary Critic Looks at the Book of Mormon," in To The Glory of God, ed.
Charles D. Tate. Jr., and Truman G. Madsen (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book,
1972), 149--61; Courtney J. Lassetter, "Lehi's Dream and Nephi's Vision: A
Look at Structure and Theme in the Book of Mormon," Perspective: A Journal of
Critical Inquiry (Winter 1976): 50-54; Bruce W. Jorgensen, 'The Dark Way to
the Tree: Typological Unity in the Book of Mormon," in Literature of Belief, ed.
Neal E. Lambert (Salt Lake City: Publishers, 1981), 217-31; Richard Dilworth
Rust. " 'AlI Things Which Have Been Given of God . .. Are the Typifying of
Him'; Typology in the Book of Mormon," in Uterature of BeUef. 233-43;
George S. Tate, 'The Typology of the Exodus Pallern in the Book of Mormon."
in Utera/ure of Belief, 245-62; Steven P. Sondrup, 'The Psalm of Nephi: A Lyric
Reading," BYU Studies 21/3 (1981): 357-72; Noel Reynolds, "Nephi's Outline," BYU Studies 2012 (1980): 131--49; Donald W. Parry, "Hebrew Literary
Patterns in the Book of Mormon," Ensign 19 (October 1999): 58-61; Daniel C .
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explore in this paper an emerging area of literary and biblical
scholarship known as narrative criticism and its possible uses in
the literary interpretation of the Book of Mormon. After a brief
explanation of the assumptions and techniques of narrative criticism, I will tum to the Samuel the Lamanite narrative contained In
Helaman 13-16 to illustrate how this approach may assist us in
our attempt to understand the Book of Mormon.

Narrative Criticism
Narrative criticism is a recently developed literary critical
method which attempts to use the tools developed in the study of
narratives to study works of both fiction and nonfiction .4 Narrative critics attempt to isolate the narrative of a text from the real
96-97; Larry G. Childs, uEpanalepsis in the Book of Mormon," in Ruxploring
the Book oj Mormon, 165-66; Donald W. Parry, "Climactic Forms in the Book
of Mormon," in Reexpforing the Book oj Mormon, 290-92; Richard Dilworth
Rust and Donald W. Parry, "Book of Mormon Literature," in EncyclofHdiil oj
Mormonism, ed. Daniel H. Ludlow (New York: Macmillan, 1992), 1:18 1-85;
Robert E. Clark. "The Type at the Border: An Inquiry into Book of Mormon
Typology," Journal oj Book oj Mormon Studies 2 (Fall 1993): 63-77; Richard
Dilworth Rust, "Recurrence in Book of Mormon Narratives," JourlUll oj Book oj
Mormon Studies 3 (Spring 1994): 39-52; John S. Thompson, '"The Jaredite
Exodus: A Literary Perspective of a HislOrical Narrative," Journal oj Book of
Mormon Studies 3 (Spring 1994): 104--12; Kevin L. Barney, "Enallage in the
Book of Mormon," Joumal oj Book of Mormon Studiu 3 (Spring 1994): 11347; Arthur Henry Ki ng, "Language Themes in Jacob 5: 'The Vineyard of the Lord
of Hosts in the House of Israel.' .. in The Allegory of the Olive Tree, ed. Stephen
D. Ricks and John W. Welch (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1994),
140-73; Neal E. Lamben, " 'And 1bere Was ... a New Writing': The Book of
Mormon as a Never-Ending Text," in The A.uociation for Mormon ullerl
Annual 1994 (1 994): 2: 196-200; Keith H. Lane, "After Ye Have Received So
Many Witnesses: Symbolic Action in Alma 32-34," in AML Annual 1994 ,
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AML Annual 1994, 2:207-11.
4
For general background reading on narrative criticism, see, for
instance, Seymour Chatman, Story and Dbcourse: Narrative Structure in Fietion
and Film (Ithaca: Cornell University, 1978); Gerard Genette, Narrative Dilcourse: An Essay in Method, trans. Jane E. Lewin (Ithaca: Cornell University.
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author of the text in an effort to let a text speak for itself as much
as possible. Rather than referring to the real author of the text,
narrative critics refer to and study the implied author, meaning the
person who wrote the text as that person is presented in the text
itself. According to narrative interpretive theory, the narrative
itself provides clues that indicate who the implied author is and
which views the implied author holds. Likewise, the real reader of
the text is ignored and an implied reader is referred to and studied
by narrative critics. as is the anticipated response of such a reader
to the views of an implied author. Quite often, the implied
author's views are indistinguishable from the views of the narrator,
who may actually be a character in a story if a narrator/character is
acknowledged in the narrative. The implied author is most often
clearly visible, in fiction rather than in nonfiction, when the narrator is a naive character or otherwise holds views obviously different from the implied author-such as Huck Finn, the naive narrator of Mark Twain's novel The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn-thereby producing a sense of irony in the implied reader.
Regarding the implied reader, on the other hand, it is a rare narrative form, again usually found in fiction rather than nonfiction,
which has a narratee, a character in the story to whom the story is
being told, who is different from the implied reader in the actual
narrative itself, such as the person to whom Marlow tells the story
in Joseph Conrad's novella, Heart of Darkness, for example, and
the implied reader must usually be determined without reference
to a possible narratee.
For the purposes of using narrative criticism in reading the
Book of Mormon, use of the term implied author does not suggest
that the text had no actual historical narrators as reported. In fact,
the views of each main narratorS in the Book of Mormon appear
to reflect, without any sense of irony, the views of the implied
author of the entire text of the Book of Mormon,6 since each nar5
Narrative critics can interpret the secondhand narratives reported by a
narrator as a character in a work, resulting in multilevel narrative analyses.
6
It is possible in narrative theory to describe an implied author for a
work that obviously consists of texts written by different historical authors. For
instance. the New Testament is an anthology of works. each of which can be
interpreted as separate narrative works, or as one narrative whole. The implied
author of each gospel would be virtually identical to its narrator. whereas the
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rator of the Book of Mormon appears to have nearly identical
prophetic Judea-Christian views.? However, I suggest that Book of
Mormon narrative critics interpret each discrete narrative section
of the text with reference to the actual named narrator as the
equivalent of the implied author for that particular passage,
The implied reader of the Book of Mormon is someone who
is sympathetic to the views expressed by the Book of Mormon
narrators and who is interested in the origin, history, and future of
the Book of Monnon peoples (see 2 Nephi 25:8; 26:14; Mormon
3:17; 5:9-10) and their intersection with the implied reader's own
present and future (see Mormon 8:34-41). The narrative critic's
objective is to stand in the shoes of the implied reader presupposed by the text and forget almost all infonnation outside of the
text. For instance, in reading the book of Ether, the Book of
Mormon narrative critic should ask why the brother of Jared's
name is not mentioned in Ether and not supplement the lext with
Joseph Smith's subsequent statement that his name was Mahonri
Moriancumr,8
Narrative criticism uses the same tools as critics of fiction to
understand a text and elucidate the response of the implied reader
to the text, thereby showing what it means to the reader. Evaluation of the implied author's narrative use of setting, events, and
characters is crucial to this process, as well as consideration of the
implied author's use of literary forms and expressions. What is
then interpreted is the narrative in the text as told by the implied
author to the implied reader.
In spite of Neal Chandler's observation that the Book of
Mormon is "big" on exhortation, perhaps at the expense of story
or narrative,9 the Book of Mormon nevertheless provides ample
story material containing multiple layers of narrators and narralees. Even exhortations themselves can be viewed as events in a

implied author of the whole New Testament would have views suggesting reasons
for collecting all of the works into the anthology, even though some views of
separate work.s may be slightly inconsistent.
7
A demonstration otherwise would be useful in a historical interpretation. suggesting mulliple authorship for the teXi.
S See Robert J. Matthews, Who's Who in Ihe Book of Mormon (Salt
Lak.e City: Deseret Book, 1976), 58.
9
Chandler, '"Book of Mormon Stories," 13-14.
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story . Using the narrative critical approach, the Book of Mormon
text can and should be treated as a series of stories discoursed as
scripture. not necessarily as mere literature. Narrative criticism is a
different approach from studying the Book of Mormon as mere
literature because it allows doctrinal and spiritual aspects of the
text to be fully explored while using the techniques developed in
the study of narrati ve. The advantages of this approach are
numerous: non-Mormon s will be able to view the text from the
believing Mormon' s point of view; other critical methods can be
tested by narrative criticism for consistency ; scholars and lay persons will find accessible common ground; and this approach celebrates the power of sacred narratives and their ability to inspire us.
While some critics will consider the apparent weaknesses of narrative criticism greater than its strengths-it ignores, for instance, the
historical witness of Christ in ancient America-these perceived
weaknesses should not hinder narrative critics from interpreting
the Book of Mormon . Only an eclectic approach to the Book of
Mormon text will eventually render its full meaning, and narrative
criticism should be a part of that complete approach. While narrative critics should ultimately interpret the entire Book of Mormon
as a narrative whole, I hope that the following example of a
narrative approach to an individual story in the Book of Mormon
illustrates the worth of narrative criticism.

The Samuel the Lamanite Narrative
While most readers of Helaman 13- 16 usually focus on the
cOnlent of Samuel's ex hortations, lamentations, and prophecies in
order to understand these passages, the surrounding narrative
serves as an impressive complement to the theological content of
Samuel's discourse. The implied author of the Book of Mormon
in this narrative, like all implied authors, has made choices of what
to include in the narrative in order to achieve his desired effect:
( I) he has chosen certain props or settings in describing the events
he has chosen to tell us, (2) he has given order to the events and
either summarized or elaborated upon them, and (3) he has
chosen to reveaJ one or several character traits and transformations
of the people who cause the related events. The Samuel the
Lamanite narrative in Helaman 13- 16 is accordingly analyzed
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below to show how these narrative elements give meaning to the
text.

Setting
Settings can be divided into two categories: spatial and tempo·
ral. As with the Bible, most Book of Monnon settings are sparsely
descri bed and utilitarian in nature. The Samuel the Lamanite narrative is no exception to this rule. However, the city wall climbed
by Samuel in Helaman 13:4, though it represents a real wall in the
narrative, may also act as a symbolic setti ng and may represent the
stubbornness of the Nephites as the figurative wall they built
around their hearts to reject Samuel's message.
Spatially, the narrative takes place in the city of Zarahemla
near the city walls and in an unidentified place where Nephi is
administering religious rites (Helaman 16: 1). Unlike implied
authors of other works, the implied author of the Book of
Mormon-like the implied author of the Bible- is usually concerned with setting the stage with a bare minimum of spatial props
where the events can take place.
Temporally. the text makes it very clear that the Samuel the
Lamanite narrative takes place in the eighty·sixth year of the reign
of the Nephite judges. In fact, it is the only reported event of the
eighty·sixth year, other than a summary report of the evil doings
of the Nephites and the righteousness of the Lamanites. References to the eighty-sixth year at the beginning of the Samuel the
Lamanite narrative in Helaman 13: I and at the end of the narrative in Helaman 16:9 delineate a discrete narrative section. Here
the temporal setting is purely chronological, rather than typological-suc h as Nicodemus's visit to Jesus "by night" in lohn 3:2,
suggesting in lohn's narrative that the term by nigh t indicates
Nicodemus wished his visit to remain a secret one.
Therefore. an analysis of the Samuel the Lamanite narrative
shows that the implied reader shou ld probably not view the narrative setting. other than perhaps the city wall, for any purpose other
than as a mere backdrop against which to meet characters and
watch events.
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Events
It should be mentioned again that although my analysis
ignores Samuel's actual sermon, speech itself is often an event to
be explored in a narrative. The narrative analysis of events usually
consists of examining their order, duration. frequency , and
causation. Causation might also be analyzed along with c haracterization.
Implied authors use a variety of methods to deal with the
order of reported events. A reporter at the scene of a catastrophe
might, for instance. report the event as it occurs: "I am watching
an avalanche as I sit and eat my pastry in the ski lodge." In this

instance, the telling of the story is simultaneous with its occurrence, a narrative rarity. Typically the implied author reports
events which occurred previously, and usually these events are a
part of the story being told: "After I entered the ski lodge, I had
an insatiable craving for pastry," Sometimes, however, an event is
told which occurred before or after the story being told: " While
sitting next to the fire, eating my pastry, I remembered my last
skiing trip ,"
The Book of Mormon contains numerous examples of co mplicated ordering of narrative events, such as the interruption of
the story of the Nephites by the story of the Jaredites, Another
example of complicated ordering in the Book of Mormon occurs
in the section I call the "meanwhile-back-at-the-ranch" narrative
portion of the Book of Mormon contained in Mosiah 7-25, In
these chapters the impl ied author simultaneously balances (1) the
current narrative about Ammon with (2) a "fl as hback." which
follows the story of Zeni ff, Noah. and Limhi and the "scenestealing" episode of Abinad i. with (3) Almal departing to the
waters of Mannon and his activities there, until (4) all of these
accounts which had been suspended against each other by the
implied author are folded together. Then, in an extraordinary narrative act. the implied author records that a characler in the story
reads the reports of these three simultaneous episodes to the people gathered at Zarahemla (Mosiah 25:4--6), The task of the narrative cri tic is to determine the use and effect of any orderin g of
events, The order of events in the Samuel the Lamanite narrative
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shows an example of the remarkable narrative agility of the
implied author of the Book of Mormon.
The implied author first introduces Samuel and tells of his
attempts to preach to the Nephites. Samuel is initially rejected by
the Nephites. But while returning to his own country, Samuel is
prompted to return and attempt preaching again. After being
refused admission to the city, he climbs the city wall and preaches
(Helaman 13- 15). As Samuel preaches, many believe his words.
The implied author says in Helaman 16: I that they "went forth
and sought for Nephi; and when they had come forth and found
him they confessed unto him their sins and denied not, desiring
that they might be baptized unto the Lord." At first glance it
appears that, simultaneously with the continued preaching of
Samuel, converted Nephites sought out Nephi somewhere in the
city or its vicinity, confessing their sins and requesting baptism.
As the narrative continues, however, it appears that the implied
author may be intentionally distorting the order of events to
achieve a special narrative effect. While the first converted
Nephites seek out Nephi, confessing their sins and requesting
baptism, Samuel apparently continues to preach, and the remain~
ing unbelieving Nephites become angry and cast stones and
arrows as he stands on the wall (Helaman 16:2). Because of divine
protection, Samuel is untouched by the stones and arrows, causing
more Nephites to believe his message (Helaman 16:3). This sec~
and wave of converts also seeks out Nephi to be baptized while
Samuel continues to preach. The implied author then reports in
Helaman 16:4-5-in the past progressive tense, which denotes
past action in progress in the narrative, as if occurring simultane~
ously with Samuel's preaching on the wall- that Nephi was
engaged in extensive activity and
was baptizing, and prophesying, and preaching, crying

repentance unto the people, showing signs and won~
defs, working miracles among the people; ... therefore
as many as believed on the words of Samuel went forth
unto him to be baptized, for they came repenting and
confessing their sins .
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As more fully discussed below, Nephi's extensive proselytizing
activities appear to be told outside the actual chronological order
of events.
As the implied author tells the implied reader, the majority of
Nephites at the wall listening to Samuel did not believe his words,
and since they could not hit him with stones or arrows, they
sought to capture him by sending men up the wall after him
(Helaman 16:6-7), Samuel then escaped capture and returned to
his own people (Helaman 16:8), never to speak again to the
Nephites.
While it is unclear exactly how long Samuel stood on the wall
and delivered his discourse, it seems that the activities reported as
occurring at the same time among Nephi and the two groups of
converts-the Nephites confessing and Nephi "baptizing, and
prophesying, and preaching, crying repentance unto the people,
showing signs and wonders, working miracles among the people"
(Helaman 16:4)--continued after Samuel's actual discourse was
delivered and are intentional narrative temporal distortions. lO
10 Several aspects of the Samuel the Lamanite narrative need to be
clarified in order to substantiate this. It is unclear that the reported text of
Samuel's discourse is the discourse delivered on the wall, since Samuel preached
"many days, repentance unto the people" (Helaman 13:2) before he was cast out
of Zarahemla. The implied author's introductions to the reported discourses
contained in Helaman 13:5 and 14:1-2 are ambiguous as to the exact time when
they were delivered. The reported discourses may have been delivered during
these many days, not accounting for the "great many more things [which were
spoken by Samuel] which [could not] be written" as indicated in Helaman 14:1.
But assuming that the reported discourse was spoken from the wall, in
addition to prior unreported discourses, the reponed passages of Samuel's speech
from the wall quoted by the implied author would last approximately twenty
minutes. I base this on my own timed, slow reading of Samuel's reported
discourses out loud. If one assumes that some portion of the "great many more
things" spoken were also delivered from the wall, one could further assume that it
would not take substantially longer to have delivered a portion of the "greal
many more things" than it would to deliver that which is reported by the implied
author in Helaman. This view is supported in that the entire speech would have
been presumed to be delivered in a hostile setting with escalating attempts to
kill Samuel following each other in apparent quick succession; no time lag was
apparent between attempts to hit Samuel with stones and arrows and the attempt
to capture him. So even if it is assumed by the implied reader that Samuel spoke
for sixty minutes on the wall, it does not appear to be enough time for conve rts,
in two separate groups in succession, to seek out Nephi, confess their sins to
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Such apparent discrepancies between the occurrence of the events
contained in the story and the discourse of the story by the
implied author are called "anachronies" (not to be confused with
"anachronisms") by narrative critics. The implied author of the
Samuel the Lamanite narrative appears to use internal prolepsis
(an event reported in the story which actually occurs after the
story) in reporting, on the one hand, the reactions of Samuel's
converts seeking Nephi's spiritual administrations as temporally
distorted/narrative sequential comparisons to, on the other hand.
the reactions of the unbelieving Nephites.
In addition to time. duration is also used by implied authors to
achieve certain narrative effects. It is rare that the time spent in
telling a story-the time it takes to read the words (in narrative or
story time)-is equal to the amount of time it might take for the
story to actually occur (in real time). A radio sports announcer's
play-by-play narrative is the best example of how a "real time"
narrative might occur; the sports announcer's report would be
described as a "scene" by a narrative critic. The Book of
Mormon implied author uses several forms of narrative duration .
The most striking example of summary-when the discourse time
is less than the story time--can be found in 4 Nephi when
approximately four hundred years of events are telescoped into
one chapter. Summary is also used repeatedly in the Samuel the
Lamanite narrative. It is typical that summary is used by the
implied author of the Book of Mormon to cover ground between
scenes. thus highlighting, for instance, the imparlance of the
Samuel the Lamanile narrative itself.
Furthermore, an analysis of the frequency with which events
are reported usually reveals the importance which the implied
him, listen to his sermons and prophecies, watch his signs and miracles, and
pursue baptismal rites while Samuel delivers his hurried message on the wall.
It might be argued, however, that the phrase Nephi was baptizing contained
in Helaman 16:4 might refer to Nephi's prior well-known attempts to preach the
gospel, told in summary form to explain why the Nephites converted by
Samuel's discourse sought him out. Perhaps Helaman 16:5 should read "therefore
[because of his past renown] as many as believed. . went forth unto him."
This would still be a narrative temporal distortion of events. However, it seems
unlikely that the implied author would need 10 eltplain Nephi's renown in this
summary manner since the story of his praying on a tower in his garden had been
told only a few pages beforehand in Helaman 7-9.
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reader shou ld attach to the events. Frequency of narration may
occur with one event reported several times. such as Alma's thricerepealed conversion SIOry (Mosiah 27:8-37; Alma 36:4-26;
38:6--8), highlighting its importance. II Also. separate similar
events are often narrated to highlight commonalities for a narrative effect at the expense of their differences and are labe led
"multiple-s imilar" narrations. The implied author of the Book of
Mormon seems to favor at least three types of multiple-similar
events: (I) confrontations with anti-Christs such as Sherem, Nehor.
and Korihor, (2) righteous-wicked Nephite cycles (which are selfevident in the text- just look for the words "and thus we see"),
and (3) prophetic failure/success stories. such as the stories about
Abinadi and Alma 1. for instance. The Samuel the Lamanite narrative provides an example of the prophetic failure/success story:
Samuel. a Lamanite prophet, attempts to preach, is rejected, is
prompted to preach again by a divine source, and thereafter meets
success.

Characters
The last general category of analysis for the narrative critic is
to analyze the characters in a text. Although the characters in the
Book of Mormon are intended to be considered real characters,
the implied author may choose to use real characters as symbols
and show them as flat characters who are perhaps presented as
extraordinarily consistent (unlike most humans), or stock characters who represent mainly one character trait. Most of the Book of
Mormon anti-Christ characters fit into the flat character mold, as
well as many of the heroes such as Ammon2 and Gideon. Some
characters, such as zealous Zeniff, may be considered stock characters. However. in spite of certain criticisms that Book of
Mormon characters are all flat or stock characters. thus implying
that they are merely fictional characters l2-an invalid argument
since real characters can be represented as flat or stock characters-numerous characters such as Lehi. Nephi, A1ma2. Abish.
11 See other examples cited in Rust. "Recurrence in Book of Mormon Narratives:' 39-52.
12 See. for instance, Thomas F. O'Dea, The Mormons (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1970), 33.
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King Lamoni, and Chern ish are round characters, revealing a vari~
ety of personality traits. It should be noted that narrative critics do
not place a value judgment on the presentation of a character as
flat, stock, or round.
Sometimes, as in the gospels, groups can be characters as well.
Typically~but not always~in the Book of Mormon, the Laman~
ites are portrayed as an evil group character and the Nephiles as a
not-as~evil group character. The implied author tells us information about these characters or shows these characters through their
actions . In the Samuel the Larnanite narrative. therefore, it is no
small irony that the Nephites are so stiff-necked that Nephi, their
"namesake," had been unable to convert them, whereas Samuel, a
Lamanite who was sent to convert them, was only partially successful, and returned to his own country.
In addition, static and dynamic characters should be ex.amined. Book of Mormon static characters are usually presented as
dyed-in~the-wool good guys or bad guys. The dynamic characters, however, are often presented as converts, reflecting the
implied author's main concerns: the only personality transforma~
tions worth page space in the Book of Mormon are spiritual conversIOns.
The implied author also uses narrative to develop the implied
reader's empathy for characters~whether divinely idealistic, as
with Jesus (3 Nephi 17), or mortally realistic, as with Abish (Alma
19). The implied reader's sympathy is often evoked through the
sympathy of an empathetic character for other characters. For
instance, as an empathetic character, the resurrected Jesus evokes
our sympathy for children in 3 Nephi 17.13 In the Samuel the
Lamanite narrative, the implied reader is idealistically empathetic
to Samuel 14 and Nephi; through them our sympathy for the converted Nephites is evoked. Of course, antipathy is also created in
the implied reader through empathetic characters and the implied
author succeeds with respect to the antipathy to he felt by the
13 Incidentally, I find the resurrected Jesus in the Book of Mormon to be a
round character-he weeps, he smiles, and he prays-whereas in the New Testament I find him to be a stock character. Again, this is not a value judgment. but
merely a narrative category.
14 Since so lillie is told about Samuel, it is difficult 10 characterize him,
and. therefore, he is likely to be considered a stock character.
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implied reader against the unconverted Nephites in the Samuel the
Lamanite narrative.

Conclusion
A narrative critical analysis of the Samuel the Lamanite narrative in Helaman 13-16 shows that the implied author has
attempted to illustrate through a narrative, as well as a sermon, the
irony of Nephite wickedness by telling the story of Samuel, a
Lamanite prophet who was sent to convert the Nephites, a Lamanite prophet who is perhaps with honor in his own country of tradi.
tionally evil Lamanites, who are in fact actually better than those
Nephites who reject Samuel. The implied author shows simultaneously the differences between the converted Nephites and the
unbelievers through their actions by using the narrative in a likely
temporal distortion of the probable actual order of events in the
story time, thereby highlighting those differences by comparison
as the climactic story of the eighty-sixth year of the Nephite
judges. The implied author evokes the implied reader's idealistic
empathy with Samuel and Nephi and thereby evokes the implied
reader's sympathy for the converted Nephites and the Lamanites,
so that the implied reader may also accept Samuel's message.
The use of narrative critical tools in future Book of Mormon
scholarship should provide us with enhanced understanding and
approaches that allow scholar and nonscholar, believer and nonbeliever alike to enjoy the message of the Book of Mormon. This
analysis of the Samuel the Lamanite narrative has illustrated that
point.

The Book of Mosiah:
Thoughts about Its Structure, Purposes,
Themes, and Authorship
Gary L. Sturgess
Abstract: The book of Mosiah is a cultie history of the reign
of Mosiah 2• structured around three royal ceremonies in 124, 121 ,
and 92- 91 B.C. On each of these occasions, newly discovered scriptures were read to the people, stressing the dangers of monarchical
government and celebrating the deliverance of the people and the
revelation of Jesus Christ. This book existed independently hun·
dreds of years before Monnon engraved it onto Ihe gold plates. 1he
most likely occasion for the writing of such a book was in the
aftennath of Mosiah's death when Alma the Younger needed to
undermine the Amlicite bid to reestablish the monarchy .

1. A Book of Mosiah?
Although at first glance the book of Mosiah seems to be a
history of the reign of Mosiahz-who ruled over the people of
Nephi from about 124 to 91 B.C.I - very few of the twenty-one
chapters in the book actually deal with the life of Mosiah, and
more than half of them describe events that took place outside his
kingdom.
I acee pt the dates provided in the footnotes to the Book of Mormon for
prese nt purposes. The precise date of Zedekiah's ascendancy to the throne of
Judah is in dispute. but a time frame within the early months of 597 B.C. is probable. Lehi's departure was, therefore. on some date after this.
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Indeed, it might be questioned whether the book of Mosiah
was identified as a separate work in the gold plates, in the same
way as the book of Nephi and the record of Zeniff. We do not
have the Original Manuscript for this part of the Book of
Mormon, but the unamended text of the Printer's Manuscript set
what became Mosiah I as chapter 2, the Words of Monnon being
chapter 1. This suggests that the Original Manuscript. and perhaps
the plates themselves. failed to identify a new book at that interval.
The title of the book of Mosiah. and thus its identification as a
discrete book. was provided during the correction of the Printer's
Manuscript by Oliver Cowdery or Joseph Smith. 2
In its present form, the book of Mosiah takes up the history of
Mosiah's dynasty: "And now there was no more cOnlention in all
the land of Zarahemla among all the people which belonged to
king Benjamin" (Mosiah 1: I). The beginnings of this history are
now to be found in the Words of Mormon, which, according to
Joseph Smith, was located not in its present position bUI right at
the end of the plates. This suggests either that the 116 losl pages
contained an inLToduction to the Mosiac dynasty similar to that
portion now found in the Words of Mormon, or that an introduction to the book of Mosiah existed but was omitted either by
Mormon or Joseph Smith.
What, then, is the book of Mosiah? Does it deserve to be
treated as a distinct work of literature? Who was its original auth or
or compi ler? And, given the paucity of material therein directly
relating to Mosiah himself, does the book deserve its present title?
My thesis is that the book of Mosiah had a separate identity
long before Mormon engraved an abridged version of it onto his
gold plates. And, while Mormon may have interfered somewhat
with the book during the process of tranSCription, the structure of
the original book of Mosiah is largely intact and can stilt be
detected in the pages of the Book of Mormon.
As for compi ling the book. the candidate most likely to be
involved seems to be Alma the Younger. Other possible authors or
compilers include Alma the Elder, Mosiah2. or perhaps one of the
sons of Mosiah2 . or several working in collaboration. The book of

2 See FARMS staff, Book. of Mormon Critical Text : A Tool for Scholarly
Rf'feunu. 2nd cd. (Provo, UT: FARMS, 1986).
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Mosiah concludes with King Mosiah's death and the appointment
of Alma the Younger as the first chief judge of the united Nephite
nation. If, as suggested herein, the book was written according to a
deliberate pattern, then this would suggest a dale of compilation
after Mosiah' s death in 91 B.C. It is possible, of course, that it was
substantially written in the finaJ years of Mosiah's life and only
completed after his death, but other reasons exist for associating
this book with Alma the Younger.
More than half of the book of Mosiah is concerned with
events far away in the land of Nephi. Although I present structural
reasons for this departure from the Mosiah material, the heavy
weighting given to the record of Zeniff and the account of Alma
would suggest chroniclers who identified strongly with the people
of Limhi or the followers of Alma the Elder.
After these two groups were united with the people of Nephi
in about 121 B.C., the book of Mosiah suggests that people
returning from the land of Nephi had a strong influence on events
and attitudes in the land of Zarahemla: the official religion of the
Nephites was reorganized by Alma the Elder, and the rite of baptism was introduced among the people of Nephi;3 the deliverance
3
Although Nephi referred to baptism in the final chapters of 2 Nephi, no
baptisms were recorded among the Nephites until Alma introduced the practice at
the waters of Mormon in Mosiah 18. If, as argued later in this paper, the religion
of Christ had either not been successfully established by Nephi and Jacob, or had
lapsed sometime after Jacob·s death, then Alma must have learned of the ordinance from Abinadi. If so, then possibly it was from Abinadi that Limhi and his
people also learned of baptism (see Mosiah 18:10-21).
When the Nephile religion was reorganized in 121 B.C., specific mention is
made of baptism. Moreover. il is Alma who conducts those baptisms, which are
specifically described: "yea, he did baptize them after the manner he did his
brethren in the waters of Mormon" (Mosiah 25: \8).
Mosiah 25:18 records that "as many as he did baptize did belong to the
church of God."' Since Alma is described at Mosiah 29:47 as the founder of the
church, this would suggest that all those who came to consider themselves to be
members of the church of God were baptized at this time, including King Mosiah
and those who had taken upon themselves the name of Christ three years earlier
at his coronation. Furthermore. the members are described as undertaking thc rite
of baptism. nOI because of their preexisting belief in Christ. but "because of
their belief on the words of Atma'· (Mosiah 25:18). All of this points very
strongty to Atma·s having introduced the rite of baptism among the Nephite
peoples.
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pattern, as expressed through the experiences of the peoples of
Limhi and Alma, acquired a central place in the teachings of
Mosiah; and Alma the Elder's views on kingship came so to
dominate the Nephite belief system that King Mosiah disestablished the monarchy. In doing so Mosiah used language reminiscent of refusing an offer of kingship in the land of Helam
(Mosiah 23:7).
A plausible case can be made, then, that the chroniclers of the
original book of Mosiah were under the influence of traditions
introduced into the Nephite world by the people of Limhi. This is
significant because not all of the people of Nephi shared this
world view, an opinion demonstrated by the political and religious
disharmony that emerged in Zarahemla following the establishment of the church of God by Alma the Elder and throughout the
entire eight-year period that Alma the Younger held the office of
chief judge. Indeed, Nehor, the founder of the monarchist faction
that surfaced during the first year of Alma's judgeship, had his
most violent confrontation with one of the leaders of the Limhite
group, Gideon, a man who had once sworn an oath to kill a king
(Mosiah 19:4; Alma 1:8-9).
Of the known members of the Zeniffite peoples, Alma the
Younger was best placed to influence the compilation of such a
book. The deliverance theme. which lies at the heart of the book
of Mosiah, had special significance for Alma. Part of the message
delivered to Alma by the angel was that he should remember the
captivity of his fathers and their deliverance by Jehovah (Mosiah
27:16). He was to repeat this message often during his lifetime
(Alma 5:6; 36:1-30).
Finally, in a book that is primarily about the ceremony of
kings and the wars between nations. one chapter stands out as
anomalous. Mosiah 27. which describes the personal conversion of
the same Alma the Younger. We will deal with why Alma should
have felt the need to compile or to influence the compilation of a
book. and why the chief judge should have produced a treatise on
kingship.
This paper considers the structure and authorship of the book
of Mosiah in light of its underlying themes and purposes. I argue
that the original book was a ceremonial history of Mosiah's reign,
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built around three main themes of kingship, the celebration of
deliverance, and the revelation of Christ.

2. A Cultic History of the Reign of Mosiah
The structure of the book of Mosiah suggests that it was onglnally written as a cultic history of Mosiah's kingship.4 It is constructed around the three great political and religious ceremonies
that punctuate Mosiah's rule over the people of Nephi. The first
marked Mosiah's consecration as king over the dual kingdom,
"the people of Zarahemla, and the people of Mosiah" (Mosiah
I: 10).
The last of these gatherings took place thirty-three years later,
in the final year of Mosiah's life. as he prepared for his death with
"none to reign in his stead" (Alma I: I). While no specific mention is made of an assembly in the final chapters of Mosiah, conferring the sacred symbols of leadership on a successor would
only have taken place at a public ceremony. The ritualized
responses of the people to the reading of the book of Ether,
described in Mosiah 28:18. also suggest some kind of formal
gathering in 92 or 91 B.C.
At the final assembly, faced with the dissolution of the kingdom or possible war between rival pretenders to the throne,
Mosiah disestablished the monarchy and organized a decentralized system of government premised upon judges chosen locally
by the communities or tribes of the people of Nephi (Mosiah
28: 10-29:47).
The second of these three great ceremonial occasions, three
years iOlo his reign, is however the focal point of the book of
Mosiah . At this gathering, the people of Zarahemla, the people of
Mosiah, the people of Limhi, and the children of Amulon came
together to form a single nation, the people of Nephi (Mosiah

4
Cull is the tenn used to describe the formal, ritualized aspects of
religion and is contrasted with the doctrinal and ethical dimensions. According
to Sigmund Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel's Worship, trans. D. R. Ap Thomas
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1967), 1:15, "Cult or ritual may be defined as the socially
established and regulated holy acts and words in which the encounter and
communion of the Deily with the congregation is established, developed, and
brought to its ultimate goal."
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25: 12_ 13).5 More than half of the book of Mosiah is an account
of the origins of these last two groups.
Using thi s triadic structure as a foundation, the book of
Mosiah weaves a complex tapestry of religious messagesJehovah 's deliverance, sacred kingship, and the revelation of
ChriSI-a superficial narrative being the veneer.6
Considerable research into the festival held in 124 B.C., in
which Mosiah was consecrated king over the peoples living in the
land of Zarahemla, has been undertaken by Book of Mormon
scholars over the years. Indeed, if the published record is a reliable measure, then King Benjamin's address must be one of the
most intensively studied passages in the Book of Monnon.
As long ago as 1957. Hugh Nibley recognized in Mosiah 1-6
the elements of an Old World New Year rite, and further research
by Tvedtnes, Ricks, Welch, and Ostler has established a credible
argument that this sacred assembly took place during a Feast of
Tabernacles in a Sabbatical, and perhaps even a Jubilee year. 7 The
Old Testament records many such ceremonies that bear similarities to, but cannot be identified positively with, the Feast of Tabernacles.
What cannot be disputed is the similarity between King Benjamin' s speech and the cultic occasions recorded in Joshua 2324; 1 Samuel 12; and 1 Chronicles 22, 28, and 29, all of which are

5 The children of Amulon are the first recorded example of the offspring
of a Nephite-Lamanite marriage being accepted among the people of Nephi.
According to the teachings of Nephi, these people had been cursed by the Lord
(2 N~hi 5:22-23).
A further redaction by Monnon in the fourth cenlury A.D. adds to the
complexity and further disrupts the underlying triadic structure.
7
Hugh W. Nibley. An Approach 101M Book 0/ Mormon. 3rd ed. (Salt
Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1988), 295-310; John A. Tvedtnes,
"King Benj amin and the Feast of Tabernacles," in By Study and Also by Failh :
Essays in Honor 0/ Hugh W. Nibley, 2 vols. (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and
FARMS. 1990), 197-237; Stephen D. Ricks, "The Treaty/Covenant Pattern in
King Benjamin's Address (Mosiah 1-6)," BYU Studies 25 ( 1984): 151-62 ;
John W. Welch. "King Benjamin's Speech in the Context of Ancient Israelite
Festi vals" (Provo, IJI': FARMS, 1985); Blake T. Ostler, 'ille Covenant Tradition in the Book of Mormon," in Rediscovering the Book 0/ Mormon, ed. John
L. Sorenson and Melvin J. Thorne (SaIl Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS,
1991 ), 230-40.
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farewell speeches,8 by the leaders of Israel ce lebrating deliverance
by Jehovah and the inheritance of the promised land . As Gerhard
von Rad has argued, the book of Deuteronomy follows this same
pauern and gives the appearance of having been written as the
script for such a ceremony. It purports to be the farewell speech
of Moses and expounds the law in very much the way that is
described at the Feast of the Tabernacles recorded in Nehemiah
8:8"
The cultic passages in the book of Mosiah have a very strong
association with Deuteronomy.lO When Lehi and his family fled
Jerusalem, Deuteronomy was probably one of the most recently
introduced books of scripture. According to many Old Testament
scholars, Deuteronomy was the "book of the covenant" discovered during the renovation of the temple in King Josiah's day.
Lehi would have been a young man when Josiah gathered "all the
people, both great and small," to the temple to read this book
(2 Kings 23:3).11
A religious reformation followed in which the temple was
cleansed and the idolatrous priests of Israel were slain. Again, the
sim ilarity to the assemblies of Mosiah and in this case the possibility of direct influence on the Nephites is quite strong.
Turning to the great assemblies in Mosiah, we find a number
of distinguishing characteristics that identify them with these
ancient ceremonies and warrant their consideration as the structural foundation of the book.
1. On each occasion, newly written or recently discovered
scriptures were read and expounded to the people, after the manner of King Josiah and Ezra the scribe. At the first assembly. King
8 See John W. Welch. "Benjamin's Speech: A Classic Ancicnt farewell
Address." in Ruxpioring the Book oj Mormon, ed. John W. Welch (Salt Lake
City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1991), 120-23.
9 See Gerhard von Rad. '"The Problem of the Hexateuch." in The Problem
of Ihe Hexa/euch and Olher Essays (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1965);
Siudies in Deuleronomy (London: SCM, 1953): Deuleronomy: A Commentary
(London: SCM. 1966).
10 See Tvedtnes, "King Benjamin and the feast of Tabernacles," 207-9,
on the similarity.
I I John W. Welch, 'They Came from Jerusalem," in The Book of
Mormon: "/I BegillS wilh a Famil),," ed. Anhur R. Bassett (Salt Lake Ci ty :
Deseret Book. 1983), 18-19.
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Benjamin gave the revelation recorded in Mosiah 3:2-27, which
was then written down and distributed among the people. It is al so
possible that the small plates of Nephi, with their emphasis on
deliverance, political leadership, and the doctrine of Christ, had
recently come into the possession of King Benjamin and may also
have been read during the ceremony, 12
At the second great assembly, we are told that Mosiah read,
and caused to be read (Mosiah 25:5-6), the record of Zeniff and
the account of Alma (Mosiah 9-22; 23-24).
In Mosiah's final ceremonial address to the people, the
recently translated book of Ether was read to the people (Mosi:ili
28:1 1- 18). It is possible that the original book of Mosiah
departed from the story of King Mosiah at this point to provide a
summary of the Jaredite history . The cultic importance of the
original book of Ether was its inclusion of yet another discourse
on kingship, one more revelation of Jesus Christ, and another tes·
timony to the blessings of the land to those who would obey the
commandments of God. But in Mormon's abridged version of the
book of Mosiah we find only the promise that "this account shall
be written hereafter" (Mosiah 28: 19).
This promise, of course, was never directly fulfilled by
Mormon . Moroni edited Mosiah's translation of the Jaredite
plates and produced the book of Ether as we have it today . The
case can be made that it was not a complete reproduction of the
words that were read by Mosiah to his people in 92 B.C., for two
reasons. The present book of Ether contains less than a hundredth
part of the Jaredite record and features heavy editorial comment
by Moroni (Ether 15:33), On the other hand, Moroni wrote that
parts of the plates were kept from the people by Mosiah until after
the coming of Christ (Ether 4:1). We can imagine that Mosiah's
readi ng of the Jaredite record would have concentrated on those
elements that had cultic significance on the day of the great
assembly .
Interestingly, the book of Omni may record an earl ier version
of these royal ceremonies. In a very brief account of the migra·
tion of the Nephites to the land of Zarahemla, we are told that
12 Amaleki recorded at Omni 1:25 Ihat he proposed to deliver !he small
plates of Nephi, which had become the private record of Jacob's family, to King
Benjamin .
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"the people of Zarahemla, and of Mosiah did unite together; and
Mosiah was appointed to be their king" (Omni I: 19). This suggests a ceremony not unlike that recorded in Mosiah 25, but then
Amaleki refers to the translation of a large engraved stone, which
Mosiah] interpreted by the power of God (Omni 1:20). First
Nephi 5 also records a cultic occasion that links burnt offerings,
celebration of deliverance, and the reading of newly obtained
scriptures (cf. Deuteronomy 31 :9-13, Joshua 24 [especially verse
26] and perhaps 2 Chronicles 15).
2. At each of these three assemblies of Mosiah we find a
formal ceremonial response by the people to the words of their
leaders. This kind of interactive instruction is common among the
Old Testament covenant rituals (cf. Exodus 24:3; Joshua 24: 1425; 2 Chronicles 15:12-15; 2 Kings 23:3; Nehemiah 8:6, 9-12).
The effect of King Benjamin's words on the people was profound: they fell to the ground and lamented because of their
transgressions but, after being promised a remission of their sins,
we are told that they rejoiced with "exceedingly great joy"
(Mosiah 5:4; cf. 4:1-2; 5:1-4). The ceremonial nature of these
responses has long been appreciated among Book of Mormon
scholars. In Mosiah 25 the reaction of the people is described in
such stylistic terms that it, too, was probably cultic in nature
(Mosiah 25:7-11).
Likewise. in King Mosiah's final address to this people, the
reading of the record of the Jaredites caused his people "to
mourn exceedingly," but it also gave them much knowledge, "i n
the which they did rejoice" (Mosiah 28: 18).
3. At the first two assemblies, this response by the people led
them to enter into a covenant and. as a community, to take upon
themselves a new name. We are on familiar ground here because
in Deuteronomy we read,
The Lord hath avouched thee this day to be his peculiar people, as he hath promised thee ...
And to make thee high above all nations which he
hath made, in praise, and in name, and in honour; and
that thou mayest be an holy people unto the Lord thy
God, as he hath spoken . (Deuteronomy 26: 18-19)
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We are told by the compiler of the book of Mosiah that King
Benjamin called his people together for the very purpose of giv·
iog them a name (Mosiah 1:11). That name, of course, was the
name of Christ (Mosiah 3:8). On the second occasion. three years
later, the people took the name of Nephi, although further cove·
Dants were made through the baptisms that followed the ceremony
(Mosiah 25:12.17-19). In its present fonn at least,. the book is
silent on the subject of covenants and new names in relation to the
third assembly of Mosiah. although a hint of this might be seen in
the report that "every man expressed a willingness to answer for
his own sins" (Mosiah 29:38).
4. Unsurprisingly, this covenanting process is often associated with the affiliation of different tribes or peoples. This lies at
the heart of the second of Mosiah's gatherings, the coming
together of the peoples of Nephi and Zarahemla with the Limhites
and the Amulonites. Josh ua 24 may record a similar occasion
when those of Joshua's clan who had already sworn allegiance to
Jehovah were united in a treaty with the traditional inhabitants of
Shechem. Echoes of a similar covenantal process are found in
2 Chronicles 15, in which the tribes of Judah and Benjamin came
together with strangers out of the northern kingdom and swore to
seek Jehovah, the God of their fathers.
5. In most of the Old Testament accounts to which reference
has been made, Jehovah 's deliverance of Israel through the exodus is given a prominent place in the liturgy. One would expect
that Exodus 24 should place such an emphasis on this theme, but
Deuteronomy, Joshua 24, and Nehemiah 9 preserve this same tradition, which had a central place in Israel 's covenant ritual.
All three of the Mosiah ceremonies are centered on this deliverance motif, which is at the heart of the book of Mosiah. Significantly, on each of these three occasions, a Nephite exodus is used
to illustrate the tradition rather than the original flight of Israel out
of Egypt.
6. After each of these festivals, the narrative describes a
religious reformation. According to the sacred history of ancient
Israel, the religion of Israel was first organized by Moses after
such an occasion. Asa purged the high places following the covenantal renewal in Judah during the fifteenth year of his rei gn.
Josiah cleaned out the Jerusalem temple and destroyed the local
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temple sites, which had been used by Israel over many centuries.
Nehemiah also relates such a renewal after Israel's return from
Babylon.
In like manner, Mosiah 6:3 records that after Mosiah had been
consecrated as king, Benjamin called teachers "to teach the people, that thereby they might hear and know the commandments of
God." And even though there does not seem to have been a faIling away during the intervening three-year period, priests and
teachers were again appointed after the second great assembly,
and the churches were reorganized (Mosiah 25: 19-23). Indeed, so
fundamental was the renewal of the Nephite religion at this time
that Alma the Elder came to be known as the founder of the
church (Mosiah 29:47). It seems, at first, anomalous that the reorganizatIOn following Mosiah's third assembly was political and
not religious, but the distinction begins to disappear when we
remember that the chief judge Alma was also the religious leader
of the Nephites. In ancient Judah, Jehoshaphat reformed the judiciary as well as clearing out the high places and cutting down the
groves (2 Chronicles 17: 1-9; 19:5-11).
In summary, the accounts of these three cultic assemblies may
not have come down to us in quite the form in which they were
first recorded, but the triadic structure of the original book of
Mosiah remains intact and we are able to see how it was constructed.
The book of Mosiah features a fourth great assembly conducted by King Limhi at the temple of Nephi in about 122 B.C.
(Mosiah 7: 17-18; 21). While this account interrupted the simple
format of the book, it was needed to explain the significance of
Mosiah's second and third assemblies.
The assembly of Limhi began, as it should, with a proclamation to the people to gather to the temple. Limhi's message, delivered in liturgical language, was the familiar theme of Jehovah's
promise of deliverance. For example, the use of "the God of
Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob" as a title for deity in Mosiah 7: 19
is rare. One finds it only eight times throughout the Book of
Mormon, and on every occasion except one the title is used in
conjunction with this message of deliverance.!3
13

1 Nephi 6:4; 19:10; Mosiah 7:19: 23:23; Alma 29:11; 36:2; 3 Nephi
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After he recounted their own history of disobedience and
bondage, Limhi called on Ammon to address the multitude.
Ammon did so, significantly, by repeating the words King Benja·
min had spoken at his last great assembly, new scripture to the
people of Limhi. Immediately after this ceremony, Limhi tried
unsuccessfuly to get the laredite records translated. Thirty years
later at another such assembly. King Mosiah fulfilled this request.
Once again, in Limhi's ceremony we find the king using Ian·
guage that is clearly intended to evoke an emotional response
from his audience (Mosiah 7:18-19, 23). Although Mosiah 7-8
has no record of a covenant, Limhi does challenge his people:
But if ye will turn to the Lord with full purpose of
heart, and put your trust in him, and serve him with all
diligence of mind, if ye do this, he will. according to his
own will and pleasure, deliver you out of bondage.
(Mosiah 7:33)
In Mosiah 21 we read that after the coming of Ammon. King
Limhi and many of his people entered into a covenant with God
"to serve him and keep his commandments" (Mosiah 21 :32).
The obvious occasion for such a covenant would have been the
assembly recorded in Mosiah 7-8. At the conclusion of the ceremony, King Limhi formally dismissed the multitude. as did King
Benjamin three years before at Zarahemla, and King Solomon
several hundred years earlier following the dedication of the temple in Jerusalem (2 Chronicles 7: to).
In spite of this diversion. the three great cultic assemblies of
King Mosiah form the basic structure of the book that bears his
name.

3. Kingship as a Theme in the Book of Mosiah
Despite Mosiah2's decision to abolish the monarchy at the
end of his reign, the book of Mosiah leaves us with generally
happy memories of life under Mosiah]. Benjamin, and Mosiah2.

4:30-31. The exception is Mormon 9: II. This is, of course, the ancient name of
Israel's God and suggests a link with ceremonies that were regarded as being of
great antiquity.
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Indeed, the monarchy was a time of relative peace when compared
with the turbulent reign of the judges that immediately followed.
King Benjamin's royal confession and the accompanying discourse are a classic exposition of the Israelite ideal of kingship
(Mosiah 2:9-30). He is not God made manifest among men;
Benjamin is a mortal, no better than the people themselves,
"subject to all manner of infirmities in body and mind" (Mosiah
2: 11). As a servant of the people, he seeks no praise; praise, he
says, should be reserved for Jehovah, their heavenly King.l 4
As we read Benjamin's confession, we are reminded once
again of Deuteronomy. Deuteronomy 17: 14-20 warns the future
kings of Israel not to multiply wives to themselves nor to acquire
fortunes of gold and silver. The king is commanded to make a
personal copy of the book of Deuteronomy and study it all the
days of his life. This is to be done so that he will keep all the
words of the law and not be lifted up in his heart above his brethren. And if he does this, he is promised that his rule and that of his
dynasty will be prolonged.
King Benjamin shows deference to this tradition. He has not
sought gold nor silver, nor has he suffered that the people should
commit adultery. Referring to the assembled tribes as his brethren,
Benjamin confesses that he is no better than they. He has faithfully preserved the scriptures contained in the brass plates, and he
teaches his son Mosiah, and the people as a whole, that they must
keep the commandments so that they might prosper in the land
(cf. Samuel in I Samuel 12:3- 5 and David in 1 Chronicles 29:1415).
The scriptural records read by Mosiah at the second festival
also provided an object lesson in kingship, on this occasion a less
kindly one. The record of Zeniff begins with an account of a
righteous king who saved his people from bondage through
mighty prayer and trust in the Lord. But his son is described in
terms that make it clear that he has turned against the Deuteronomic ideal. For example, in Abinadi's indictmem of Noah and
his priests, the prophet used language that clearly reflected the
royal charge given in Deuteronomy:

14 See Stephen D. Ricks. 'The Ideology of Kingship in Mosiah 1--6," in
Reexp/oriflg fhe Book of Mormon, 114-16.
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If 'Ie teach the law of Moses, why do 'Ie not keep it?
Why do ye set your hearts upon riches? Why do ye
commit whoredoms and spend your strength with harlots. yea, and cause this people to commit sin, that the
Lord has cause to send me to prophesy against this
people, yea, even a great evil against this people?"
(Mosiah 12:29)
Because of the unrighteousness of their king, the Zeniffites
were delivered into bondage and, although Noah's son, Limhi, was
a righteous king. Jehovah would wait some years to hear the people's cries and deliver them from their captivity. Because of the
suffering experienced at the hands of King Noah. an element

among the people of Limhi had come to be firmly opposed to
kingShip.

Indeed, the twin records of Zeniff and Alma appear to have
been heavi ly influenced by the Old Testament book of Judges,
which also bears a strong anti monarchist flavor. One of the heroes
of the record of Zeniff, a man described in Mosiah 19:4 as having
taken an oath to slay King Noah (and having very nearly done
so), is named Gideon . Gideon, of course, was the name of one of
the great deliverers of Israel in the time of the judges and is said to
have refused the throne when it was offered to him. Judges also
records a poem attributed to Jotham, one of Gideon's nephews, in
which he warned against the institution of the monarchy (Judges
9:7-20),
Some scholars have suggested that the present book of Judges
was based, in part, on an earlier "Book of Saviors" or
"mo ~ i c im," of whom Gideon may have been one. IS If so, then
the association between the record of Zeniff and the book of
Judges is even closer, for the Book of Mannon Gideon is quite
clearly a savior or deliverer in this sense, as is Alma the Elder. 16
15 W. Richter. discussed in J. Alberto Soggin, Judges. trans. John
Bowden,2nd ed. (London: SCM. 1987). 5-6: cf. John W. Welch, "What Was a
'Mosiah'?,' in ReexpJoring fM Book oj Mormon, 105-7.
16 Yel another link between the book of Judges and the record of Zeniff is
the close association between the rape of the women of Shiloh recorded in Judges
21: 15-25 and the kidnapping of the daughters of the Lamanites by the priests of
Noah recorded in Mosiah 20. Given the possibility that the Limhites were
influenced by the book of Judges, the question might be asked whether Gideon
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At the final great assembly, Mosiah faced his people with none
of his sons willing to accept his kingdom. No thought appears to
have been given to the appointment of one of the descendants of
King Limhi, who had presumably renounced his claims to the title
some thirty years before. We must conclude either that Limhi left
no heirs, or that a king from thal group would have been unac·
ceptable to a significant body of the Nephites. Instead, Mosiah
chose the son of another Zeniffite leader, Alma the Elder, who had
earlier rejected the kingship (Mosiah 23:7), and appointed Alma
the Younger as chief judge rather than king, using the themes of
bondage and deliverance to tum his people against the institution
of monarchy.
At this assembly Mosiah read from the book of Ether, which
he had recently translated. Ether 1:6 to 12:5, Moroni's interpo!a·
tions aside, is a history of the Jaredite kings, written to establish the
truth of the warning issued by the brother of Jared that the
appointment of kings would "surely" lead into captivity (Ether
6:23). Thereafter, the book of Ether is a history of the wars
between the would·be leaders and a record of the captivity of
eight of the Jaredite kings (Ether 7:5, 17; 8:3; 9:7; 10:14, 30;
11:9, 18). When Moroni's editorial comments are removed from
the book of Ether, most of what remains is a formalized discourse
on the dangers of kingship-the very theme which King Mosiah
preached at his final assembly and in his proclamations to the
people immediately thereafter.
The further exhortations to the people on kingship recorded
in Mosiah 29 were actually contained in a written proclamation to
the people sent throughout the land and, at first glance, this may
appear inconsistent with the "great assembly" theme. But
Mosiah's last cuhic assembly was meant to balance his first, when
his father's famous discourse on kingship had been "written and
sent forth among those that were not under the sound of his
voice" (Mosiah 2:8). We can well imagine thal King Mosiah's
address at the festival in 92 or 91 B.C. was similar in content to the
written proclamation he dislributed later, now recorded in Mosiah
29,5-36.

was not a name that had been deliberately acquired later in life for symbolic
purposes.
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Although it is written around three great royal festivals. the
book of Mosiah is not a panegyric for kingship_ While the author
shows the greatest of reverence toward King Mosiah, the institution of kingship itself is discredited by the events that emerge
throughout the book. These historic ceremonies, when powerful

changes were effected in the govemment of Zarahemla. unfold a
divinely ordained progression from kingship to judgeship.
Mosiah, the last of the great Nephite kings, becomes a witness
against kings and for judges.
In his very first year as chief judge, Alma was confronted by a
divisive political and religious movement. Although the political
ambitions of the dissidents may not have emerged immediately.
by the fifth year of the judges, Alma faced a major challenge to
his authority and a serious movement to replace the office of chief
judge with a king (Alma 2:1-10).
It is plausible that, in these circumstances, Alma wrote, or
caused to have written, a new book of scripture that was intended
to reinforce the institution of chief judge and to strengthen his
personal authority. It is not difficult to imagine that in seeking to
boost support for the monarchist cause, the Amlicites would have
drawn on the affection that the people still felt toward Mosiah. If
so, then a strong argument could be made that Alma or someone
sympathetic to his cause was instrumental in the compilation of
the book of Mosiah so as to be laudatory of Mosiah while under·
mining Amlici's bid to reestablish the kingship.
The account of Alma the Elder (Mosiah 23-24) also provides
an unusual kind of support for Alma the Younger's claim to the
judgment seat. In this brief book we are reminded that Alma's
father had been offered the kingship and had rejected it for the
very reasons that Mosiah ultimately abolished the monarchy- the
sufferings inflicted on the people by the wickedness of King
Noah. In recounting this story, Alma the Younger may have been
reminding his audience that he too could have been the son of a
king, but for his father' s dedication to the liberty of his people.
Finally, when we look at the book of Mosiah in thi s light, the
omission of the Jaredite record from Mosiah 28 and the inclusion
of Alma's personal conversion at Mosiah 27 can be seen from
another perspective. It is possible-and one cannot put the case
higher than that-that the kings of Israel and Nephi and Zara·
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hernia actually participated in a ceremony in which the cuhic
drama of bondage and redemption was played out. In another
account of Alma's conversion, recorded at Alma 36, the emphasis
on bondage and deliverance is overwhelming, including the use of
the ancient cuhic title for deity, "the God of Abraham, and the
God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob."
In summary, it might be said that the first of the great assemblies established Mosiah's right to rule; the second, his right to
rule over a united kingdom; and the final festival laid the foundation for Alma's claim to the leadership over a united people of
Nephi.

4. Deliverance out of the Hands of Their Enemies
We come now to the preeminent image of the book. If any
theme stands out in the book of Mosiah, it is the message that
Jehovah will deliver his people out of the hands of their enemies if
they will place their trust in him. A number of scholars have
commented on the recurrence of the exodus pattern in the Book
of Mormon, but the deliverance theme-a much more fundamental image and one which recurs with even greater frequency in
the Old Testament-dominates the Nephite religion throughout
this period. 17
King Benjamin gives us the standard formula for the deliverance theme in his discourse on kingship at the first great assembly:

If ye shall keep the commandments of my son, or the
commandments of God which shall be delivered unto
17 George S. Tate, '"The Typology of the Exodus Pattern in the Book of
Mormon," in Lituature of Btlitf, edt Neal E. Lambe" (Provo, lIT: Religious
Studies Center, Brigham Young University, 1981), 245--62; Richard L.
Bushman. 'The Book of Mormon and the American Revolution." in Book of
Mormon Authorship, edt Noel B. Reynolds (Provo, lIT: Religious Studies Center, Brigham Young University, 1982), 189-211 : Terrence L. Szink, "Nephi and
the Exodus," in Rtdiscollu;ng tht Book of Mormon. 38-51; S. Kent Brown.
'The Exodus Pattern in the Book of Mormon." BYU Studits 3013 (1990): 11126. Brown is sensitive to the underlying deliverance theme in his study, and
Reynolds acknowledges this theme brieny in "Nephi's Political Testament," in
Rediscolltring tilt Book of Mormon, 222.
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you by him, ye shall prosper in the land. and your
enemies shall have no power over you. (Mosiah 2:31)
The negative version of this fannula we find in Abinadi 's
message to King Noah at Mosiah II :23, 25:

Except this people repent and tum unto the Lord their
God, they shall be brought into bondage; and none
shall deliver them, except it be the Lord the Almighty
God ....
And except they repent in sackcloth and ashes, and
cry mightily to the Lord their God, I will not hear their
prayers, neither will I deliver them out of their afflictions.
Deliverance is a common theme among Old Testament writers
(although nowhere near as common as it is in the book of
Mosiah), and its presence in the book of Deuteronomy suggests
cultic uses. In Deuteronomy 26, for example, the people are
commanded to bring firstfruit offerings when they come into the
land of their inheritance. In handing their basket of offerings to
the priest, they are instructed to say, before the Lord:
A Syrian ready to perish was my father, and he went
down into Egypt, and sojourned there with a few, and
became there a nation, great, mighty, and populous:
And the Egyptians evil entreated us, and afflicted
us, and laid upon us hard bondage:
And when we cried unto the Lord God of our
fathers, the Lord heard our voice, and looked on our
affliction, and our labour, and our oppression:
And the Lord brought us forth out of Egypt with a
mighty hand, and with an outstretched arm, and with
great terribleness, and with signs, and with wonders:
And he hath brought us into this place, and hath
given us this land, even a land that floweth with milk
and honey.
And now, behold, I have brought the firstfruits of
the land, which thou, 0 Lord, hast given me. (Deuteronomy 26:5- 10)
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By and large, the Israelites felt obliged to confine the bondage
and redemption theme within the story of the exodus, but the
Nephites experimented freely with the image, continually giving it
new life by adapting it to their own nationa1 and personal situa·
tions. Thus Nephi interpreted his family 's flight from Jerusalem
as having been equivalent to Israel's exodus out of Egypt. He
used their escape out of the hands of Laban to soften Laman and
Lemuel's hearts (I Nephi 7:11).
The authors and compilers of the record of Zeniff, the
account of Alma, and the original book of Mosiah used the cap·
tivity and deliverance of the peoples of Limhi and Alma in a
similar way. It is significant that the angel who appeared to Alma
the Younger should command him to "remember the captivity of
thy fathers in the land of Helam, and in the land of Nephi"
(Mos;ah 27:16).
Another archetypal version of the formula begins with the
people in bondage and places much of its emphasis on the saving
power of Jehovah. In the Psalm of Nephi, Nephi recalls all the
times that God has delivered him out of the hands of his enemies,
and he turns to Jehovah: "I have trusted in thee, and I will trust in
thee forever" (2 Nephi 4:34).
We find this same stress on absolute trust in the Lord in the
deliverance of the people of Limhi. Allhough their escape from
the land of Nephi was effected by the cunning of Gideon and the
knowledge that Ammon had brought with him from Zarahemla,
trust in Jehovah was given central place (Mosiah 7:33).
The miraculous deliverance of Alma and his people is also
attributed to the Lord. In comparison with the exodus of the
Limhites. made possible by the drunkenness of their guards, the
people of Alma were delivered through a sleep the Lord caused to
come upon the Lamanites (Mosiah 23:23-24).
It is clear that this was written to fulfill the prophecy of
Abinadi in Mosiah II :23-25: "and none shall deliver them,
except it be the Lord the Almighty God" (Mosiah 11:23). The
emphasis on the "mighty power" of God recalls the signs and
wonders of Deuteronomy 26.
Not surpri singly, the deliverance theme took on particular
meaning in the wars against the Lamanites. Once again, the
emphasis is on trusting in the strength of Jehovah, rather than
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relying on their own physical advantages. In the book of Mosiah.
Zeniff typifies the first of these patterns:
Yea, in the strength of the Lord did we go forth to
battle against the Lamanites; for I and my people did
cry mightily to the Lord that he would deliver us out of
the hands of our enemies. for we were awakened to a
remembrance of the deliverance of our fathers.
And God did hear our cries and did answer our
prayers; and we did go forth in his might. (Mosiah
9:17-18)
We do not know what "cry(ing] mightily to the Lord" meant,
but it occurs so often in this context that we must understand it to
be some kind of prebattle ritual. Alma's son Helaman wrote to
Moroni a decade or more after his father's departure: "we trust
God will deliver us, notwithstanding the weakness of our annies.
yea, and deliver us out of the hands of our enemies" (Alma
58:37). There would also appear to have been a ritual thanks·
giving after a victorious battle in which Jehovah was praised for
delivering the people. I8 Alma 45: 1 records fasting and prayer, as
well as a form of worship that involved great rejoicing. "because
the Lord had again delivered them out of the hands of their ene·
mies." We find this same pattern of deliverance and rejoicing
alluded to in Omni 1:6-7; Alma 49:28- 30; 62:48-52; and
3 Nephi 4:28-33.
Because of the cultic obligation to give thanks to God for his
deliverance after a victorious battle, the boastings of King Noah
and his people were offensive to the Lord. We are told in Mosiah
II: 19 that following a great military victory against the Lamanites.
the people of Noah "were lifted up in the pride of their hearts;
they did boast in their own strength." After this deliberate act of
rebellion against Jehovah, a prophet was sent among them to warn
that if they did not repent they would be delivered into the hands
of their enemies. We see this pattern repeated in Helaman 4: 12-13
18 On the issue of the victory celebration after battle, see the Song of
Deborah in Judges 5: the celebration of David in 2 Samuel 6; Mowinckel, The
Psalms ill Israel's Worship, 2:27-28; Theodor H. Gaster. comp., The Dead Sea
Scriplures . 3rd ed. (New York: Anchor Books, 1976). 416-18, 422-23; and the
list in Soggin, Judges. 94, 96.
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and in Mormon 3:9-16, in which Mormon refuses to lead the
Nephites into battle because they have boasted in their own
strength and sworn oaths of vengeance.
One of the variations on the deliverance theme that emerged
in the Book of Mormon was the teaching that obedience to the
commandments would bring prosperity in the land. There might
be reason for considering this an entirely separate theme, except
for the many passages in which bondage and deliverance occur in
conjunction with this covenantal promise. The most famous revelation of this covenant, the one which later Book of Mormon writers recalled time and time again. was the blessing given by Lehi to
his people shortly before his death (2 Nephi 1:7.9).
There seems to be little doubt that there is some cultic or
ligurgical pattern behind all this. The language of these bondage
and deliverance passages such as bondage, captivity, deliverance.
and out of the hands of is used repeatedly. When combined with
images from the Exodus (Egypt. the Red Sea, etc.) and rarely used
names for deity-such as "the God of Abraham. Isaac and
Jacob"- it is difficult to avoid the conclusion of some underlying
pattern that the Book of Mormon writers felt obliged to follow.
One further observation should be made. however, before
leaving this aspect of the book of Mosiah. In 1965. John Sawyer
published an article in Vetus Testamentum entitled "What Was a
Mosia C?" Reprinted by the Foundation for Ancient Research and
Mormon Studies, this study analyzed the use throughout the Old
Testament of a Hebrew word usually translated as "savior" or
"de Ii verer. "19
The traits of a mosia c are summarized in the following terms:
a. a moiiacis a victorious hero appointed by God;
b. he liberates a chosen people from oppression. controversy.
and injustice after they cry out for help;
c. their deliverance is usually accomplished by means of a
nonviolent escape or negotiation;
d. the immediate result of the coming of a moiia c was
"escape from injustice, and a return to a state of justice where
each man possesses hi s rightful property";
19 John Sawyer. "What Was a Molia"!' V~IUS T~slam~nlum 15 (1965):
475-86.
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e. on a larger scaJe, "final victory means the coming of
mosi cim to rule like Judges over Israel."20
Thus we read. in Isaiah 19:20, a passage that might have been
available to the Nephites through the brass plates: "And it shall be
for a sign and for a witness unto the Lord of hosts in the land of
Egypt: for they shall cry unto the Lord because of the oppressors,
and he shaH send them a saviour, and a great one, and he shall
deliver them." The moiia c here. of course, is none other than
Moses. In Judges 3:9 and 15, we again see the tenn used to
describe heroes whom the Lord has raised up to deliver his people. In this sense of the word, we can think of Ammon. Gideon,
and Alma the Elder as mosi'jm or "saviors,"2l Indeed. Gideon is
described in precisely these lenns: "Now the name of the man was
Gideon; and it was he who was an instrument in the hands of God
in delivering the people of Limhi out of bondage" (Alma 1:8).
Not only is this a book of Mosiah; it is a1so a book of mosiCjm.
The very name focuses the reader on one of the central themesJehovah's deliverance of his people when they obey his commandments and trust in his strength.

s.

The Revelation of Christ in the Book of Mosiah

Sawyer also says of the word mos;a( that "in the language of
the prophets, especially Deutero-Isaiah, it is one of the titles of the
God of Israel."22 Given this further perspective on the name
molia ~ the third of the key themes of the book of Mosiah-the
revelation of Jesus Christ as the God of Israel and the foundation
of the religion of Christ among the people of Nephi-becomes
especially relevant Such a revelation was necessary because, until
King Benjamin's final great assembly, the peoples of Mosiah and
Zarahemla were apparently living the law of Moses without any
awareness of the doctrine of Christ that had been revealed to Jacob
and Neph i four hundred years earlier.
20 Welch, "What Was a 'Mosiah'T' in Reapioring 1M Book of Mormon .
105-7.
21 Alma the Elder is so portrayed at Mosiah 24: 17. This passage is a good
example of the lengths to which the author of the book of Mosiah went to portray Alma as a latter-day Moses.
22 Sawyer, '"What Was a MoJill~" 476.
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It is often assumed by readers of the Book of Mormon that
Lehi brought with him from the Old World a religious framework
that included a complete understanding of Jesus Christ. But, at
least insofar as the Book of Mormon itself is concerned, we must
conclude that Lehi and his family had come to appreciate only a
small part of the doctrine of Christ prior to the patriarch's death.
For example. the name of Christ was revealed to Jacob only after
the flight of the people of Nephi out of the land of their first
inheritance. while the full name, Jesus Christ, was apparently
revealed to Nephi some years later (2 Nephi 10:3; 25:19). In
2 Nephi 25:26, Nephi writes that he and his brother "talk of
Christ, we rejoice in Christ, we preach of Christ, we prophesy of
Christ," and yet a few chapters earlier they did not even seem to
know his name.
The only passage inconsistent with this interpretation of the
doctrine of Christ is I Nephi 10--14. But as I have noted else·
where, this is a difficult passage, which appears to have been writ·
ten by Nephi many years after the surrounding material in
I Nephi.23
Titles such as the Holy Ghost. the Lamb of God. and the Son of
God are unique to this section of the book and disappear abruptly
at the conclusion of I Nephi 14. Of even greater interest is the use
of the title Jesus Christ in the Original Manuscript of I Nephi
12:18. These words were changed to the Messiah in 1837, perhaps
because the occurrence here of Jesus Christ appeared to Joseph
Smith to be anachronistic (given that the name of Jesus Christ was
not revealed until 2 Nephi 25: 19). If. as seems likely, the writing
of these five chapters should be dated closer to the writing of
2 Nephi 25. then Jesus Christ-or their Nephite equi valent-may
indeed be the words that Nephi wrote upon the small plates at this
passage .
When we isolate 1 Nephi 10--14 and study the language actu·
ally used by the Nephite prophets. it becomes clear that Nephi and
hi s brother Jacob were trying to introduce new religious under·
standings among their people. Moreover, they were perhaps

23 Gary L Sturgess, 'wrhe Book of Mormon as Liter;lIure," in 1982
Symposium on t~ Book of Mormon (Sydney: 1be Student Association of The
Church of Jesus Christ of Laller-day Saints, University of Sydney, 1982); copy
in the FARMS collection.
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unsuccessful in this endeavor, at least insofar as their public religious observances were concerned. In an incident that apparently
occurred toward the end of lacob's life, the Nephite prophet was
confronted by a conservative member of the community, Sherem,
who made a formal accusation that Jacob was trying to "convert
the law of Moses into the worship of a being which ye say shall
come many hundred years hence" (Jacob 7:7).
In this small tribal community, Jacob was apparently concerned to avoid a confrontation with Sherem. Sherem told Iacob,
"I have sought much opportunity that I might speak unto you"
(Jacob 7:6). Moreover, as John W. Welch has argued, when
Sherem finally did confront Jacob, he did so by making three
formal charges under the law of Moses: blasphemy, false proph·
ecy, and causing public apostasy.24 None of this bespeaks great
confidence on Jacob's part, but it does suggest that whatever sue·
cess he had had in preaching the doctrine of Christ among the
people, it was not such that he could be complacent about a
charge of blasphemy for preaching about Jesus Christ.
Furthermore, when we look to the language of Jacob's
descendants. recorded in the minor books of the small plates of
Nephi, with the exception of Enos's private experience in the wil·
demess, the doctrine of Christ disappears entirely after the book
of Jacob. As for Enos's descendants, we are informed that they
were strict in keeping the law of Moses. but all language that
would suggest a belief in the doctrine of Christ disappears from
the text. It is possible, of course, that this omission is a comment
on Jacob's descendants and not on the people of Nephi as a
whole. but when it is combined with the very real threat to Jacob
and the gospel of Christ that was posed by Sherem, a plausible
case could be made that Nephi and his brother were unsuccessful
in their bid to establish the doctrine of Christ as the official relig·
ion of the Nephites .
In these circumstances, the revelation of Christ during the first
great assembly in the book of Mosiah takes on even greater sig·
nificance. Benjamin delivered the doctrine of Christ in a form that
is slightly different from the way that it was preached by Nephi
24 John W. Welch, "Sherem's Accusations against Jacob," Insights
(January 1991): I.
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and Jacob, declaring it to be a recent revelation from an angel of
God (Mosiah 3:2-27). After four hundred years, what had
brought about this religious reformation?
We are explicitly told in the book of Omni and again in the
Words of Mormon that Amaleki gave the small plates of Nephi to
King Benjamin. We are not told just when this occurred, but given
the account that Amaleki gives of King Benjamin's wars against
the Lamanites, we must assume that it was after he had been on the
throne for many years but before the assembly described in
Mosiah 2~. What we cannot be certain about is whether King
Benjamin had read the small plates. Given the strong association
that we have already observed between these cultic assemblies and
the reading of newly discovered scriptures, we must leave open the
possibility that Benjamin did read the book of Nephi to the people
on this occasion. If so, then it is possible that it was the revelation
of the doctrine of Christ that he found in the small plates of Nephi
that prompted Benjamin to seek the revelation recorded in the
third chapter of Mosiah.
Nevertheless, Benjamin does not seem to have a complete
knowledge of the doctrine of Christ. The covenantal process
described in Mosiah 5, through which the people took upon themselves the name of Christ, bears some similarities to the baptismal
covenant, but no reference is made to baptism itself. Indeed, if the
Book of Mormon record is to be relied on, we must conclude that
baptism was not introduced among the people of Nephi until the
second great assembly of Mosiah three years later.25
At this second great assembly in 121 B.C., Mosiah followed
his father's example and read to the people from newly found or
newly written scriptures. which carried yet another revelation of
Jesus Christ as their centerpiece. The Zeniffites had left Zarahemla
many years before the revelation of Christ by King Benjamin at
his final cu ltic assembly. It is probable, then, that they had
brought with them a religion that knew only the law of Moses.
When Abinadi confronted the priests of Noah and inquired what it
was that they taught, their answer was, "We teach the law of
Moses" (Mosiah 12:28).
25 See n. 3 above on the origins of the practice of baptism among the
Zarahemla Nephites.
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Having corrected their misconceptions about the law of Moses.
Abinadi revealed a new religion, the doctrine of Christ. To
Abinadi, the coming of the son of God was evident in the teach·
ings of Moses and all the prophets who had prophesied since the
world began. It is reasonable to conclude that Abinadi was blessed
with spiritual insights not immediately obvious to his peers.
Once again a prophet of God was revealing Christ to a people
who had previously known only the law of Moses. And yet again
we find a prophet using language which suggests that the name of
Christ has only recently been made known (Mosiah 15:21).
Abinadi's doctrine of Christ differs somewhat from that of
Nephi and King Benjamin, especiaJly in his discourse on the relationship between the Father and the Son. Latter-day Saint theologians have struggled for decades with Abinadi's language in
Mosiah 15:2-4, when the simplest and most natural explanation
for the curious wording surely lies in the fact that he had developed his doctrine in isolation based on inspired reading of ancient
scriptures. 26
At Mosiah's third and final assembly, the reading of the manifestation of Christ to the brother of Jared again revealed Christ to
the Nephites. [n Mormon's version of the book of Mosiah. of
course, any reference to this aspect of the plates of Jared was
removed; but it must have come as a marvelous surprise to Mosiah
and his people to discover in those ancient records yet another
manifestation of Jesus Christ to a prophet more than a thousand
years before. It is possible that the compiler of the book of
Mosiah intended the conversion of Alma the Younger to perform
this function in the third and final stage of the cycle.
What we can conclude is that at each of the three great assemblies of Mosiah. the revelation of Christ held a central place in the
ceremonies. Why the revelation of Christ should have been
important in a tract that was written principally for political ends is
a question that cannot be pursued in full here, but deserves some
comment. First. among ancient peoples questions of political
order and spirituaJ well-being were intimately connected. More26 1be First Presidency under Joseph Fielding Smith attempted to sell Ie
disquiet over this passage in 1916: see ''The Father and the Son-A Doctrinal
Exposition by the First Presidency and the Twelve:' reproduced in James E.
Talmage, Anie/u of Faith (Salt Lake City: Deseret News Press, 1968),466-73.
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over, as Noel B. Reynolds has noted in his study of the book of
Nephi. the doctrine of Christ was central to the political question
among Book of Mormon peoples: "Who has the right to rule?"27
This is almost precisely the situation in which Alma found
himself when attacked by Amlici over his right to govern. Nehor
and his followers had not only challenged Alma's political legiti·
macy, they had also questioned the doctrine of Christ and thus the
entire Nephite tradition. Given this reading of the events in Alma
1-3, it should come as no surprise to us to find that after their
rejection by the Nephites. the Amlicites went over to the Lamanites
and fully embraced their tradition. Indeed. after recording this
defection, Alma paused to take note of the differences between the
Nephite and Lamanite traditions (Alma 3:11-12). Furthermore. in
the book of Mosiah-which. according to my analysis, was at least
partially compiled by Alma or one of his followers at about this
same time-we find the most explicit version of these two founda·
tion traditions written anywhere in the Book of Monnon (Mosiah
10:12-17).
If Reynolds's assessment of the Nephite cultural heritage is
correct, then in persecuting those who had taken upon themselves
the name of Christ, Nehor and Amlici were challenging the very
foundations of Nephite society (Alma I: 19). This was far deeper
than an attack upon the church or the institution of judgeship.
The order of Nehor posed a direct threat to the tradition that
defined the Nephite identity and kept their society intact in the
face of external military and cultural encroachment. A book writ·
ten at this time in defense of the Nephite tradition should there·
fore give the doctrine of Christ a prominent place.

6. Reaching out to the Lamanites in the Land of
Nephi
The book of Mosiah carries within it the paradox of both
fighting against and reaching out to the Lamanites. In Mosiah 9,
for example, we are told that Zeniff. who had been a Nephite spy
among the Lamanites, had come to believe that the Nephite traditions about the Lamanites were not entirely true and concluded
27 Reynolds, "Nephi's Political Testament." 226.
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that there was good among the Lamanites. He thus was concerned
that they should not be destroyed. Acting upon this belief. Zenifr
led a group of settlers back into the land of Nephi and entered
into a treaty with the Lamanites that enabled his people to live
among them.
In time he came to regret his confidence in the Lamanite leaders; indeed, Zenifr wrote some of the harshest words in the Book
of Mormon about the Lamanite traditions toward the Nephites.
The Zeniffites fought bloody wars against the Lamanites and later
delivered themselves into bondage and suffered deeply at the
hands of their Lamanite masters.
In the second half of the book, however, another mission to
the Lamanites is recorded, a mission that was intended to convince
the descendants of Laman and Lemuel of the falseness of their
traditions and to break down their hatred toward the Nephites.
This was not only a religious mission, but a mission of political
goodwill through which the sons of Mosiah hoped to bridge the
cultural barriers that had separated the two peoples (Mosiah 28: 12).
In both cases, the attempt was not only to reach out to the
Lamanites, but to reclaim the land of Nephi and the temple that
Nephi had built there four hundred years earlier. Just how this
particular theme was meant to serve the primary messages of the
book of Mosiah is not at all obvious, but it would be wrong to
assume that the compiler was not capable of building inconsistency into his work. There are strong textual reasons for associating these passages with Alma the Younger, and it may be that, in
spite of the immediate need to reinforce the Nephite traditions, the
author or compiler was also seeking subtly to transform them.

7. Conclusion: The Structure and Purpose of the
Book of Mosiah
Based on this analysis, the book of Mosiah takes on a loosely
chiastic structure built around the three great royal ceremonies of
King Mosiah in 124, 121, and 92 or 91 B.C.28 These mayor may

28 For the book or Mosiah as a grand chiasm, see John W. Welch,
"Chiasmus in the Book of Mormon," BYU Studies 1011 (1969): 82.
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not have been associated with the ancient Feast of Tabernacles, but
they had some connection to the cuJtic obligations required of
Israel under the law of Moses and appear to have been influenced
heavily by the religious tradition associated with the book of
Deuteronomy. At each of these assemblies, the king taught his
people from newly discovered scriptures and centered hi s message
around three key themes- the nature of kingship, Jehovah's
deliverance of his people, and the revelation of Jesus Christ.
In addition, the compiler of the book of Mosiah appears to
have wedged in between these assemblies a secondary-level theme
that emphasized a residual obligation to the Lamanites and to the
land of Nephi which, three generations before, had been surrendered to the Lamanite nations.
This structure was carefully planned and skillfully executed. It
is possible. of course. that Mormon provided this framework during his editing of the Nephite plates in the fourth century A.D.
The reasons for rejecting such a thesis include the obvious editorial intervention of Mormon at Mosiah 28: 19. Why would the
compiler have gone to the trouble of constructing a carefully balanced book focused around the three great assemblies, and then
so obviously disturb that balance by editing out one of the key
lectures? Moreover, given the evidence of the unamended
Printer's Manuscript, we must consider it a real possibility that
Mormon did not think of Mosiah as a separate book.
Furthermore, given the wealth of written material that Mormon
must have had available, why would he have written a book with
this particular complex: of messages? Nothing in the book of
Mosiah would suggest that it was intended for Mormon 's latterday readers.
Who then might have need of a cultic history of the reign of
King Mosiah which, on the one hand, lionized the last of the
Nephite kings, and, on the other, used the king's own words to
discredit the institution of kingship? The answer, as I have suggested above, may well have been Alma the Younger or one of his
followers. who needed such a book to assist in their efforts to
counteract the assault that had been mounted by Nehor and his
followers on the church and on Alma's chief judgeship.

NOTES AND COMMUNICATIONS

More on the Silver Plates from Lehi's
Jerusalem
William I. Adams, Ir.
In the Spring 1994 issue of the Journal of Book of Monnon
Studies, I described the discovery, unwrapping. and translation of
silver plates found in a Jerusalem burial site that dates just before
the Babylonian captivity,! This time frame is that of Lehi and his
family. The importance of this find for Book of Monnon studies
is that sacred texts were written on precious metal plates. and thus
Lehi's search for the plates of Laban and his writing on precious
metal plates are real possibilities.
A recent issue of Biblical ArcluJeology Review gives additional
importance to these plates in the article " 10 Great Finds," by
Michael D. Coogan. 2 Dr, Coogan was asked to sift through all the
archaeological finds in Palestine and determine the ten most
significant for biblical archaeology. In doing so he tried to list
finds that are representative of whole areas of endeavors. For
example. one of his choices was the Gibeon water system. Not
only is it a marvel by itself, but it also represents other engineering
feats of the Israelites.
William I. Adams. "Lehi's Jerusalem and Writing on Metal Plates ,"
Journal of Book 0/ Mormol'! Studies 3/1 (1994): 204-6.
2 Michael O. Coogan. "10 Great Finds," Biblical A.rchaeology Review
2113 (May-June 1995): 36-47.
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Coogan selected these plates as one of his ten great finds
because, in the overall picture of biblical archaeology, they "a re
the earliest inscriptions containing a text also found in the
Bible."3 These texts represent the work of scribes, such as those
of the Dead Sea Scrolls. who preserved the Bible for us. He concludes that the significance of the texts "is inversely proportionate
to their size. for they are our earliest witnesses to the text of the
Bible."

3

Ibid., 45.

NOTES AND COMMUNICA nONS

The Marketplace
Wallace E. Hunt, Jr.
In relating the story of Nephi)' s praying on his tower after
returning to his home in Zarahemla from the land northward,
Mormon adds a seemingly immaterial description of the tower's
location when he places it "in the garden of Nephi. which was by
the highway which led to the chief market" (Helaman 7:10). Significantly, this is the only place in the Book of Mormon where the
word markel appears.
One hardly notices the words chief market in this particular
chapter and upon deeper perusal of the verse, the use of the two
words at first seems unnecessary. Why add this description? If
Joseph Smith were authoring the book, there would be no need to
include such a description. In fact. any unusual word or description could jeopardize the integrity of the work. After all, the native
Americans with whom he was familiar had no marketplaces!
We can. however, draw several conclusions from Mormon's
inclusion of the phrase chief market. First. the description was
important to include. since he was limited for space and therefore
would have included only words, phrases. and events that he felt
were significant. i Also. this description signifies that cities in this
time period not only had more than one market. but that one of
the markets was either larger or more significant than the others.
I

To demonstrate the significance of his severe abridgment, Mormon
stated four times that in abridging the Nephite records, he wrote "less than a
hundredth part" (Mormon 1:5; Helaman 3:14; 3 Nephi 5:8: 26:6).
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If we look at Mesoamerica, the area most current Latter~day
Saint scholars believe is the land of the Book of Mormon, we find
that reference to a market (marketplace) is not only proper but
crucial to Mormon's description of Nephi's praying and its effect
upon the people. Some two million Maya li ve in Mesoamerica
today. They hold close to their old ways, practicing their tradi·
tional skills of farming and craft work and seldom marrying out·
side the Maya natives. The marketplace is a continuing and
important part of their culture. Most Mesoamerican scholars
acknowledge the existence of marketplaces in ancient Meso·
america. J. Eric Thompson comments, "The present-<lay markets
of highland Guatemala are enchanting, colorful, and thought·
provoking, but they are but pale shadows of the markets in preColumbian times."2 Willey indicates that "The high development
of the market as an institution and the rise of specialized mer·
chants is distinctively Mesoamerican," and "Markets were
emphasized in native Mesoamerica as they are today."3
The ancient Mesoamerican markets were probably held out in
the open. They were generally located in the main plaza or court·
yards next to the temples, just as they are located near churches
today . In most of these markets, the merchants would have little
cover over their stalls other than those made of straw or wood.
This material, of course, would not endure the ravages of time to
tell us the precise size and placement of their markets. 4
Many scholars also acknowledge the existence of main or
central (chief) marketplaces as well as satellite or smaller markets
in large towns or cities. Nash, commenting on present·day life in
middle America, states, "Around the major market are a series of
market places" which "specialize and carry a reduced selection
2
1. Eric S. Thompson. 1'he Rise and FaU of Maya Civilizaf;Oll , 2nd ed.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma, 1966), 222.

3

Gordon R. Willey et al., 'The Patterns of Farming Life arK!

Civilization," in Handbook of Middle Am~riclln Indians, 15 vols., ed. Roben
Wauchope et al. (Austin: Universily of Texas, 1964-76), 1:46 1-62.
4
Morley and Brainerd comment: "Although no conclusive physical
evidence of ancient markets exists •. . . their antiquity is assumed." However,
they identify at Tikal a "large rectangu lar assemblage of multi-room buildings
that seems to have served as Tikal's major market." Sylvanus G. Morley and
George W. Brainerd. Th~ Ancient Maya, rev. Robert 1. Sharer. 4th ed. (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1983), 59. emphasis added.
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of the goods available in the central market. "5 According to
Morley and Brainerd, "The most important economic institutjon
of the ancient Maya was the centralized market. "6 Ross Hassig's
research reveals "the possibility of a central market" near Monte
Alban's north slope.? William Sanders notes at Tlatelolco. "aside
from the main market there were numerous local food markets a1l
over the c ity."8 After a four~year study of the settlement pattern
of the Maya city of Sayil comprising a site of some 4.5 square
kilometers, Sabloff and Tourtellot developed a map of the site.
displaying what they believe "might have been the central marketplace. "9
Bernal Diaz's account of the "great market" of Tlatelolco is
probably the earliest firsthand description of a Mesoamerican
market. Diaz gives a very vivid account, including the size and
complexity of the markets, the variety of goods found therein, and
even descriptions of the judges and constables who supervised
these activities. His fellow soldiers, who had been in many parts of
the world, commented that "they had never seen a market so well
laid out, so large, so orderly, and so full of people." Interestingly,
in this same dialogue Diaz also comments on the beauty and
number of Montezuma 's gardens and describes the courts and
enclosures on the road to the market. lO
I have walked on market day on the rocky gravel road leading
to the chief market in San Juan Chamula, Guatemala. Early in the
morning the road was busy. Men and women were on their way to
sell and purchase wares. Many walked barefoot, proudly carrying
their goods on their heads or backs. Some had children tagging
along. This experience gave me the distinct feeling of being in
5 Manning Nash, "Indian Economies," in Handbook. of Middl~ Am~rican
Indians, 6:87.
6 Morl~y and Brainerd, Th~ Ancient Maya, 249, emphasis added.
7 Ross Hassig, War and Society in Ancient Mesoamuica (Berkeley:
University of California, 1992),35.
8 William T. Sanders, "Settlement Panerns in Cenlfal Mexico," in
Handbook oj Middle American Indians, 10:27.
9
Jeremy A. Sabloff and Gair Tourtellot., "Beyond Temples and Places:·
in New Theon·es on the Ancient Maya, ed. Elin C. Danien and Robert J. Sharer
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1992), 159.
10 Bernal Diaz, The Conquest of New Spain, trans. J. M. Cohen (London:
Penguin, 1963), 231-35.
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another time period. This market, like the one in Diaz's account,
was well organized. It also had its constables. This was not a market for the tourists, but one for the natives. This activity was
important to their way of life, just as it had been in the days of
Cortez, and just as it must have been in the early time period of
the Book of Mormon people.
To stand on the road leading to a marketplace can be an especially moving ex.perience when one is observing a routine that has
been followed for millennia. It was easy for me to envision
Nephi's garden on the road to the chief market and the attention
that a prayer offered from his prayer tower would attract. Thus
Mormon. being intimately familiar with the markets of his day,
surely knew that his description of Nephi's garden and tower as
being on the road to the chief market was very important in adequately conveying the impression of the large number of people
who would hear Nephi praying and who would quickly assemble
to hear him speak.
Again, we find the small details in the Book of Mormon consistent with modem-day findings. In addition, this easily overlooked yet very significant information lends credence to the
modern-day placement of the Book of Mormon city of Zarahemla in Mesoamerica.

NOTES AND COMMUNICATIONS

Noah Webster and the Book of Mormon
Matthew Roper
"The Book of Monnon critics," wrote Hugh Nibley in 1959,
"have made an art of explaining a very big whole by a very small
part. The game is to look for some mysterious person or document from which Joseph Smith might have gotten a few simple
and obvious ideas and then cry triumphantly. 'At last we have it!
Now we know where the Book of Mormon came from!' "I
Nibley's observation finds support in a recent article published by
anti-Mormon writers Ierald and Sandra Tanner.2 While the

Hugb Nibley. "The Grab Bag," in Hugh Nibley, 1M Prophetic BoDie. 0/
Mormon (Sail Lake City: Desere! Book and FARMS, 1988). 175.
" If someone will show me how 10 draw a circle," cries lhe youthful
Joseph Smith, ") will make you a fine Swiss walch!" So Joachim or
Anselm or Ethan Smith or Rabelais or somebody takes a stick and
draws a circle in the sand, and forthwith the adroi t and wily Joseph
turns out a beautiful running mechanism that tells perfect time!
This is nOI an exaggeration, The Book of Mormon in structure and
design is every bit as complicated, involved, and ingenious as the
works of a Swiss watch, and withal just as smoothly running . .. . The
writer of that book brought together thousands of ideas and events and
knit them together in a most marvelous unity. Yet the critics like to
think t!iey have eltplained the Book of Mormon completely if they can
just discover where Joseph Smith mighl have got an~ of his ideas or
expressions!" (Jbid.)

2
Sail

Lak~

Jerald and Sandra Tanner, '1be Book of Mormon: Ancient or Modem,"
City MUWlgU 84 (April 1993): 5-10.
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Tanners' article is largely devoid of merit, it provides an excellent
illustration of Nibley's point.
After perusing the pages of James Adair's book The History
of the American Indians,3 the Tanners triumphantly announce
what they describe as a "startling discovery." According to our
zealous researchers, Adair's work contains a passage so similar to
phrases found in Book of Mormon descriptions of Nephite fortifications "that we could not escape the conclusion that Joseph
Smith either had the book in hand or a quotation from it when he
was writing the Book of Mormon."4 The passage as cited by the
Tanners reads:
Through the whole continent, and in the remotest
woods, are traces of their ancient warlike disposition.
We frequently met with great mounds of earth, either
of a circular, or oblong fonn, having a strong breastwork at a distance around them, made of the clay
which had been dug up in forming the ditch on the
inner side of the enclosed ground, and these were their
forts of security against an enemy . ... About 12 miles
from the upper northern parts of the Choktah country,
there stand ... two oblong mounds of earth ... in an
equal direction with each other.... A broad deep ditch
inclosed those two fortresses, and there they raised an
high breast-work, to secure their houses from the
invading enemy.5
The Tanners report that they were first struck by the words
their fons of security: "These identical words are found in the
book of Alma!" (Alma 49:18). In addition to this "striking parallel," these forts of security, surprisingly enough, are said to
secure their occupants against an enemy. The Tanners further
note parallel words and phrases such as the word breastwork
(Alma 53:4) and a reference to the ditch and to mounds or banks
of earth, which had been dug (Alma 49:18). "We find it
extremely hard to believe that all of these similar word patterns
3

James Adair, The History of the American Indians (london: Dilly,

1775).

,
4

Tanner and Tanner, ''The Book of Mormon: Ancient or Modem," 5.
Ibid., 6 . emphasis in Original.
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could happen by chance." Since, as the Tanners argue, none of
these words or phrases occur in the Bible. "The evidence seems to
indicate that the source was Adair's book:'fi
In regard to the above comparison, several observations are in
order. First, Adair's description is limited to one short paragraph,
while the Book of Mormon references are spread out over four
different chapters. Second, when one compares the two texts with
each other it is obvious that the words do not appear in the same
order-plagiarism might have been more plausible if the words
had appeared in the same order. Some phrases are linked in Adair
and yet divided up in a disjointed fashion in the Book of MorJn"'ln
text and vice versa. Third, even where parallel words occur in the
two texts they are not necessarily being used in the same way.
Adair, for instance, uses the word equal to refer to distance, while
the Book of Mormon passage uses equal in reference to opportunity. While the word breastwork is used in both passages, the Adair
passage refers to a breastwork of clay while the Book of Mormon
describes a "breastwork of timbers" against which earth was
banked. There is no mention of "timbers" in the Adair passage.
Finally. and perhaps most significantly, both Adair's description and Joseph Smith's translation of the Book of Mormon are
describing fortifications for warfare and would be expected to use
similar English language to describe them. This can be rather easily demonstrated by examining the definitions of words associated
with the concept of fortification. To illustrate this point we will list
several words that appear in Adair's account with their definitions
from Noah Webster's 1828 English dictionary:
FORT, n.... I. A fortified place; ... a place surrounded with a ditch, rampart, and parapet, or with palisades, stockades, or other means of defense; also, any
building or place fortified for security against an
enemy.?
FORTIFICATION, n .... 2. The art or science of
fortifying places to defend them against an enemy, by
6

Ibid.

7 Noah Webster, An American Dictionary 0/ the English Language, 2
vols. (New York: Converse. 1828). s.v. "fort."
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means of moats, ramparts, parapets and other bulwarks.
3. Works erected to defend a place against attack. 4. A
fortified place. s
FORTIFY, V.l. . . . l. To surround with a wall.
ditch, palisades or other works, with a view to defend
against the attacks of an enemy; to strengthen and
secure by forts, batteries and other works of art; as to
fortify a city, town, or harbor. 2. To strengthen against
any attack. 9
BREAST-WORK, n . . . . In fonification, a work
thrown up for defense; a parapet.l 0
BANK, n. . . . I. A mound, pile or ridge of earth,
raised above the surrounding plain, either as a defense
or for other purposes. I I
DITCH, n.... The primary sense is a digging or
place dug . ... I. A trench in the earth made by digging ... for making a fence to guard enclosures or for
preventing an enemy from approaching a town or fortress .12
SECURE, V.l. To guard effectually from danger; to
make safe. Fortifications may secure a city.13
How are we to explain such "striking" similarities between
the fortification vocabulary found in Adair's work, certain passages in the Book of Mormon, and those definitions found in
Webster? Did Joseph Smith have both volumes of Webster's 1828
English dictionary "book in hand" while he dictated that text to
his scribe? After all, with the exception of proper names, nearly
every word found in the Book of Mormon can also be found in
Webster. Must we now acknowledge Webster's dictionary as a
8
9
10
II

12
13

Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid ..
Ibid .•
Ibid ..
Ibid"

s.v. "fortification."
s.v. "fortifY."
s.v. "breast-work."
s.v. "bank."
s.v. "ditch."
s.v. "secure."
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primary source for the Book of Mormon narrative? Few critics of
the Book of Mormon would take such a proposition seriously.
Given the fact that the Book of Mormon is describing fortifications of warfare it should not surprise us that Joseph Smith. an
early nineteenth-century translator, should use such words and
phrases to describe defensive fortifications of an ancient American
group. This example aptly illustrates one of the pitfalls faced by
those seeking to identify nineteenth-century sources for the Book
of Mormon. Many nineteenth-century parallels touted by critics
as examples of Book of Mormon borrowings are, in fact, nothing
of the kind, but are simply part of the English vocabulary of the
translator's day.

NOTES AND COMMUNICATIONS

Cities and Lands in the Book of Mormon
John A. Tvedtnes
Throughout the Book of Mormon, the terms city and land
seem to be interchangeable. There is a city of Nephi and a land of
Nephi, a city of Zarahemla and a land of Zarahemla, and so forth .
Evidently, each city controlled a certain territory or land that was
designated from the name of the city. This is especially clear in
Alma 50:14, where we read of the construction of a new site:
"They called the name of the city, or the land, Nephihah."
The pattern followed by the Nephites (and by the Lamanites
when they became sedentary) was evidently brought from the Old
World. In ancient Israel, the cities were places of refuge for farmers in surrounding villages. In time of war, the peasants could flee
to the protection of the city walls. where arms were stored for
defense. I This is precise ly what we fmd described in Mosiah
9:14-16.
In the law of Moses, cities assigned to the Levites were
required to have pastures extending 2,000 cubits (roughly 3,000
feet) outside the walls (Numbers 35:5).2 Because of this, the rabbis
took the word place in Exodus 16:29 to mean a walled city, and
In the Old Testament. we read of "fenced cities [and] country villages"
(1 Samuel 6:18). of "unwalled villages" (Ezekiel 38:11). and of "villages which
have no wall" (Leviticus 2.5:31), The termf~nced is employed in the King James
Bible to refer to "walled" cities.
2 'The King James Bible renders it "suburbs," though the Hebrew word
refers to land held in common by all the residents of a city and perhaps
originally referred 10 pasture land.
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restricted inhabitants to a maximum 2,000 cubits' walk on the
Sabbath. giving us the "Sabbath day's journey" of Acts 1:12. 3
Archaeological excavations in the fields surrounding the
ancient site of Gezer disclosed six stones from the second century
B.C. on which the words border of Gezer were inscribed in Hebrew
and Greek. Clearly, biblical cities, like those of the Book of
Mormon, controlled nearby land. Hence, we read of "the king of
Ai, and his people, and his city, and his land" (Joshua 8:1) and of
the city of Hebron, its suburbs (perhaps "pasturage"), fields, and
villages (I Chronicles 6:55-56).
It should therefore not be surprising to find that cities are
sometimes called by the tenn land in the Bible. Tappuah is called
a land in Joshua 17:8. but a city in Joshua 16:8. Jeremiah prophesied that Jerusalem would become "a land not inhabited"
(Jeremiah 6:8; cf. 15:5-7).
The Mesha or Moabite stela of the ninth century B.C. provides
contemporary archaeological evidence for the interchange of city
and land. The text. reporting the rebellion of Mesha, king of
Moab, against Israel, lists a number of "lands" which are known
from the Bible to be cities. Internal evidence also implies that they
are cities, since Mesha noted that he had "built" these lands. 4
The reason that lands were named after their principal cities
was that some cities controlled other nearby sites. In the account
of the assignment of lands to the tribes under Joshua, we frequently read of "cities with their villages."5 In some cases, a
known city is named and is said to have other cities. towns, or villages under its dominion. Thus, we read of "Heshbon and all her
3
Exodus 16:29 reads, "Abide ye every man in his place. let no man go
out of his place on the seventh day." The "Sabbath limit" of 2,000 cubits is
defined in Mishnah. Erubjn 4:3; 5:7, and Sotah 5:3 (which refers to Numbers
35:4-5). Other references to the "Sabbath limit" are found in Mishnah, Shabbath
23:3-4; Erubin 3:4; 4:2-3, 11; 5:4-5; 7:11; 8:1; 10:2; Belzah 4:2; Rosh ha·
Shanah 4:8. Keluboth 2:10; Nedarim 7:5; Makkoth 2:7.
4
For an English translation of the text, see James B. Pritchard. The
Ancient Near East in Tex/$ Relating /0 the Old Testament (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1969), 320-21.
5
Joshua 13:23, 28; 15:32, 36, 41 , 44, 46-47. 51, 54, 57, 59-60, 62;
16:9: 18:24, 28; 19:6-8, 15- 16, 22, 30-31, 38-39, 48: 21 :12. Sometimes the
word daughters was used in the Hebrew text to mean villages, in the sense of
satellites (Exodus 21 :25, 32; 2 Chronicles 28:18; Nehemiah 11:25,27. 30-31).
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cities" (Joshua 13: 17), "Ekron, with her towns and her villages"
(Joshua 15:45), "Meg iddo and her towns" (Joshua 17: 11 ), and
"Ashdod, with her towns and her vi llages" (Joshua 15:47).
Clay tablets written in the fourteenth century B.C. and found
at el-Amarna in Egypt use the term land for Canaanite sites
known to have been ancient cities. For example, one text speaks of
the "town of Rubutu,'>6 whi le another ment ions the "land of
Rubutu."7 The first of these also speaks of the "land of
Shechem" and "the land of the town of Oath-carmel" (both
ancient cities) and says of Jerusalem, "this land belongs to the
king." A third text mentions the lands of Oezer, Ashkelon, and
Jerusalem .8
Lehi and Nephi seem to have known the designation of
Jerusalem as both a city and the land it governed.9 The phrase
land oj Jerusalem is found in I Nephi 3:9-10; 7:2. We read that
Lehi dwelt "at Jerusalem in all his days" (l Nephi I :4), but he
evidently did not live in the city of that name. After coming to
Jeru salem, where Laman visited Laban in his house (I Nephi 3: II,
23), Lehi's sons, thinking to purchase the brass plates from Laban,
"went down to the land of [their) inheritance" (I Nephi 3:22) to
gather up their wealth. They then "went up again" to Jerusalem
(I Nephi 3:23) and offered their wealth in exchange for the
plates. Laban chased them away and, after a time. they returned to
"the walls of Jeru salem" (I Nephi 4:4), and Nephi "crept into
the city and went forth towards the house of Laban" (I Nephi
4:5). From this, it appears that Lehi dwelt in the "land" of
Jerusalem, but not in the city itself. as did Laban.
Alma 7: 10 contains a prophecy that Christ would be born in
"Jerusalem which is the land of our forefathers" (Alma 7:10).
Critics of the Book of Mormon typically use this as evidence of
error in the text and conclude that it invalidates the book as an
6
EJ Amama 289. in Pritchard. The Ancient Near &st in Texts, 489:
Taanach tablet I. in ibid.• 490.
7
EI Amama 290, in ibid., 489.
8
EJ Amarna 287. in ibid .• 488.
9
Hugh Nibley discussed this subject in Lehi in the Desert, The World of
the iaredites, There Were iarediles (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS,
1988). 6-7, and in An Approach /0 the Book of Mormon. 3rd ed. (Salt Lake
City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1988), 101-2.
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authentic ancient document. They attribute the error to Joseph
Smith, whom they believe to be the author of the Book of
Mormon. This presupposes, however. that Joseph Smith was ignorant of the fact that Jesus was born in Bethlehem, not Jerusalem,
which is hardly likely. It is much easier to believe that the
denomination of Jerusalem as a "land" was deliberate. In view of
the evidence we have seen thus far, this was perfectly in keeping
with ancient Near Eastern tradition. Even were it not so, there
wou ld be nothing wrong with Alma, author of the passage, using
Nephite geographical terminology to denote the place of Jesus'
birth. To the Nephites, whose society revolved around cities controlling larger lands, it would have been perfectly logical to place
Bethlehem in the land of Jerusalem.
But there is evidence that, even in the Old World, Bethlehem
was considered to be part of the "land of Jerusalem." One of the
Amama texts speaks of "a town in the land of Jerusalem" named
Bit·NINIB. Some scholars give the name as Bit-Lahmi, which is the
Canaanite equivalent of the Hebrew name rendered Beth-Iehem in
English Bibles.1O
We conclude that Lehi's descendants in the New World followed authentic Old World custom in denominating each land by
the principal city in the land. I I This kind of detail lends evidence
to the authenticity and antiquity of the Book of Mormon text.

10 EI Amama 290, in Pritchard. The Ancient Nf!OT East in Texts, 489 ,
where the name is rendered Bit·Lahmi .
II For eumples and discussion or the woo:! pair cityllialld, see Kevin L.
Barney, "Poetic Diction and Parallel Word PaiTS in the Book of Mormon," in this
issue, pages 37-38.

NOTES AND COMMUNICATIONS

Examining a NephitelLatter-day Apostolic
Parallel
Christian M. Ziebarth
It has long been recognized that the beginning chapters of
3 Nephi provide a type for the events that wiD precede the millennial era and that 4 Nephi describes the same type of society
that will exist during the thousand years of peace. l It is my bel ief
that these portions of the Book of Mormon should be read with
the purpose of coming to an understanding of its larger a llegorical application to the last days.

In studying how the conditions before the comin g
of the Savior to the Nephites so closely parallel
prophecies of the latter times, we see powerful ev idence
that the inspired writers of the Book of Mormon truly
saw o ur day. Indeed, because of the great significance
of the second coming of the Savior, the Lord prepared,
preserved, and provided thi s record of a people who
had previously experienced the coming of the risen
Christ. 2
See Joseph Fielding McConkie, Robert L, Millct, and Brent L. Top,
Doctrinnl CommenlClry on the Book of Mormon , vol. 4, 3 Nephi through
Moroni (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1992),21,205--6.
2 E. Dale leBaron, 'The Book of Mormon: Pattern in Preparing a People
to Meet the Savior," in Doc/rifles of the Book of Mormon. /99/ Sperry
Symposium, ed. Bruce A. Van Orden and Brent L. Top (Sail Lake City: Deseret
Book. 1992), 70-79.
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Even as far back as 1840, the First Presidency issued a stateme nt ~

Connected with the building up of the Kingdom is
the printing and circulation of the Book of Mormon,
... [which throws} a light on the proceedings of
Jehovah which have already been accomplished, and
mark[s] out the future in all its dreadful and glorious
realities. 3
But have we collectively realized the eJtlent to which this is the
case? What is true of the large picture may also be true of its component parts. One possible parallel between certain events from
the Nephite era and in the time before the second coming of the
Savior is examined here.
In the Book of Mormon we read of the chaos that was taking
place immediately before the death of Christ in the Holy Land
and his subsequent visit to the Nephites in the New World. The
situation was much the same then as it is in our day: political
assassinations (3 Nephi 6:30), rejection of the prophets (3 Nephi
6:23; 7: 14), widespread pride and class distinctions (3 Nephi
6: 10--12), and those who were saying that Christ was delaying his
coming, or, even yet, that there was no Christ. There were many
prophets sent to testify to the people of their wickedness and of
the need for repentance. One of these prophets was Timothy. The
Book of Mormon text declares that Timothy's brother, Nephi, had
the power to speak so that his listeners could not disbel ieve his
words (3 Nephi 7:18). Since this is the type of influence that
comes from preaching by the spirit. and we know that Timothy
was of the spiritual stature to be chosen as one of the Nephite
Twelve, we can surmise that Timothy also had the power to speak
so thai the people could not disbelieve his words. Since the guilty
lake the truth to be hard (I Nephi 16:2), they sought to shut the
mouth of the prophet and in this case did so by stoning him until
he suffered death (3 Nephi 7:19). "Those who had so given
themselves up to the spirit of the adversary feasted upon anger
and hatred and lost their appetite for the spirit of peace, joy. and

3

DHC 4:187.
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love which accompany the gospel and the obedient spirit.''4
Apparently, this provided a type of false relief to those who slew
him who felt they were then spared from the jarring and disconcerting words of one who made them aware of their guilt and
impending destruction. This false sense of comfort lasted only
until Nephi, the brother of Timothy, exercised his priesthood
power to raise him from the dead (3 Nephi 7:19; 19:4), which sent
the wicked into a blind rage because they were then left without
excuse (see 3 Nephi 7:18-20). Both Nephi and Timothy later
became apostles when the Lord came and visited and taught those
who survived the destruction that occurred in America at the time
of his death (see 3 Nephi 11 :18-22; 19:4).
Similar events are prophesied to occur in the latter days. John
the Revelator told of "two prophets that are to be raised up to the
Jewish nation in the last days" (D&C 77:15; see Revelation 11:312), likely " members of the Council of the Twelve or of the First
Presidency of the Church,"5 to testify of their wickedness. Their
words too wou ld torment carnal minds until the only resort for
those who will not heed their counsel to repent is to kill the
prophets. In this case as well, the wicked people will feel they are
free from the hard tTUth, even so much as to send gifts to each
other commemorating the slayings (Revelation 11: 10). Once
again they wiIJ be wrong, though, as "after three days and an half
the Spirit of life from God [enters] into them" possibly by one
holding the keys of resurrection exercising that power, "and they
[the two prophets] stood upon their feet; and great fear fell upon
them [the wicked people who had slain them or consented to their
death) which saw them" (Revelation 11 :11). "What happens when
the murdered do not stay dead? The ultimate power of the
unrighteous fails, and with it all other forms of coercion and
intimidation.'>6
While there may not be a logical or causative link between the
events in the book of Revelation and in 3 Nephi, we can note these
similar elements:

,
4

McConkie. Millet. and Top, Doctrinal Comm~nlary , 4:33.
Bruce R. McConkie, Doctrinal N~", T~slam~nI Comm~ntary (Salt Lake
City: Bookcraft, 1973). 3:509.
6
Richard D. Draper. Op~ning Ih~ S~v~n S~als: Th~ Visions of John the
R~v~ IOlor (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1991), 123.
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I. A witness or witnesses testify of Christ and the need for
repentance.
2. Those who hear the witnesses and are wicked take the truth
to be hard and become angry.
3. The witnesses are killed.
4. The wicked see the slain witnesses restored to mortality or
resurrected to immortal ity.
5. The wicked become even more angry or fearful.
By noting instances such as these we come to a greater appreciation of the superior wisdom and foresight of God, who is, in the

final and true sense, the author of the Book of Mormon.
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